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1.1 Aims and scope
The core problem to be dealt with in this book is the syntax of comparatives, that
is, the structure of sentences that express comparison. As far as the notion of
syntactic structure is concerned, I will basically adopt a minimalist framework
(cf. for instance Chomsky 2001; 2004; 2008) and, in line with the principles of
mainstream generative grammar, I assume that the derivation of structures is
constrained by economy, and the number of structural layers, derivational steps
and additional mechanisms is as small as possible. This means that although I
adopt the view that various functional layers and mechanisms can be associated
with these layers, I will keep them to a minimum and will not venture to intro-
duce new ones unless there seems to be ample reason to do so.
Regarding the focus on comparative structures in particular, even though com-
paratives seem to be a very specific domain of research within syntax, the deriva-
tion of their structure raises questions of far more general interest, and provid-
ing meaningful answers to these questions may also have a bearing on our un-
derstanding of syntactic mechanisms, regarding, for instance, the functional left
periphery of clauses, clause-typing, or various ellipsis processes.
It is very probably this diversity of problems that led to a significant inter-
est in comparatives in generative frameworks already in the 1970s, most notably
in Bresnan (1973; 1975), followed by various analyses with more or less shared
concerns: for example, Corver (1993; 1997), Izvorski (1995), Lechner (1999; 2004),
Kennedy (1997; 1999; 2002), Kennedy &Merchant (1997; 2000), and more recently
Reglero (2006). I will strongly rely on these previous findings and especially the
questions raised by them. While many questions have been answered by previ-
ous accounts, there are several others that have remained unresolved and have
not received an adequate explanation which would hold cross-linguistically as
well. Moreover, any proposal should follow from general principles of the gram-
mar rather than by applying construction-specific mechanisms. The aim of this
book is to provide such an analysis and to enable a better understanding of com-
parative clause formation.
1 Introduction
In the following, I will briefly provide an overview of the structure of compar-
atives, to be followed by the concise outline of the problems to be dealt with in
this book.
1.2 The structure of comparatives
In any human language, there are various means of expressing comparison be-
tween entities (or properties), and structures traditionally referred to as compar-
atives constitute only a subset of these possibilities. Consider the examples in
(1):
(1) a. Mary was indeed furious when she saw that you had broken her vase.
But you should have seen her mother!
b. Mary is tall but Susan is very tall.
c. Mary is faster than Susan.
In (1a), comparison is only implied: the first sentence makes it explicit that
Mary was furious to a certain degree but the second sentence contains no explicit
reference to a degree, yet it implies that the degree to which Mary’s mother was
furious exceeds the degree to which Mary was furious. In (1b), both the degree
to which Mary is tall and the degree to which Susan is tall are explicitly referred
to: without any further specification, it is understood that on a scale of height,
the degree to which Mary is tall is greater than what is contextually taken to be
average and that the degree to which Susan is tall is considerably greater than
the average. Hence, the degrees of tallness are explicitly referred to, even if they
remain vague; however, the comparison between the two degrees is not made
explicit, but the relation of the two degrees can be inferred. Finally, (1c) exhibits a
canonical comparative structure, which expresses that the degree to which Mary
is fast exceeds the degree to which Susan is fast.
The present book aims at analysing syntactic comparative constructions, that
is, the type represented by (1c) above. The sentence in (1c) shows the most im-
portant elements of comparative constructions: in this case, the degrees of speed
of two entities are compared. The reference value of comparison is expressed by
faster in the matrix clause (Mary is faster) and it consists of a gradable predicate
(fast) and a comparative degree marker (-er). The standard value of comparison
(that is, to which something else is compared) is expressed by the subordinate
clause (than Susan) and is introduced by the complementiser than, which also
serves as the standard marker.
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There are some important remarks to be made here. First, in (1c), the compar-
ative degree marker is a bound morpheme attached to the gradable predicate;
however, this is not an available option for all adjectives in English and very of-
ten a periphrastic structure is used, when -er is present in the form of more, as
in (2):
(2) Mary is more pretentious than Susan.
Languages differ in terms of whether they allow both kinds of comparative
degree marking and some languages (such as German) allow only the morpho-
logical way of comparative adjective formation, while others (such as Italian)
have the periphrastic way by default.
Second, in (1c) the standard value of comparison is introduced by the comple-
mentiser than and the string than Susan is underlyingly a clause.This is explicitly
shown by examples like (3) that contain a finite verb as well:
(3) Mary is faster than Susan is.
Since the clause can be recovered, comparatives formed with than are invari-
ably clausal. However, languages also differ with respect to the distribution of
whether they have clausal and/or phrasal comparison. For instance, Hungarian
has both clausal comparatives, introduced by mint ‘than/as’ and phrasal com-








‘Mary is taller than Susan.’
In this case, the DP Zsuzsánál is inherently marked for adessive case and there
is no clause that could be recovered. As my primary concern in this book is
the structure of comparative subclauses, I will not be dealing with instances of
phrasal comparison more than necessary: that is, I will briefly include them in
the discussion when the arguments of the degree morpheme are considered and
will relate them to subordinate clauses in this respect, but apart from this, they
fall outside the scope of the present investigation.
It is also important to mention that degree constructions denote a larger set
of structures than comparatives, within which one can distinguish between two
major types, see (5): comparatives expressing equality, as shown in (5a), and com-
paratives expressing inequality, as in (5b) and (5c):
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(5) a. Mary is as diligent as Susan.
b. Mary is more diligent than Susan.
c. Mary is less diligent than Susan.
In (5a), the degree to which Mary is diligent is the same as the degree to which
Susan is diligent; by contrast, in (5b) and (5c) the degrees are different, such that
the degree to which Mary is diligent is higher in (5b) and lower in (5c). As can
be seen, the comparative subclause is introduced by as in (5a) and by than in
both (5b) and (5c). The present book aims at providing an analysis for compara-
tives expressing inequality and more precisely for ones of the type given in (5b);
nevertheless, the analysis has relevant conclusions for all types but I will not ven-
ture to discuss further differences here.The choice regarding (5b) is not arbitrary,
though: this is the type that encompasses all comparative-related issues to some
extent and the relevant literature has also mostly discussed this type.
1.3 The problems to be discussed
To start with, Chapter 2 will discuss the structure of degree expressions, with
the aim of providing a unified analysis that relates the structure of comparatives
to that of other (absolute and superlative) degrees. Naturally, a number of ques-
tions arise concerning the general structure of degree phrases, of which I will
select only the ones that are relevant for the present book. The importance of
comparatives in this respect is that they tend to contain a number of elements
overtly that clearly indicate the presence of various functional layers, presenting
a challenge for previous analyses, but at the same time indicating certain ways
in which the syntactic structure of degree adjectives can best be captured.
One such problem is the presence of the degree morpheme itself, which be-
comes obvious when comparing the sentences in (5):
(6) a. Mary is tall.
b. Mary is taller than Peter.
The contrast between (6a) and (6b) is that while the very same lexical adjective
(tall) appears in both cases, in (6b) there is an additional degree morpheme (-er).
The fact that the degree marker is syntactically separate from the adjective is
more clearly indicated by periphrastic comparatives such as (7):
(7) Mary is more intelligent than John.
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In (7), the comparative degree is marked by more; Chapter 2 will account for
the difference and the relatedness of structures like (6b) and (7), showing that the
same functional layers are present and the head element in the degree expression
is -er in both cases.
Second, the relation between the comparative degree marker and the compar-
ative subclause must also be explained as the type of the subclause seems to be
defined by the comparative marker in the matrix clause:
(8) a. Mary is taller [than John].
b. * Mary is taller [as John].
c. * Mary is as tall [than John].
d. Mary is as tall [as John].
As shown by the examples in (8), if the degree expression in the matrix clause
contains the morpheme -er, then the subclause must be introduced by than; con-
versely, a degree expression with as in the matrix clause requires a subclause
introduced by as. These selectional restrictions are obviously not dependent on
the lexical adjective, which is invariably tall. I will show in Chapter 2 that the
comparative subclause is one argument of the degree head, the other being the
lexical AP itself; consequently, there are restrictions that hold between the de-
gree head and the subclause but there are none that would hold between the AP
and the subclause.
Even though my main concern is not the argument structure of adjectives, it
should be mentioned that adjectives may have arguments of their own:
(9) Mary is proud [of her husband].
In cases like (9), the adjective (proud) takes a PP (of her husband) as its comple-
ment; this must also be accounted for, especially in relation to the subclauses in-
dicated in (8), which are not directly introduced by the adjective itself but are nev-
ertheless obligatory. Chapter 2 will argue that PP complements of adjectives are
indeed complements of the adjective head but may appear in a right-dislocated
position due to the nature of cyclic spellout to PF.
The structure adopted for degree expressions will be used when accounting
for Comparative Deletion in Chapter 3, which constitutes the core part of the
book. My aim here is to reduce the cross-linguistic differences attested in con-
nection with Comparative Deletion to minimal differences in the relevant op-
erators. I intend to show that Comparative Deletion is merely a surface phe-
nomenon and hence does not have to be treated as a parameter distinguishing
5
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between languages; instead, I will adopt a feature-based account that can handle
language-internal variation as well. I will argue that the difference is ultimately
not between individual languages but rather between overt operators that do
and covert operators that do not trigger Comparative Deletion. To my knowl-
edge, this claim is radically new in the literature and hopefully it may account
for several phenomena that have been unexplained so far. This chapter will also
present data that has not been discussed in the literature, including non-standard
English, German and Dutch patterns, as well as Hungarian and Slavic (mostly
Czech) data.
The phenomenon of ComparativeDeletion traditionally denotes the absence of
an adjectival or nominal expression from the comparative subclause, as indicated
in the following examples:
(10) a. Ralph is more qualified than Jason is x-qualified.
b. Ralph has more qualifications than Jason has x-many qualifications.
c. Ralph has better qualifications than Jason has x-good qualifications.
In the sentences above, x denotes a certain degree or quantity as to which a
certain entity is qualified, good, etc. This is an operator that has no phonological
content. In (10a), an adjectival expression is deleted: this type is referred to as the
predicative comparative since the quantified adjectival expression functions as a
predicate in the subclause. By contrast, in both (10b) and (10c) a nominal expres-
sion is deleted; structures like (10b) are nominal comparatives, where a nominal
expression bears quantification, while (10c) is an attributive comparative, where
the quantified adjectival expression is an attributive modifier within a nominal
expression.
Therefore, one of the most important questions to be answered in connection
with Comparative Deletion is how to account for the fact that different con-
stituents seem to be deleted by Comparative Deletion. Moreover, this deletion
process seems to be obligatory to the extent that the presence of the quantified ex-
pressions in (10) would lead to ungrammatical constructions; therefore, a proper
analysis of Comparative Deletion must also address the issue why this process
seems to be obligatory. I will argue that the site of Comparative Deletion is not
the one indicated in (10) but a left-peripheral, [Spec,CP] position.The reason why
the strings indicated as deleted elements in (10) cannot be overt is that they are
lower copies of a moved constituent and are regularly eliminated.
The role of information structure underlying Comparative Deletion has to be
taken into consideration as well. In subcomparative structures, an adjectival or
nominal element may be left overt in the subclause; as opposed to the examples
6
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in (10), these elements are not logically identical to an antecedent in the matrix
clause:
(11) a. The table is longer than the desk is wide.
b. Ralph has more books than Jason has manuscripts.
c. Ralph wrote a longer book than Jason did a manuscript.
I will show in Chapter 3 that movement takes place even in these cases, and
hence the higher copy is regularly eliminated; the reason why the lower copies
are realised overtly is that they are contrastive. My analysis will thus crucially
differ from those (for example Kennedy 2002) that try to capture the surface
dissimilarity between (10) and (11) on the basis of whether wh-movement takes
place overtly, as in (10), or covertly, as in (11). I assume that syntactic movement
triggered by a [+wh] or a [+rel] feature cannot be sensitive to the information
structural properties of the lexical XP (AP/NP) that moves together with the oper-
ator for independent reasons (that is, the non-extractability of the operator from
the functional projections containing these lexical elements).
Given that deletion in the [Spec,CP] position takes place if the operator is zero,
it can be expected that visible operators can remain overt in this position.Though
this option is not available in Standard English, substandard dialects may allow
configurations such as (12) below:
(12) % Ralph is more qualified than how qualified Jason is.
Naturally, an analysis of Comparative Deletion must also address the question
of how examples such as (12) relate to the ones given in (10) or (11); I will argue
that all of these constructions involve themovement of the quantified expression,
but the higher copy is not elided in (12) since the overtness requirement on left-
peripheral elements is satisfied.
Apart from varieties of English that allow instances like (12), in some languages
full degree expressions can be regularly attested at the left periphery of the sub-























































‘Mary has a bigger cat than Peter has.’
As can be seen, Hungarian allows the overt presence of the degree elements,
which again shows that Comparative Deletion must be subject to (parametric)
variation. I will argue that this variation can be accounted for by the Overtness
Requirement: Hungarian has overt operators while Standard English does not,
and therefore the overt presence of lexical elements in a [Spec,CP] position is
available in Hungarian, just as in the case of non-standard varieties of English.
Strongly related to this, the question arises to what extent the internal struc-
ture of the degree expression plays a role and whether individual operators ex-
hibit different behaviour in this respect. In Hungarian, there are two comparative
operators, amilyen ‘how’ and amennyire ‘how much’. The operator amilyen may
appear together with the adjective, as in (13a), but it does not allow the stranding













‘Mary is taller than Peter.’
On the other hand, Hungarian has another operator, amennyire ‘how much’,


























‘Mary is taller than Peter.’
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In addition, as shown in (16), Hungarian also seems to require the presence of
some operator if the adjective is overt (note, however, that it is allowed for the






















‘Mary is taller than Peter.’
I will show in Chapter 3 that Hungarian lacks a covert operator, and that the
difference between amilyen and amennyire is due to the fact that they occupy
different positions in the extended degree expression, based on the findings con-
cerning the structure of degree expressions in Chapter 2. Hence, my analysis of
Comparative Deletion is based on the assumption that languages differ with re-
spect to the presence/absence of the operator in a more intricate way than one
that could be formulated on a +/– basis.
Following these lines of thought, Chapter 4 will address a special instance of
Comparative Deletion, which is traditionally referred to in the literature as At-
tributive Comparative Deletion. I will show that Attributive Comparative Dele-
tion can only be understood as a descriptive term indicating a phenomenon that
is a result of the interaction of more general syntactic processes, and therefore
there is no reason to postulate any special mechanism underlying Attributive
Comparative Deletion in the grammar. By eliminating such a mechanism, it is
possible to achieve a unified analysis of all types of comparatives. Chapter 4 will
also show that Attributive Comparative Deletion is not a universal phenomenon:
its appearance in English can be conditioned by independent, more general rules
and the absence of such restrictions may lead to the absence of Attributive Com-
parative Deletion in other languages. In this respect, novel data from German
and Hungarian will be presented and discussed.
Attributive Comparative Deletion refers to a peculiar phenomenon that in-
volves the obligatory deletion of the quantified AP and the lexical verb from the
comparative subclause, if the quantified AP functions as an attribute within a
nominal expression. Consider the examples in (17):
(17) a. Ralph bought a bigger cat than George did buy a big cat flap.
b. Ralph bought a bigger cat than George bought a big cat flap.
c. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than George bought a big cat flap.
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d. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than George bought a big cat flap.
e. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than George bought a big cat flap.
f. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than George did buy a big cat flap.
As can be seen, both the adjective (big) and the lexical verb (buy) have to be
eliminated from the comparative subclause: this is possible either by eliminating
the tensed lexical verb, as in (17b) or by deleting the lexical verb and leaving
the tense-bearing auxiliary do intact, as in (17a). Note that both the verb and
the adjective have to be deleted, as indicated by the ungrammaticality of the
sentences in (17c)–(17f).
The obligatory elimination of the adjective is not directly related to the fact
that it is given; the overt presence of the attributive adjective is ungrammatical
even if it is different from its matrix clausal counterpart, as shown in (18):
(18) a. *Ralph bought a bigger cat than George bought a wide cat flap.
b. *Ralph bought a bigger cat than George did buy a wide cat flap.
It seems that the elimination of the adjective from the particular position is
obligatory. On the other hand, note that the deletion of the lexical verb is required
only if part of the DP is overt; if the entire DP is eliminated, as in (19), the lexical
verb can remain:
(19) Ralph bought a bigger cat than George bought a big cat.
There are a number of questions that arise in connection with these phenom-
ena. First, it has to be explained why the adjective has to be deleted and cannot
appear overtly even if it is contrastive. Second, one has to account for the fact
that the deletion of the adjective happens alongside with the deletion of the lex-
ical verb: this is interesting especially because in structures like (17a) and (17b)
the verb and the lexical verb do not even seem to be adjacent.
In line with Kennedy & Merchant (2000), Chapter 4 will show that the quan-
tified adjectival phrase moves to a left-peripheral position within the extended
nominal expression and hence appears as the leftmost element within that nom-
inal expression, which results in its adjacency to the lexical verb at PF. I will
argue that the unacceptability of the lexical AP in this position is due to a viola-
tion of the Overtness Requirement: this position within the nominal expression
is essentially an operator position, and therefore lexical material is licensed to
appear there only if the operator is visible, the condition of which is not met in
the case of the comparative operator.The ellipsis mechanism effectively eliminat-
ing the AP is VP-ellipsis, which necessarily affects the lexical verb; contrary to
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Kennedy & Merchant (2000), who claim that the rest of the nominal expression
undergoes rightward movement, I will argue that the overtness of the F-marked
DP (a cat flap) in (17a) and (17b) is possible because ellipsis proceeds in a strict
left to right fashion at PF and F-marked constituents may stop ellipsis.
In this way, Attributive Comparative Deletion will be sufficiently linked to
Comparative Deletion, as the deletion of the higher copy takes place even in
cases like (17a) and (17b); furthermore, the PF-uninterpretability underlying both
phenomena follows from the same kind of constraint, that is, the overtness re-
quirement. On the other hand, VP-ellipsis is not a construction-specific mech-
anism either, and there is no reason to suppose a special process underlying
Attributive Comparative Deletion.
The analysis of Attributive Comparative Deletionwill also take cross-linguistic
differences into consideration. For instance, in languages like Hungarian the full





















‘Rudolph bought a bigger cat then Mike did a cat flap.’
I will show that the acceptability of (20) in Hungarian follows from the fact
that the comparative operator is overt in Hungarian and hence no Comparative
Deletion is attested at all; on the other hand, the quantified adjective does not
undergo movement to the left periphery within the nominal expression either.
On the other hand, there are languages, such as German, that do not permit



















‘Ralph has a bigger flat than Michael a house.’
I will show that the unacceptability of (21) stems chiefly from the fact that
the VP (as all vP layers) is head-final in German and therefore VP-ellipsis is not
attested; furthermore, the German nominal expression does not allow the kind
of inversion (that is, the movement of the quantified AP to a left-peripheral po-
sition) that can be observed in English. In this way, my analysis of Attributive
Comparative Deletion accounts for cross-linguistic variation, apart from provid-
ing an explanation for the English data.
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Regarding the mechanisms underlying the phenomenon of Comparative Dele-
tion and that of Attributive Comparative Deletion, it seems that the Overtness
Requirement regulates the realisation of the higher copy, while the realisation of
the lower copy is essentially tied to the lexical XP being contrastive. In Chapter 5,
I will address the question why some languages cannot realise contrastive lower
copies either.
As far as the higher copy is concerned, the Overtness Requirement on left-
peripheral elements is crucial, since this states that overt lexical material is li-
censed in an operator position only if the operator itself is overt. Hence, there
are four logical possibilities, depending on whether the operator moves on its
own, and whether the operator is overt or not. If the operator is able to strand
a lexical AP or NP (or there is no lexical XP base-generated together with the
operator at all), the lexical XP is spelt out in its base position, and the overtness
of the operator is immaterial, as is the information structural status of the lexical
XP. If an overt operator takes the lexical XP along to the [Spec,CP] position, the
lexical XP is licensed irrespective of its information structural status. However,
if a phonologically zero operator takes the lexical XP to the clausal left periphery,
the entire phrase in [Spec,CP] has to be deleted in order to avoid a violation of
the Overtness Requirement. In this case, the lower copy of the movement chain
(in the base position) is realised overtly if it is contrastive. This leads to an asym-
metry between contrastive and non-contrastive XPs: in the case of the latter,
the absence of any overt copy results in the surface phenomenon traditionally
referred to as Comparative Deletion. The realisation of contrastive XPs, on the
other hand, appears to be straightforward.
Using data mainly from Slavic, Chapter 5 will demonstrate that the availability
of the lower copy for overt realisation is not universal. Again, the discussion
relies on new data that have not been discussed so far but the existence of which
is crucial in understanding the idiosyncratic properties of the Standard English
pattern. Consider the data in (22) from Polish:





























‘The desk is longer than the office is wide.’
While the ungrammaticality of (22a) is expected on the basis of the English
pattern, the question arises why Polish lacks predicative subcomparatives in the
12
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English way, that is, why (22b) is ungrammatical. As will be shown, Polish is not
unique in this respect: Czech shows the same distribution. I will argue that the
realisation of the lower copy is dependent on more general properties of move-
ment chains in a certain language, which results in a difference between English
and Polish. In particular, I will show that the difference between English and Pol-
ish in this respect lies chiefly in the availability of multiple wh-fronting in Pol-
ish. As demonstrated by Bošković (2002), wh-elements have to undergo fronting
in multiple wh-fronting languages independently of an active [wh] feature on
C: that is, while the first moved wh-constituent checks off the [wh] feature on
C and thus undergoes ordinary wh-movement, the further wh-elements merely
undergo obligatory fronting. I assume that this is because these elements are
equipped with an edge feature. Bošković (2002) shows that apparent exceptions
to the fronting requirement are relatively rare and they are subject to certain
conditions; further, these instances do not involve the lack of fronting but rather
the realisation of a lower copy of a movement chain. I argue that since these re-
quirements are absent from comparative constructions, it follows naturally that
the realisation of a contrastive lower copy is not possible in these languages.
Finally, apart from issues directly related to the structure of degree expressions
and the functional left periphery of comparative subclauses, the present book
also aims at accounting for optional ellipsis processes that play a crucial role in
the derivation of typical comparative subclauses. These issues will be discussed
in Chapter 6.
In English predicative structures, see (23), this involves the elimination of the
copula from structures such as (23b), as opposed to the one given in (23a):
(23) a. Ralph is more enthusiastic than Jason is.
b. Ralph is more enthusiastic than Jason.
In nominal comparatives, see (24), the lexical verb may be deleted:
(24) a. Ralph bought more houses than Michael bought flats.
b. Ralph bought more houses than Michael did flats.
c. Ralph bought more houses than Michael did.
d. Ralph bought more houses than Michael.
Verb deletionmay result in a subclause without any verbal element, as in (24d),
or the tense morpheme may be carried by the dummy auxiliary, as in (24b) and
(24c). In addition, depending on whether the object contains a contrastive noun
or not, the object nominal expression remains overt, as in (24a) and (24b), or it
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does not appear overtly, as in (24c) and (24d). A very similar pattern arises in
attributive comparatives, as shown in (25):
(25) a. Ralph bought a bigger house than Michael did a flat.
b. Ralph bought a bigger house than Michael did.
c. Ralph bought a bigger house than Michael.
Themain question here is whether the deletion of the lexical verb is merely the
deletion of the verbal head or whether this involves VP-ellipsis; in the latter case,
the possibility of having overt objects (or parts of objects) must be accounted
for. Developing the analysis given in Chapter 4, in Chapter 6 I will argue that
gapping is an instance of VP-ellipsis, which proceeds in a left-to-right fashion at
PF and the starting point of it is an [E] feature on a functional v head, in line with
Merchant (2001), and the endpoint of ellipsis is a contrastive phrase, if there is
any. I will also show that since the [E] feature can be present on a C head as well,
the derivation of comparative subclauses at PF may involve ellipsis starting from
an [E] feature either on a C or a v head. Since the final string may be ambiguous,
one of the central questions is whether a uniform kind of ellipsis mechanismmay
account for these ambiguities; this will be shown to be possible.
On the other hand, the fact that reduced comparative subclauses also exist in
Hungarian raises yet another question, which is how languages with exclusively
overt comparative operators may show the elimination of the entire degree ex-
pression, given that there is no Comparative Deletion in these languages. For




























‘Mary was taller than Peter.’
As can be seen, in (26a) the subclause contains all the elements overtly, while
the degree expression and the verb are absent from (26b).The same phenomenon
can be observed in nominal comparatives, see (27):
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‘Mary bought more cats than Peter did.’


































‘Mary bought a bigger cat than Peter did.’
In all of these cases it is true that the sentences of a given pair have the same
meaning. The question is whether the deletion of the degree expression is inde-
pendent from that of the verb or not. As I will show in Chapter 6, using novel
and systematically tested data, these are not two independent processes since the
verb cannot be overt in the absence of an overt degree expression. I will argue
that this is the case because it is ungrammatical to have an operator in its base
position in Hungarian, but since there is no separate mechanism that would elim-
inate the degree expression, a more general ellipsis process has to apply, which
is essentially VP-ellipsis. The ellipsis mechanism is fairly similar to the one at-
tested in English and the differences will be linked to the slightly different inter-
nal structure of the functional layers in the two languages. Otherwise ellipsis is
carried out by an [E] feature on the leftmost functional head in Hungarian too.
I will argue that the difference between English and Hungarian in terms of
gapping effects is chiefly a result of the different prosody in the two languages:
while the Intonational Phrase is right-headed in English, it is left-headed in Hun-
garian. As a consequence, while contrastive elements are located at the right
edge of the ellipsis domain in English, in Hungarian they are to the left of the
functional head hosting the [E] feature or are themselves located in that head
15
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and consequently not part of the ellipsis domain either. Chapter 6 will show that
since there is strong directionality in terms of ellipsis, in that it proceeds in a
strict left-to-right fashion, this kind of ellipsis works only in head-initial phrases
since the ellipsis domain (the complement) has to follow the head hosting the
[E] feature. This accounts for why German does not have VP-ellipsis the way
English has it: the German VP and all vP layers are head-final, while in English
all VP projections are head-initial. Cross-linguistic differences concerning op-
tional ellipsis processes can thus also be reduced to more general properties that
hold in individual languages, and hence ellipsis processes in comparatives are
not construction-specific.
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2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I provide a unified analysis of degree expressions that relates the
structure of comparatives to that of other – absolute and superlative – degrees.
Naturally, there arise a number of questions concerning the general structure
of degree phrases, of which I will select only the ones that are relevant for the
present work. Since my analysis is strongly built on the results of previous ac-
counts, I will first give a short overview of the relevant literature, showing the
problematic points thereof that I intend to eliminate in my approach. Again, the
literature concerning the syntax of degree expressions is far greater than the se-
lected examples presented here but I restrict myself to discussing those analyses
that bear crucial significance for the understanding of comparatives.
2.2 Earlier accounts
2.2.1 The problems to be discussed
When considering the general structure of degree expressions, comparatives are
especially interesting to consider because they contain a number of overt ele-
ments that clearly indicate the presence of various functional layers, presenting
a challenge for previous analyses.
The very first problem is the appearance of the degree morpheme itself. Con-
sider the examples in (1):
(1) a. Mary is tall.
b. Mary is taller than John.
By comparing (1a) and (1b), it should be obvious that while it is the very same
lexical adjective (tall) that appears in both cases, in (1b) there is an additional
degree morpheme (that is, -er). The fact that the degree marker is syntactically
separate from the adjective is more clearly indicated by periphrastic compara-
tives such as (2):
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(2) Mary is more intelligent than John.
In (2), the comparative degree is marked by more; a sound analysis for the
structure of degree expressions must also account for the difference and the re-
latedness of structures like (1b) and (2).
Moreover, the relation between the comparative degree marker and the com-
parative subclause must also be explained as the type of the subclause seems to
be defined by the comparative marker in the matrix clause:
(3) a. Mary is taller [than John].
b. * Mary is taller [as John].
c. * Mary is as tall [than John].
d. Mary is as tall [as John].
As can be seen, if the degree expression in the matrix clause contains the mor-
pheme -er, then the subclause must be introduced by than; conversely, a degree
expression with as in the matrix clause requires a subclause introduced by as.
These selectional restrictions are obviously not dependent on the lexical adjec-
tive, which is tall in all of the examples in (3).
Last but not least, adjectives may have arguments of their own. Consider:
(4) Mary is proud [of her husband].
The adjective proud takes the PP as its complement; this must also be ac-
counted for, especially in relation to the subclauses indicated in (3), which are
not directly introduced by the adjective itself but are nevertheless obligatory.
2.2.2 Much-deletion – Bresnan (1973)
I will start the overview with Bresnan’s landmark paper, which opened the dis-
cussion on comparative constructions by taking into account a large number
of phenomena not even considered before. The most important contribution of
Bresnan (1973) is probably the separation of functional heads (Det and Q in her
analysis, Deg and Q in later analyses), which makes it possible to explain why
certain degree-like elements behave differently; moreover, the role of much is
also addressed, which is crucial in terms of the structure of comparatives.
One of the most important observations is that more is a composite of much
and the degree morpheme -er, hence in a way the comparative form of much.
This is immediately shown by the paradigm of degree expressions. Consider the
following examples (taken from Bresnan 1973: 277, exx. 4 and 5):
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(5) a. as / too / that / so much bread
b. as / too / that / so little bread
c. as / too / that / so many people
d. as / too / that / so few people
As can be seen, all degree elements (i.e., as, too, that and so) combine with
eithermuch, little,many or few. Likewisewith -er, we find all four forms as shown
in (6), cf. Bresnan (1973: 277, exx. 4, 5 and 7):
(6) a. -er much bread → more bread
b. -er little bread → less bread
c. -er many people → more people
d. -er few people → fewer people
Naturally, there must be rules in the grammar for the changes from combi-
nations such as -er much into more: these are partly syntactic rules and partly
suppletion rules that belong to the level of morphology (Bresnan 1973: 279).
The structure of degree expressions can be drawn up as given in (7), according













Degree expressions like as much are QPs, though Bresnan (1973: 277) admits
that the label “is merely a temporary convenience”. The head of the QP is oc-
cupied by the elements much, many, little and few, while the degree elements
– including the comparative -er – are determiners in the specifier. Admittedly,
the analysis has the advantage of ruling out certain impossible configurations
such as *too more: the Det position cannot be filled by too and -er at the same
time (Bresnan 1973: 277), which would not be predicted by an analysis taking
elements like more as atomic.
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Let us now turn to cases where degree elements are followed by a lexical ad-
jective (or adverb) and not a noun. The paradigm given in (5) does not seem to
hold there, as the data in (8) indicate (see Bresnan 1973: 278, exx. 8 and 9):
(8) a. Mary is more intelligent.
b. * Mary is so much intelligent.
c. Mary speaks more cogently.
d. * Mary speaks so much cogently.
The data above show the following problem: apparently, the sequence of a de-
gree element (e.g., so) andmuch before an adjective or an adverb is not permitted,
as indicated by the ungrammaticality of (8b) and (8d). However, more is accept-
able in that position, as in (8a) and (8c). Therefore, if one maintains the idea that
more is made up of -er and much in the same way as, for example, so much is
constructed, then there are obviously conflicting requirements here.
Bresnan (1973: 278) mentions two logical possibilities that may account for
this: either more does not derive from -er + much when preceding adjectives and
adverbs, or it is deleted if it directly precedes an adjective or an adverb. Arguing
for the latter, she provides an additional rule in the form of Much-deletion, given
below (Bresnan 1973: 278, ex. 10):
(9) much →∅ / [… A]AP
where A(P) = Adjective or Adverb (Phrase)
The fact that -er much becomesmore is not merely a morphological matter: the
syntax accounts for the word order change from the initial -er much into much
-er, and morphology substitutes this latter form with more. According to Bresnan











By way of cliticisation, -er is attached to much, ultimately resulting in more.
The point is thatmuch will not be adjacent to the adjective following the original
string -er much. The item -er will act as an intervener and consequently the rule
given in (9) does not – and could not – apply. This is straightforward in the case
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of analytic comparatives (such as more intelligent) but requires extra rules for
accommodating morphological comparatives (such as taller). Bresnan (1973: 279)
assumes that taller is in fact underlyingly more tall, and is derived by separate
rules for simple comparatives: first,much-er tall becomesmuch-er taller, and sub-
sequently much-er is deleted, leaving taller as the final result. As far as the exact
mechanism behind this is concerned, it is crucially missing from the analysis.
Turning back to the syntax of degree expressions, (10) shows that the core idea
is to treatmuch ormany as a Q head, which takes a Det degree item as a specifier.
If a degree expression is modified by another one, this is achieved via adjunction.
Consider the following example (Bresnan 1973: 290, ex. 132a):
(11) I have as many too many marbles as you.
Here the degree expression too many is modified by as many. As shown in (12),













A QP can be modified by another QP in a recursive way: additional QPs are
adjoined in the same fashion. If there is also a lexical adjective (or adverb), the
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The representation in (13) shows the underlying structure: much-deletion will
later eliminate much, which is immediately followed by an adjective, ultimately
giving the grammatical string as clear. The same would be true if the adjective
had an adverbial modifier (e.g., as much utterly stupid → as utterly stupid, see
Bresnan 1973: 294).
As for the comparative subclause, Bresnan (1973: 318–319) notes that it may
originate in the Det (dominating the -er or the as head); however, how this is
precisely achieved is not described. In the final structure, the comparative sub-
clause ends in an extraposed position, as shown in (14) for the string taller than































As can be seen, the subclause is ultimately an adjunct to the entire AP, though
it should be base-generated where the Det is located.
Though the analysis admittedly has advantages, it raises a number of problems
as well. First of all, the structural representation can obviously not be maintained
in a minimalist framework, especially as far as the Det is concerned. If elements
like -er are indeed to be treated as heads and not as phrase-sized constituents,
they should not be located in a specifier. This immediately raises the question of
where degree items are located with respect to the AP and the QP; that is, which
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projection dominates which. If the degree item is indeed a head, rather than a
phrase, it is highly unlikely that it would be dominated by the AP, unless extra
movement processes are involved.
It is likewise problematic to relate QPs to each other by way of adjunction. It
is true that QP modifiers are to a large extent recursive but certain restrictions
seem to hold on their order, for instance, while as many too many (marbles) is
grammatical, *too many as many (marbles) is not.
Moreover, the very mechanism of much-deletion is highly questionable. It is
credible that the formation of more before adjectives and adverbs should not
differ from how it is formed before nouns. However, by merely considering the
logical possibilities, this leaves us two alternative options and not just one, as
Bresnan (1973) would imply. The first option is much-deletion before adjectives
and adverbs. The second option is much-insertion elsewhere. The former option
has two main problems: first, it is not clear why much should be inserted even
when it lacks the syntactic function of a dummy and does not bear any semantic
role. Second, the rule of much-deletion is highly arbitrary (cf. also Corver 1997;
Jackendoff 1977; Brame 1986) and does not follow from any general constraint.
It is therefore a rather circuitous way of defining the morphological difference
between adjectives that form their comparative degrees with much and those
that do not.
Last but not least, the position of the comparative subclause also raises at least
two major questions. On the one hand, it remains unexplained how it is base-
generated under the Det node. On the other hand, the extraposition of the clause
to the right is also dubious, primarily because it seems to be obligatory rightward
movement, in addition to the fact that rightward movement in itself is problem-
atic. As there is very little said about the position of the comparative subclause,
it is not surprising that the issue is not discussed in relation to PP arguments of
adjectives, which should also be accommodated in the structure.
2.2.3 A DP-shell for comparatives – Izvorski (1995)
Let us now turn to the analysis of Izvorski (1995), who markedly builds on the se-
mantics of comparative structures with respect to the formation of the syntactic
structure. The importance of this study lies fundamentally in the fact that it aims
at providing a unified syntactic representation for degree expressions, which will
also play a crucial part in later analyses. By way of adopting a DP-shell analysis,
Izvorski (1995) intends to provide a unified structure for predicative and nominal
structures, which is desirable in the sense that the degree expression itself should
not be different depending on whether it is a predicate or base-generated within
a nominal expression.
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According to Izvorski (1995: 107–118), the elements more, less and as are of the
category Det, and they are heads of the DP they introduce. In this way, DPs have
in fact two DP layers (hence the DP-shell), in the same way as double object con-
structions have VP-shells, cf. Larson (1988). It has to be mentioned that the label
D for degree items is fundamentally used as a convenient syntactic notation and
is therefore not intended to imply that all degree expressions would be nomi-
nal (Izvorski 1995: 111–119): they could also be of the category Deg, as for Abney
(1987) and Corver (1990).
According to Izvorski (1995: 107–118, see especially ex. 23), the general struc-











The XP stands for the lexical projection – a bare AP or NP – in the structure; in
this way, there is no syntactic difference between predicative (e.g.more intelligent
than … and nominal (e.g.more cats than …) comparatives, other than the category
of the XP itself.
As Izvorski (1995: 109–119) points out, the analysis has the advantage of both
directly relating the degree element – that is,more, less or as – to the comparative
complement (here: the PP) and at the same time accounting for their discontinu-
ity in the surface structure. Yet, this immediately raises the problem of distribu-
tional differences, as degree expressions containing an AP and those containing
an NP clearly do not behave in the same way syntactically. Izvorski (1995: 111–
120) overcomes this by saying that D is underspecified for the relevant (nominal
or adjectival/adverbial) features; hence, it can take either of them into its (lower)
specifier. Via specifier–head agreement, the XP is in turn responsible for speci-
fying these features on the D head; finally, the movement of the D to the higher
D position causes the features to be present on the entire DP.
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This analysis clearly eliminates some of the problems that I mentioned in con-
nection with Bresnan (1973), such as the treatment of Det as a specifier, the
mechanism of much-deletion or the connection between the comparative sub-
clause and the degree head. However, new ones arise as well, in particular the
treatment of more and less as atomic: apart from the fact that there seems to
be ample evidence in favour of analysing more as much + -er, Izvorski’s proposal
crucially leaves unexplained how simple morphological comparatives (e.g. taller)
are formed.
In addition, the way to overcome distributional differences is ad hoc and does
not take into account that theremight be differences in terms ofmodification, too.
As a matter of fact, the issue of modification is altogether missing from Izvorski’s
analysis (consider examples such as (11) above). The same applies to the position
of arguments, especially the PP arguments of adjectives.
Moreover, while the account in Izvorski (1995) is general enough in the sense
that it covers (or intends to cover) the structure of both predicative and nominal
comparatives, it fails to say anything about attributive comparatives (e.g., a more
intelligent dog than …). As has been said, the XP is either a bare AP or a bare NP.
It is not clear how an NP containing an attribute could be accommodated in the
structure, especially because in these cases the comparative degree is associated
primarily with the lexical AP and not with the entire NP, which becomes even
more evident when considering attributive comparatives containing a morpho-
logical degree form (e.g. a bigger dog than …), where the degree morpheme -er is
clearly marked on the adjective.
Last but not least, the treatment of the subclause is highly questionable: apart
from the fact that Izvorski (1995) analyses it as a PP, an issue I intend to address
later on, there seems to be a problem in terms of extraposition, too. At first glance,
the kind of extraposition proposed by Bresnan (1973) seems to be fortunately
eliminated by Izvorski (1995): it is the degree element that moves away from the
subclause. However, it has to be noted that the position given in (15) cannot be
the final one. Consider the examples in (16):
(16) a. Brenda is more enthusiastic now [than she used to be].
b. More students like Brenda’s classes [than George’s].
As can be seen, the bracketed comparative subclauses are separated by inter-
vening material not only from the degree element more but also from the lexical
AP (enthusiastic) or NP (students). Therefore, its final position cannot be within
the degree expression, that is, the DP in Izvorski’s analysis.
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2.2.4 Much-support – Corver (1997)
Let us now turn to the analysis presented by Corver (1997), which is a landmark
paper in terms of functional projections in the extended AP, primarily because it
makes an important distinction between determiner-like and quantifier-like de-
gree items in a more explicit way than Bresnan (1973) did. In addition, Corver
(1997) adopts a functional head approach instead of a lexical head approach,
which conforms to the general assumption that it is functional projections that
dominate lexical ones and not vice versa. Last but not least, by claiming that
the presence of much is due to insertion, Corver (1997) presents a theoretically
more adequate treatment of much than the one given by Bresnan (1973), which
included an extra deletion operation from the structures without a visible much.
Relying on Bresnan (1973), Corver (1997: 120–123) starts from the split degree
hypothesis; that is, the idea that there should be a difference between quantifier-
like degree items (QPs) and determiner-like degree items (DegPs). According to








Contrary to Bresnan (1973), however, Corver (1997: 122–123) treats the items
more and less as atomic, in the sense that they are claimed to be base-generated
as such – similarly to enough or the dummy quantifier much – and not as the
results of syntactic derivation.
Note that the structure proposed by Bresnan (1973), as given in (13), is crucially
different from the one shown in (17). The former is a lexical head approach, in
that the entire degree expression is headed by the lexical A head, whereas the
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latter is a functional head approach, where the AP is dominated by functional
layers in the degree expression.
There are reasons to believe that this is indeed the case. First, as pointed out by
Corver (1997: 124–125), the syntactic derivation of morphological comparatives
(e.g. taller) would be problematic if the bound -er morpheme were located in
the specifier of the AP. In order to derive taller, either -er would have to move
rightward or the adjective would have to move to its own specifier – in both
cases, general constraints on movement would be violated. By contrast, under
the functional head approach the adjective head can move up to the functional
head -er. Note that this is a problem only if one assumes that the derivation of
the final string taller from the underlying -er tall is carried out in syntax; as will
be shown later on, this is not necessarily the case.
Second, the lexical head approach would face severe problems in connection
with differences like (18), see Corver (1997: 125, exx. 16c and 17c):
(18) a. *Howi do you think he is [ti dependent on his sister]?
b. How heavilyi do you think he is [ti dependent on his sister]?
As can be seen, it is grammatical to extract a phrase such as how heavily from
within the degree expression, while the extraction of how is banned. The differ-
ence could not be explained under the lexical head approach, where how and how
heavily would both be phrase-sized specifiers (QPs) within an AP. In Corver’s ap-
proach, however, only the latter qualifies as a phrase-sized constituent: how in
itself is a functional head above the AP and therefore it is straightforward that it
cannot move out on its own.
Third, Corver (1997: 125, ex. 18) also calls attention to an interesting extraction
paradigm, given in (19):
(19) a. ?How many IQ-pointsi is John [ti less smart (than Bill)]?
b. *How many IQ-points lessi is John [ti smart (than Bill)]?
c. [How many IQ-points less smart (than Bill)] is John?
As pointed out by Corver (1997: 125–126), the lexical head approach would
have to face the problem of extracting phrases from a specifier position both in
(19a) and (19b), though the latter case is clearly ungrammatical. The functional
head approach can handle this too: in (19a), a degree expression (how many IQ-
points) is moved out of a specifier position from within the degree expression
headed by less; by contrast, (19b) exhibits the movement of non-constituents, that
is, of a phrase-sized specifier and the functional head. Naturally, the movement
of the entire degree expression headed by less is again grammatical, see (19c).
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Returning to the problem concerning the status ofmuch, it has to bementioned
that Corver (1997: 123) makes a crucial distinction between the lexical quantifier
much and the functional dummy quantifier much. An example of the first one is
given in (20) below (based on Corver 1997: 121, ex. 5):
(20) She is too much too tall.
In this case, the elementmuch is claimed to be located in a specifier position of
the extended AP projection (Corver 1997: 123). By contrast, dummy much is a Q
head in the extended AP and is found in examples such as (21) below, see Corver
(1997: 123, ex. 11):
(21) John is fond of Sue. Maybe too much so.
The appearance of dummy much is, according to Corver (1997: 123), due to last
resort insertion as the adjective in these cases does not move up to the Q head
position. In other words, syntax crucially derives the structure withoutmuch and
insertion happens only if necessary: this is exactly the opposite of what Bresnan
(1973) claimed; that is, that the syntactic derivation by default containsmuch and
a later rule may delete it. As was mentioned at the end of §2.2.2, the possibility of
inserting dummy much is in fact logically plausible, even though Bresnan (1973)
does not take it into consideration. In a way, Corver (1997) seems to answer one
of the most compelling questions that arise in connection with the analysis given
by Bresnan (1973).
Moreover, Corver (1997: 126–128) provides evidence for the existence of the QP-
layer, whichwas only rather intuitively proposed by Bresnan (1973). Consider the
following examples in (22) below (Corver 1997: 126, exx. 20a and 21a):
(22) a. John seems fond of Mary, and Bill seems so too.
b. John is fond of Mary. Bill seems [much less so].
Both cases are instances of so-pronominalisation: so replaces the entire AP
fond of Mary and, as Corver (1997: 126) argues, not merely the adjective fond and
not the entire degree expression either, as indicated by the fact that in (22b) so
appears in a degree expression headed by less. This could still be accommodated
in a system using only a DegP above the AP; but consider the data given in (23),
taken from Corver (1997: 127, exx. 23a and 24a):
(23) a. John is fond of Mary. *Maybe he is [too so].
b. John is fond of Mary. Maybe he is [too much so].
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As can be seen, the string too so is not grammatical: much has to be inserted
into the structure. This can be handled relatively well if one assumes a structure
like (17), where the Deg head would be too, the Q head much and the element so
would occupy the position of the AP, see Corver (1997: 127–128).
Contrary to Bresnan (1973), Corver (1997: 128–129) argues that the Q head posi-
tion is underlyingly empty and the insertion of much is only a last resort option:
the insertion ofmuch in all cases would violate general principles of economy. In
this way, much-support is similar to do-support in the extended verbal domain,
as described by Chomsky (1991); see Corver (1997: 129).
As for the position of modifiers, Corver (1997: 154–161) argues that they are
located in the specifier position of the QP. Consider:
(24) [QP extremely e [AP poisonous]]
Under this approach, modifiers such as extremely are located in the [Spec,QP];
the Q head is empty. By contrast, though modifiers like well or far are likewise
located in [Spec,QP], they attract the adjective head to move up to the Q head,
see Corver (1997: 160):
(25) [QP far differenti [AP ti from the others]]
Corver (1997: 160), in line with Larson (1987), assumes that the morpheme -ly
is a case-marking element and that the AP needs to be assigned Case. Hence,
while in (24) the morpheme -ly can assign Case to the AP in situ, in (25) there is
no -ly morpheme and the AP can get Case only via movement to the specifier of
the QP.
Although Corver’s analysis is in many respects attractive, it still raises certain
problems. The most evident one is perhaps the treatment of modifiers. It is not
clear why the AP should be assigned Case at all, and how case assignment can be
linked to the -ly morpheme. More importantly, the distinction between elements
like far and ones like extremely is not as simple as it may seem on the basis of
Corver (1997). Consider the examples in (26):
(26) a. * Mary is far tall.
b. Mary is far taller (than Agatha).
c. Mary is very/extremely tall.
d. * Mary is very/extremely taller (than Agatha).
The data above show that the modifiers far and extremely do not appear in the
same constructions. While extremely appears regularly with the absolute degree
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(e.g. tall), and therefore patterns with very, far normally occurs when the degree
expression is comparative (e.g. taller). The exceptional case is actually the one
that Corver (1997) uses for his analysis, namely the possibility of far different; I
will return to the question of why different patterns with comparative degree ex-
pressions rather than absolute ones later, but the basic claim will be that different
is inherently comparative.
At any rate, there seems to be a crucial distinction amongmodifiers in terms of
which degree they co-occur with. This difference remains unobserved and hence
unexplained by Corver (1997). On the other hand, the fact that modifiers cannot
be classified on the basis of whether they have the -ly ending or not is reinforced
by the example of very, which behaves like extremely but could hardly be treated
as a -ly adverb.
Furthermore, there is also a structural problem in connectionwith the status of
modifiers in the analysis of Corver (1997). As shown in (24) and (25), themodifiers
in question are located in the specifier of the QP, which – on the basis of the
structure given in (17) – correctly predicts that these elements have to precede the
AP and, if applicable, dummy much. However, the same structure in (17) would
require Deg heads to precede these modifiers, which is clearly not the case, as
shown by far taller in (26b) and by far more intelligent in (27):
(27) Mary is far more intelligent than Agatha.
These data explicitly show that the structure of degree expressions cannot be
the one given in (17) or at least additional mechanisms would have to be taken
into consideration.
Apart from the problem of how modifiers are treated by Corver (1997), the
position of the comparative subclause itself is not even addressed, with respect
to the matrix clausal degree expression and, possibly, arguments of adjectives.
Assuming that the subclause is closely related to the Deg head, it is not clear
how it ultimately appears in a clause-final position and how it is base-generated
next to the Deg head in the first place. The specifier of the DegP seems to be a
possible position but as Corver (1997) himself does not mention this possibility,
I will refrain from speculating about it here.
2.2.5 The QP–DegP analysis – Lechner (1999; 2004)
Before turning to my proposal, let me briefly discuss the analysis provided by
Lechner (2004), a revised version of Lechner (1999), which answers some of the
questions that emerged in connection with the previous accounts mentioned
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here and which provides important insights concerning the actual relations be-
tween the various functional projections. This study is important first and fore-
most because it reconsiders the syntactic relationship between the AP and the
Deg head, in that it reflects the semantics of the Deg head much better than
previous analyses.
Lechner (2004: 22) partially adopts the functional AP-hypothesis; that is, that
the AP is embedded under a functional projection, the DegP, cf. Abney (1987),
Bresnan (1973), Corver (1990; 1993; 1997), and Kennedy (1999). However, Lech-
ner (2004: 22–23) assigns a different structure to the DegP, in that he proposes
that the AP is base-generated in the specifier position of the DegP and not as
a complement, in this respect recalling the proposal made by Izvorski (1995). At
the same time, the complement position serves to accommodate the comparative
subclause.
The structure – using the DegP in a string such as Mary is younger than Peter









An advantage of assuming that the AP is in the specifier of the DegP is that in
this way, they can enter into a specifier–head relationship, and the [+compara-
tive] Deg head can check off the features of the AP. Note that Lechner (2004:
23) claims that comparative morphology is base-generated directly on the A
head, and therefore a string like younger cannot be syntactically decomposed
into young and the degree morpheme -er, contrary to Bresnan (1973), but in line
with Izvorski (1995) and Corver (1997). As a matter of fact, Lechner (2004: 23) as-
sumes that -er morphology manifests a reflex of feature checking: this, however,
selectively surfaces only on certain A heads, namely ones that are monosyllabic
or bisyllabic. Hence, in the case of periphrastic forms (e.g., more intelligent), the
feature is claimed to be spelt out on Deg, resulting in the string more + A.
This raises a rather compelling question in connection with periphrastic struc-
tures, namely that if the comparative feature is spelt out on Deg in the form of
more, then, according to the representation in (28), the string should actually be A
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+ more, e.g. *intelligent more, which is clearly not the case. Lechner (2004) leaves
the derivation of the grammatical order unexplained. However, Lechner (1999:
25) originally proposed that in periphrastic comparatives the DegP is embedded
under a QP. Thus, for a string like more intelligent than Peter is, the structure in













As can be seen, if there is a QP layer above DegP, more can move up to the Q
head position, thus resulting in the grammatical word order.
One advantage of the analysis given in (28), as Lechner (2004: 23) argues, is
“the dissociation of the surface position of -er from the location of its interpre-
tation”. The problem of not separating these two becomes obvious when consid-
ering the unhappier Bracketing Paradox, see Beard (1991), Pesetsky (1985) and
Sproat (1992). This paradox lies in the observation that unhappier seems to be
subject to two conflicting requirements. On the one hand, morpho-phonological
rules would assign the following bracketing to the string (see Lechner 2004: 23,
ex. 47a):
(30) [un [happier]]
The reason behind this is that -er may only be attached to an A head that max-
imally consists of two syllables, hence it must be attached prior to un-. However,
this seems to produce the interpretation ‘not happier’ instead of ‘more unhappy’.
On the other hand, in order to derive the correct interpretation, the bracketing




Note that in this case the morpho-phonological rules mentioned in connection
with (30) are violated.
In order to overcome this problem, Lechner (2004: 23) proposes that the correct
bracketing is the one in (30), but the interpretation of -er is not directly associated
with its base position: it is a manifest of feature-checking, which involves the
entire AP (unhappy).
With respect to the location of adjectival arguments, Lechner (2004: 26) makes
use of some German data exhibiting such constructions to provide additional
evidence for the structure he attributes to nominal comparatives. According to
his analysis, the PP argument of an adjective is a complement of the adjectival































‘since Hans is proud of his dog’
According to Lechner (2004: 26), the underlying order is the one indicated in
(32a), building on the assumption that the AP is head-final; for such views, see
for instance Haider & Rosengren (1998). As will be discussed later, taking such a
stance is problematic not only in terms of maintaining a universal directionality
of headedness (cf. Kayne 1994) but also because it may rather be the case that the
German AP is in fact head-initial. Nevertheless, taking up the argumentation of
Lechner (2004), (32b) is claimed to exhibit right dislocation of the PP argument.
However, if the AP is an attribute in a nominal expression, see (33),dislocation is





















‘since Hans met a woman proud of her dog’
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‘since Hans met a woman proud of her dog’
As can be seen, the extraposition of the PP is ungrammatical; this leads Lech-
ner (2004: 27) to conclude that extraposition is not permitted from a DegP that
is an attribute within a nominal expression. The same is not true for the com-
parative subclause: this can apparently be extraposed. Lechner (1999; 2004) in-
troduces a special mechanism for it, by way of which the (original) comparative
subclause ends in such a position that it is coordinated with the (original) matrix
clause. Since this is clearly a kind of syntactic process that would go against stan-
dard minimalist assumptions and also a problematic proposal inasmuch as com-
paratives can hardly be considered coordinated structures (see Bacskai-Atkari
2010a), I will not present this part of Lechner’s analysis here.
Even if one disregards the problems related to the movement of the compara-
tive subclause, further ones arise in connection with the analysis given by Lech-
ner (1999; 2004). First, the treatment of more is highly disputable as it does not
take into consideration that it is built up of much and the degree morpheme. It
is therefore also not straightforward how strings like as many (books) should be
analysed, where as many obviously cannot be considered atomic.
Second, the status of the QP is not clear either. Though on the basis of Lech-
ner (1999) it ought to be generated in periphrastic structures, neither Lechner
(1999) nor Lechner (2004) assume its presence in morphological comparatives. It
appears that these contain merely DegP projections. On the one hand, this is a
problem for a unified analysis of degree expressions as the maximal projections
would be different, that is, either a QP or a DegP, without even implying any syn-
tactic difference. More importantly, the absence of a QP layer leaves the question
of where modifiers are located unanswered.
Last but not least, the treatment of PP arguments is far from being uncontro-
versial, especially because Lechner (2004) takes it for granted that the AP is head-
final and the PP underlyingly precedes the A head. The opposing view is quite
substantially present in the literature; see for instance Webelhuth (1992). How-
ever, there are serious problems with Lechner’s examples as well in the sense
that the data as such are misleading. Consider:
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‘Hans should be proud of his dog.’





























‘Hans should be proud of his dog.’
The data show the possible movement patterns of APs containing PP comple-
ments in main clauses. The most typical order is the one in (34a), where only the
PP moves to a position preceding the verb sollte. However, it is also possible to
move the entire degree expression. In that case, the natural order is A + PP, as
in (34c). If the PP precedes the A head, as in (34b), the clause is not accepted by
all speakers, and speakers who allow it remarked that the adjective stolz ‘proud’
must be stressed, which indicates that the position of the adjective on the right
is most probably due to information structural requirements (and is therefore
not a neutral order). This is already problematic for Lechner (2004: 26), but the
problem only increases with the speakers who do not accept (34b) at all, while
Lechner (2004) would predict (34b) to be the unmarked case.
The apparent contradiction between (32) and (34) can be explained if we con-
sider some basic facts about German clause structure. In simple terms, subclauses
show the underlying word order SOV, the VP (and the TP) being head-final
(Haider 1985: 34), whereas in main clauses the inflected verb moves to the top-
most C (see Fanselow 2004: 30, following den Besten 1989, Richter & Sailer 1998:
133–134). The moved verb comes second in the clause; it tolerates only one pre-
ceding constituent.This condition is satisfied in (34c), where the A head precedes
the PP complement; however, in (34b) the word order is either the result of mov-
ing two constituents before the verb (ungrammatical) or of the PP moving into a
position above the AP (speaker-dependent), which is tolerated normally (by all
speakers) only if the AP is contained within a nominal expression, as in (33b).
I will return to the question of why degree expressions differ in predicative and
in attributive structures – for now, suffice it to say that the core problem concern-
ing the data provided by Lechner (2004) is that they only seemingly support his
claim, but the desired word orders arise merely because he uses subclauses.
Apart from (34), the possibility of intervening modifiers also indicates that the
order PP + A head cannot be the underlying one. Consider the examples in (35):
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‘Liz is (really) proud of her husband.’
In (35a), the adjective stolz takes a PP complement and may optionally be mod-
ified by an adverb such as wirklich ‘really’. In (35b), the adjective and the PP
complement appear in the reverse order; since the adverb wirklich can intervene
between the two, it is obviously not the underlying order.This raises the question
of where modifiers could be located in the analysis provided by Lechner (2004),
indicating that his structural representation is far from complete.
2.3 Towards the analysis
In this section, I will present my analysis for degree expressions, which may pro-
vide a better explanation for the problems mentioned above. I will chiefly con-
centrate on the comparative degree, but absolute and superlative constructions
will also be shown to fit into the representation. I adopt the proposal of Lechner
(2004) that the AP and the CP are arguments of the degree head. The AP and the
CP establish a predicative relationship within the DegP, which is in this respect
similar to the Relator Phrase of den Dikken (2006) in its function. Consider the














than the first one
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As can be seen, there are two major layers that constitute a degree expression:
the DegP and the QP. Since arguments for the DegP and the QP have already
been put forward in the literature, as described in the previous section, I will
mention only additional arguments that support the analysis given in (36).
First, let us consider the DegP. The Deg head imposes selectional restrictions
on its complement: in absolute constructions – in English – it can be expressed by
a PP headed by for, in comparatives it is a CP headed by than and in superlatives
it is a PP headed by of :
(37) a. Mary is tall [PP for a schoolgirl].
b. Mary is taller [CP than her classmates].
c. Mary is the tallest [PP of the girls].
The structure is invariably the one given in (36); in absolute constructions like
(37a), the Deg head takes a PP complement (for a schoolgirl) and the Deg head
itself is a zero; in superlatives like (37c), the Deg head takes a PP complement (of
the girls) and is filled by -est.
It is important to note that selectional restrictions concern the relevant degree
features rather than the syntactic category of the complements. For instance, a
superlative degree morpheme selects a complement with a superlative feature
– since the P head of may be equipped with this feature, it is an of -PP that
ultimately appears as the superlative complement. However, there are languages
that allow the realisation of one degree complement by categorically different


























‘Ralph is taller than Alexander.’
As can be seen, in Italian the comparative complement can either be a clause
introduced by che ‘that’ or a PP headed by di ‘of’; in both cases, the compara-
tive degree head is più ‘more’. In Hungarian, as shown in (39), there is a choice











‘Louise was taller than Mary.’
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‘Louise was taller than Mary.’
In both constructions, the DegP is headed by the morpheme -bb ‘-er’. Appar-




















‘She is taller than her classmates.’
In the matrix clause, the degree expression is vyše ‘taller’, which contains the
comparative morpheme -eje ‘-er’; the comparative complement is either a CP or
a nominal expression marked for the genitive case.
In Russian, adjectives can regularly appear both in morphological and pe-
riphrastic constructions. However, only the clausal comparative complement is
allowed with periphrastic comparatives:























‘She is taller than her classmates.’
As should be obvious, the ungrammaticality of (41a) cannot be the result of
the mere fact that the degree expression is comparative since in that case (40a)
should also be ruled out. There are two crucial differences between the degree
expressions in (40) and the ones in (41): the degree head itself, which is -eje in
(40) and boleje in (41), and the form of the adjective, that is, while vyše is not
inflected for gender, vysokaja is. This latter difference has the prediction that,
since attributes have to agree with their nouns in gender in Russian, morpholog-
ical comparative degree expressions will never be attributes and, consequently,
1I owe many thanks to Maria Shkapa for her indispensable help with the Russian data.
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the inherently case-marked NP comparative complement will not appear in at-
tributive comparatives either. This prediction is in fact borne out.
On the other hand, it should be obvious that the Deg head imposes restrictions
on both its specifier and its complement. It selects for complements headed by
certain elements and it agrees with the AP, which may be manifest in diverse
features; for instance, it may select exclusively for APs that are in a predicative
form. I will address this issue later on; for the time being, suffice it to say that the
way the degree head imposes restrictions on its arguments suggests that features
independent from the degree property are also involved.
Returning now to the examples given in (37), it is worth mentioning that
although the DegP proposed here does bear some resemblance to the Relator
Phrase of den Dikken (2006), the treatment of the PP in (37a) highlights a crucial
difference from his analysis. According to den Dikken (2006: 63), in structures
such as big for a butterfly, the AP big is located in the specifier position of an RP,
the DP a butterfly is the complement and the R head itself is for – using the DegP
analysis, this would translate for as a Deg head. By contrast, I propose that the
complement position of the Deg head is occupied by the PP for a butterfly, which
leaves the Deg headed by a zero relator, that is, the absolute degree morpheme.
The advantage is that this way, the complement may act as one constituent, irre-
spectively of whether it is a PP (like for a butterfly) or a CP (like than the first one).
Separating the CP from its complementiser head than would clearly be problem-
atic; the same is true for the PP, as shown in (42). The PP may actually be moved
on its own, as shown in (42a), in the sameway as the PP argument in superlatives,
as in (42b):
(42) a. [PP For an adult], he is tiny.
b. [PP Of all the girls], she is the most beautiful.
Of course, there are further restrictions on which phrases may actually un-
dergo movement; that is, while the fact that a given string may undergo move-
ment on its own seems indicative of that string being a phrase, it is not true
that all phrases may undergo movement. This largely has to do with whether the
complements of the Deg head are phrasal (smaller than a clause) or clausal. As
for English, the PP complements in absolute and superlative constructions may
move, while the CP in comparatives cannot. In Hungarian, there are two types of
comparative complements: CPs and case-marked DPs. While CPs cannot move
out, case-marked DPs can:









‘I was taller than Peter.’
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‘I was taller than Peter.’
Since both (43a) and (43b) are comparative structures, the difference with re-
spect to extraposition is the result of having different syntactic categories, and
not of having different degrees.
Note that the difference indicated in (43) is truly a result of a difference in the
syntactic categories and is independent from the fact that (43a) contains ellipsis:
the non-elided counterpart of (43a) would equally be ungrammatical. Consider
the examples in (44):











‘I was taller than Peter.’
On the other hand, there are languages that tolerate the fronting of an elliptical
clausal comparative complement. Consider the example in (45) fromGerman (see











‘I was taller than Peter.’
Returning now to the structure in (36), it can be seen that the AP moves up to
the specifier of the DegP in order to agree with the degree head. One argument
in favour of such an agreement is that in this way certain illicit configurations
may be ruled out. Consider:
(46) a. * Liz is more pregnant than Mary.
b. * This instalment is more impossible than the previous one.
The ill-formedness of the constructions in (46) stems from the comparative
use of pregnant and impossible: pregnant and impossible are non-gradable adjec-
tives, and hence cannot agree with a comparative degree head. I assume that
with non-gradable adjectives, a DegP (and QP) layer is regularly not projected,
since a Deg head cannot license a non-gradable AP in its specifier. Exceptions are
non-gradable adjectives used as gradable ones in a given context that licenses a
gradable interpretation: a sentence like (46a) may be licensed exceptionally in a
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context to mean that Liz is more visibly pregnant than Mary, or that her preg-
nancy is more advanced than that of Mary.2
Another case where there is clearly agreement involved between the AP and
the Deg head is Icelandic. In Icelandic, as in other Scandinavian languages, the
adjective has to agree in gender with the noun it qualifies, both, when the ad-
jective is a predicate and when it is an attribute. In addition, in Icelandic there











In (47a), the adjective rík ‘rich’ takes a masculine ending -ur, forming the ab-
solute adjective ríkur. In (47b), in order to form the superlative, the superlative
masculine morpheme -ast is added to the stem rík, and is followed by the regular
masculine ending -ur, resulting in the final form ríkastur.The reasonwhy ríkustur
in (47c) is ungrammatical is that it contains the superlative feminine morphemes
-ust instead of the masculine one. Thus, in Icelandic there is not only agreement
between the full QP and the noun but also within the DegP. Note that in other
Scandinavian languages, such as Danish, there is agreement only between the
QP and the noun; however, the Danish comparative morpheme will invariably
remain -(e)re, irrespectively of gender.
Let us now examine theQP layer, which is invariably present on top of a degree
expression. In (36), it is headed by much, and the specifier may accommodate a
QP modifier such as far ; the QP is obviously necessary for accommodating both
of these elements, as was argued for in the previous section. I also adopt the view
expressed by Corver (1997) that much is present in periphrastic structures in a
2Note that since these adjectives are non-gradable, they do not tolerate degree modifiers either,
e.g. *very pregnant, *quite impossible. This is in line with the claim that the Deg head has to
agree both with the AP and with QP modifiers, if any.
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similar way as other dummy elements (e.g., do) enter the derivation, hence there
is no need to stipulate any additional process such as much-deletion.
Periphrastic comparatives and superlatives are formed in the way given in
(36): the Deg head -er/-est moves up to the Q head filled by much and the merge
of much and -er/-est gives more/most (cf. Bresnan 1973; Corver 1997; Beck 2011;
Kántor 2008a). Head adjunction results in the order -er much (or -est much) in
syntax, due to Kayne’s Linear Correspondence Axiom (Kayne 1994), see also the
Mirror Principle of Baker (1985; 1988). It is the result of morphological merge at
the PF interface that -er/-est is attached to much, which follows it.
This becomes even more important in the case of morphological comparatives,
where there is nomuch. Here the Deg head -er/-est is still moved to a zero Q head
in syntax and the degreemorpheme undergoesmorphological mergewith the AP
at PF, as argued for by Kántor (2010: 45–51). This is reinforced by the existence of
irregular (suppletive) forms, such as better, which are formed bymerging -er with
good: this form obviously cannot be the result of simple syntactic merge of the
two elements. Moreover, as Kántor (2010: 49–51) argues, the variation in possible
forms in the case of complex adjectives can only be explained by attributing
the mechanism to PF. For instance, an adjective like good-looking may have its
comparative form either as better-looking or as more good-looking, the former
being a clear indication of the fact that the -er is not attached to the AP (good-
looking) in syntax but to the adjective itself in PF.3
Last but not least, the QP modifier is located in the specifier because it has to
agree with the Q head (which is here much). As was mentioned in connection
with the analysis given by Corver (1997), there are selectional restrictions as to
which modifier can appear together with which degree, as illustrated in (48):
(48) a. Mary is very tall / *far tall.
b. Mary is *very taller / far taller.
As can be seen, the QP very can appear in absolute constructions but not in
comparatives. By contrast, far is compatible with the comparative degree but not
with the absolute. Due to this, the QP modifiers are clearly not adjuncts; there-
fore, the analysis based on specifier–head agreement can explain the restrictions
better than one treating them as adjuncts, as was done for instance in Bresnan
(1973) and Corver (1997).
3Note that it is the idiosyncratic property of (compound) adjectives whether they count as mor-
phologically transparent or not. Whereas morphologically transparent ones (e.g. well-paid or
long-lasting) tend to have both forms (e.g. better-paid and more well-paid, or longer-lasting and
more long-lasting), the ones that are not transparent (e.g. easy-going or hard-working) can only
be formed with more (e.g. more easy-going and not *easier-going, or more hard-working but not
*harder-working).
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Since the possibility of certain modifiers is merely dependent on the relevant
degree features (and not, for instance, on the presence or absence of the ending
-ly, as was proposed by Corver 1997), it is not inexplicable that strings such as far
different should exist, even though there is no overt -er morpheme present. Since,
as was mentioned before, far normally co-occurs with the comparative degree,
the way to overcome this problem is to say that the adjective different inherently
expresses comparison and therefore may be equipped with an inherent [+compr]
feature, which agrees with a comparative Deg head. In fact, this is supported
by the fact that in certain (American) dialects degree expressions with different
typically take a than-clause instead of a PP, as in (49):
(49) University life is different than I expected.
It is therefore preferable to analyse the relationship between QP modifiers and
degree expressions as one determined by agreement between the modifier and
the degree head moving to Q, rather than one depending on the -ly morpheme.
The analysis presented so far also has the advantage of treating morphological
and periphrastic comparatives in a unified way, by assuming that the appearance
of much in periphrastic comparatives is due to regular dummy insertion and not
the lack of a stipulated deletion rule. The two remaining questions are therefore
the role of the DegP other than marking the degree itself and how it may account
for phenomena related to PP arguments of adjectives, and the mechanisms be-
hind the extraposition of the comparative subclause.
2.4 Predicative and attributive adjectives
One important question regarding the analysis presented above is how it can
account for the differences between predicative and attributive adjectives. There
are adjectives that are inherently predicative; consider the examples in (50):
(50) a. The girl was afraid.
b. * I saw an afraid girl.
As can be seen, the adjective afraid, which is inherently predicative, can appear
as a sentential predicate, as in (50a), but cannot be an attribute within a nominal
expression, as demonstrated by the ungrammaticality of (50b). Similar adjectives
include alive, asleep or ill in English.
On the other hand, there are inherently non-predicative adjectives too, such
as main in (51):
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(51) a. * The reason is main.
b. That is the main reason.
Contrary to afraid, the adjectivemain cannot function as a sentential predicate,
as shown in (51a), but may be an attribute, as in (51b). It is interesting to note that
most attributive-only adjectives are also non-gradable, e.g. main, northern, mere,
previous or utter. However, this is by no means a necessity, as demonstrated by
the examples in (52):
(52) a. It is a more recent theory than the traditional transmission model.
b. As he drinks, he gets into a more drunken state.
In fact, gradability and the choice between predicative and attributive uses are
two independent properties which allow for six logical combinations: gradability
is clearly binary and independently from this, adjectives may be predicative-only,
attributive-only and may allow both options. Examples are given in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: The classification of adjectives.
predicative-only attributive-only both
gradable afraid drunken tall
non-gradable alive main pregnant
This strongly suggests that apart from the fact that a Deg head may appear
only with a gradable adjective, there are also further features to be considered.
It has to be mentioned that there are considerable cross-linguistic differences
as to which adjectives qualify as predicative-only or attributive-only. In Russian,
for instance, all the adjectives mentioned above can be both predicative and at-














‘This railway station is the main one.’
As can be seen, the adjective glavnyj ‘main’ can appear both as a predicate
and as an attribute, contrary to English main. This shows that although there are
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general syntactic and semantic properties that play a crucial role in determin-
ing whether a given adjective can be predicative and/or attributive, and which
hold across languages, there are also important cross-linguistic differences, and
individual lexical items may be idiosyncratic, too.
The fact that there are idiosyncratic properties to be considered as well is in-
dicated by the existence of synonyms that behave differently, in spite of there
being no differences in their morphological structure. Such a pair is ill and sick
in English: while sick may act both as a predicate and as an attribute, ill is li-
censed only in a predicative position. Apart from such unpredictable properties,
however, there are of course certain semantic and syntactic properties that make
restrictions predictable. As pointed out by Kenesei (2014), relational adjectives
tend not to occur in attributive positions (cf. Bally 1944, McNally & Boleda 2004
and Fradin 2007, among others). This has an interesting morphosyntactic corre-
lation in Hungarian, where the denominal adjective-forming suffix -i produces
relational adjectives; therefore, as can be expected, adjectives formed with this
suffix tend not to be allowed in attributive positions. Still, although most rela-
tional adjectives are attributive-only, there are ones that can function as predi-
cates, e.g., English. Another semantic class that is known to be attributive-only
is that of evaluative adjectives such as damned. I cannot examine these issues in
detail here; however, it is important to bear in mind that there are several factors
that determine whether a given adjective is predicative or attributive, including
both semantic and syntactic features and cross-linguistic differences.
I propose that the difference between predicative-only and attributive-only
adjectives can be formalised with the help of features that are independent from
gradability.4 First, let us consider the following examples:
4Since the aim of the present discussion is to provide an adequate analysis for the structure
of degree expressions, I do not venture into a detailed examination of a feature-based cate-
gorisation of adjectives and will restrict myself to a basic distinction between predicative and
non-predicative adjectives, which should suffice for the purpose of analysing degree expres-
sions. As discussed by Fradin (2007), there are several criteria that have to be considered when
examining the distribution of adjectives, including the syntactic position that they can take,
gradability, and whether the adjective is denominal. These factors also interact with one an-
other. Moreover, Fradin (2007) points out that, at least in languages that allow or even prefer
postnominal modification, such as French, the distinction between a prenominal and a post-
nominal adjectival modifier is also crucial. Again, this is a problem I am not going to address,
especially because the postnominal appearance of adjectives in the languages under scrutiny
is rather due to the presence of a reduced relative clause and not to true rightward attachment
of the QP modifier. Finally, I am not going to deal with the issue of category shift, that is, when
an adjective can be assigned two different feature matrices depending on the noun it modifies,
e.g., osseux ‘bony’ is gradable in constructions such as visage osseux ‘bony face’ but not in ones
such as tuberculose osseuse ‘bone tuberculosis’, see Fradin (2007: 84–85).
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(54) a. Mary is pregnant.
b. Mary is a pregnant woman.
c. Mary is tall.
d. Mary is a tall woman.






As can be seen, the difference between non-gradable adjectives like pregnant
in (55a) and (55b) and gradable adjectives like tall in (55c) and (55d) is that the for-
mer simply denote sets of entities (x) that have a certain property, while gradable
adjectives denote an ordered set of entities along the degrees (d) of an implied
scale (see Kennedy&McNally 2005; Cresswell 1976; Heim 2000; Kennedy 1999). A
gradable adjective equipped with a relevant syntactic feature, call it [+deg], con-
tains information in its semantics with respect to a degree variable that quantifies
over it; this is translated into syntax in such a way that the [+deg] feature must
be checked against a Deg head. Non-gradable adjectives, on the other hand, are
[–deg] and cannot enter into an agreement relationship with a Deg head; con-
sequently, these adjectives are not supposed to be located within a DegP (and
hence a QP).
On the other hand, there is a distinction between predicative and attributive
adjectives: the latter do not take an individual but a variable (x), which is in turn
taken by another predicate, both predicates being in the scope of the existen-
tial quantifier. Syntactically, this difference should be the presence of a feature
that can be checked off against a noun, call it [+nom]. Attributive-only adjectives
are inherently [+nom] and if they do not appear in an attributive position, this
feature cannot be checked off by agreement. By contrast, predicative-only adjec-
tives are inherently [–nom] and if they appear as attributes, there is a feature
mismatch with the noun head, which causes ungrammaticality.
Adjectives that can be both predicates and attributes allow for both [+nom]
and [–nom].This may be manifest in distinct forms between the two uses; that is,
in certain languages (such as German) there are inflected forms in the attributive
position that overtly show agreement, while this is not so in predicative uses.
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Since non-gradable adjectives can also be both [+nom] and [–nom], it should be
clear that the choice is primarily not encoded in the Deg head, but rather on the
AP itself: in the case of APs without a DegP projection, this syntactic information
cannot be introduced elsewhere.
Naturally, in the case of gradable adjectives these features percolate up within
theQP. First, the [±nom] feature of theAP percolates up to theDegP via specifier–
head agreement (cf. Yoon 2001; Ortiz de Urbina 1993; Horvath 1997). Second, the
movement of the Deg head to the Q head assures the percolation of the feature
to the Q head. Hence a [+nom] QP can and must enter into a further agreement
relationship with a nominal head.












Predicative QPs can function as predicates in the clause or as postnominal
modifiers and the Deg head is equipped with a [–nom] feature. Attributive QPs,
by contrast, are modifiers of NPs and the Deg head is equipped with a [+nom]
feature.
In the cases I have looked at so far, it was invariably the AP that defined the
[±nom] nature of the degree expression, the Deg head itself being underspec-
ified for this feature. However, it is possible that certain Deg heads are inher-
ently [+nom] or [–nom]. This is the case of the Russian comparative head -eje
as given in (41), which appears exclusively as a predicate: it takes a [–nom] AP
in its specifier, uninflected for gender, and can never appear as an attribute. On
the other hand, superlative constructions seem to be universally attributive-only
(cf. Matushansky 2008, based on Heim 1999) and therefore it is justifiable that
superlative Deg heads are inherently [+nom].
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I do not wish to elaborate on the syntax and the semantics of superlatives here
and to present an account for why superlatives are inherently [+nom] in partic-
ular. Note that the obligatory presence5 of the definite article in superlatives is
due to the presence of a nominal projection and is not required by the QP itself,
as indicated by (57):
(57) This hypothesis is */⁇(the) best.
As indicated, the definite article the cannot be left out without affecting the
grammaticality of the clause; still, there is no overt noun required. This is not the
case for absolute and comparative adjectives such as (58a) and (58b):
(58) a. This hypothesis is the good *(one).
b. This hypothesis is the better *(one).
In (58), there has to be either an overt lexical noun or at least the proform
one, otherwise the structure is ungrammatical. By contrast, in simple predicative
structures the article is absent and so is the noun (or one):
(59) a. This hypothesis is good.
b. This hypothesis is better.
Such constructions are not readily available for superlatives, however, as shown
in (60):
(60) */⁇This hypothesis is best.
Note also that different languages may behave differently with respect to the
obligatory overtness of the noun head. In Hungarian, for instance, no such re-











‘This theory is the good one.’
5The picture is in fact somewhat more complex in this respect, and the article may be omitted
in certain cases, see Heim (1999) and Croitor & Giurgea (2016: 423–426) for discussion. Note,
however, that definite DPs do not always require an overt definite article either, and the fact
that the article does not always occur when a superlative is present reinforces the assumption
that the article is not part of the degree phrase.
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‘This theory is the best one.’
As can be seen, all the cases in (61) involve the sequence of an overt definite
article and an adjective but there is no phonologically visible noun head. I will
not examine why this option is available for the absolute and the comparative
degrees in Hungarian but not in English. What is important to note is that in




























‘This theory is the best.’
In structures such as (62), there is no covert noun head and the QP functions as
a predicate in the clause. This is possible with the absolute and the comparative
degree, as in (62a) and (62b), respectively, but since the superlative degree is
licensed only if there is a noun head in the structure, (62c) is not grammatical.
One of the obvious advantages of the analysis presented so far is that it pro-
vides a unified approach that covers both predicative and attributive structures.
Recall that this was precisely one of the chief concerns expressed by Izvorski
(1995). However, her analysis was shown to be problematic for several reasons.
Contrary to her assumptions, I claim that the inner syntactic structure of degree
expressions is the same in both cases, but the features determining whether the
entire QP may function as a predicate or an attribute are indeed QP-internal.
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2.5 Arguments of adjectives
Providing a formal account for the differences between predicative and attribu-
tive adjectives becomes especially important when considering arguments of ad-
jectives. Recall that certain adjectives are known to have arguments of their own,
as shown in (63):
(63) a. Liz is proud [PP of her husband].
b. Mary is afraid [PP of snakes].
In the examples above, the adjectives proud and afraid take the bracketed PPs
as their arguments. However, adjectives with PP complements are not allowed
in an attributive position, as shown in (64):
(64) a. * Liz is a proud [PP of her husband] woman.
b. Liz is a proud woman.
c. Liz is a woman proud [PP of her husband].
As demonstrated by the data above, the appearance of proud with its PP com-
plement is ungrammatical in the attributive position, as shown in (64a), despite
the fact that proud can otherwise appear in this position, as shown in (64b). It
is of course possible to have the adjective together with its PP argument in a
postnominal position, as in (64c).
The same pattern can be observed in the case of inherently predicative-only
adjectives, see (65):
(65) a. * Mary is an afraid [PP of snakes] girl.
b. Mary is a girl afraid [PP of snakes].
The ungrammaticality of (65a) is expected since the appearance of the adjective
afraid in an attributive position would be ungrammatical anyway; again, the
postnominal position leads to an acceptable construction, as in (65b). It seems
that the ungrammaticality of (65a) is truly due to a problem with the particular
position.
The explanation for this relies on the observation that PPs are invariably [–nom]
in English. This is straightforward as they cannot be attributes. Consider the ex-
amples in (66):
(66) a. The ladder is [PP behind the house].
b. * The [PP behind the house] ladder is green.
c. The ladder [PP behind the house] is green.
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As can be seen, the PP behind the house can naturally appear in a predicative
position but is excluded as the attribute of the noun ladder, as shown in (66b).
However, it is grammatical for the PP to appear post-nominally, as in (66c).
One apparent counterexample is the case of inside, which can appear as an
attribute, see (67):
(67) a. The robbery was an inside job.
b. He was keen to get an inside look.
However, inside in these cases is an adjective and not a preposition. The avail-
ability of inside as an adjective is demonstrated by the possibility of comparative
and superlative forms, see (68):
(68) a. The trip gave us a more inside look at the area.
b. The guide promised to give us the most inside look at the area.
The question arises whether PPs could function as attributes at all. Interest-

























‘The ladder behind the house is green.’
In (69a), the PP a ház mögött ‘behind the house’, headed by the postposition
mögött ‘behind’, is in a predicative position. By contrast, in (69b) it appears as
an attribute within the nominal expression, and the result is ungrammatical. The
only possibility for the PP to appear in an attributive position is when it is em-
bedded in a phrase headed by the suffix -i:6
6Note that the suffix -i is attached to the entire PP, not only to the P head. As pointed out by
Kenesei (1995: 163), the -i suffix derives an AP from the PP but the attachment of this suffix to






















‘The ladder behind the house is green.’
I will not venture to examine the exact status of the suffix -i here; suffice it
to say that PPs in themselves cannot function as attributes in Hungarian either.
In any case, the point is that in English, there is no construction such as (70)
available for PPs either, and therefore PPs in English are never attributive in
nature.
The problem regarding the position of attributive APs taking PP complements
is also indicated by German word order differences (cf. Haider 1985: 202), as was

































































‘The woman proud of her husband is Liz.’
In (71a), the adjective stolz ‘proud’ takes a PP complement and may optionally
be modified by an adverb such as wirklich ‘really’. In (71b), the adjective and the
PP complement appear in the reverse order. Recall that since the adverb wirklich
can intervene between the two, it is obviously not the underlying order. This is
crucial because while in predicative structures both orders converge, in the case
of attributive adjectives only the inverse order, that is, where the PP has moved
The reason for this is that the P head must have a complement and cannot stand on its own.
If the -i suffix were attached to the P head directly, however, then the string mögötti would be
an adjective as such and should be allowed to appear as a modifier. Since this is not the case,
it should be clear that the suffix -i is attached to the entire PP.
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to the left, is grammatical, as in (71c), and the adjective taking its PP complement
in its base position leads to ungrammaticality, as in (71d).
The reason for all this is that head-complement agreement between the adjec-
tive and its PP complement rules out a feature mismatch between the head and
the PP. This makes two important predictions. First, inherently [+nom] adjec-
tives do not take PP complements. Second, adjectives that otherwise allow both
for [+nom] and [–nom] may take a PP complement, but if the QP functions as
an attribute, the PP has to escape from this position prior to PF transfer. This is
possible in German, where the PP can be moved to the left. Therefore, the lower
copy (the complement of the adjective head) can be deleted. In English, by con-
trast, there is no suchmovement available; as a consequence, PPs cannot be taken
by attributive adjectives.
The fact that the behaviour of PP arguments is directly linked to the structure
of degree expressions by way of applying the same features renders an optimal
explanation for the interrelated phenomena considered here.
2.6 Phases and deletion
It seems that PP arguments, while not available as complements of adjectives
in attributive constructions, may appear together with adjectives in predicative
positions without causing further problems for the analysis. However, this is not
exactly the case, as the PP complement is apparently not adjacent to the adjective
head:
(72) a. Liz is proud enough [PP of her husband].
b. * Liz is proud [PP of her husband] enough.
Although the PP of her husband is clearly the argument of the adjective proud,
it is ungrammatical for it to remain adjacent to the head, as shown by (72b). The
only grammatical configuration is the one shown in (72a), where enough seems
to intervene between the two. Note that the same would be true for a Deg head
such as -er :
(73) Liz is prouder [PP of her husband] than Mary is.
In (73), the adjective proud, which moves up to the specifier of the DegP, is
again not adjacent to its original complement PP.
Though it may be tempting to analyse constructions like (72a) as the results
of rightward movement of the PP, the phenomenon can actually be explained
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by phase theory. Phases are derived syntactic objects, which are transferred to
the interfaces as such (Chomsky 2008: 9). Therefore, phases may be spelt out
separately. However, there are two important rules to be observed here. First, the
phases spelt out the earliest will appear last in the PF order; and second, phases
that are already spelt out become opaque, that is, invisible for syntax (Chomsky
2001; 2004; 2008; Nissenbaum 2000; Svenonius 2004; Kántor 2008a).
To illustrate this, let us take the example of the CP complement in compara-
tives, as described by Kántor (2008a). Consider the examples in (74):
(74) a. * I saw a taller [CP than John] man.
b. I saw a taller man [CP than John].
c. I saw [DP a [QP taller [CP opaque]] man] [CP than John].
In (74a), the CP appears adjacent to taller, that is, in its base position as a com-
plement within the QP modifying the NP man. The result is, however, ungram-
matical: the well-formed configuration is shown in (74b), where the CP appears
as the rightmost element. PF ordering is shown in (74c). The CP than John, as
a phase, is spelt out first: hence its rightmost position in the linear structure.
Since it is spelt out, it will appear as opaque in the syntactic structure in its base
position (and will of course not be overt at PF either).
There are two observations to be made here. First, the order of spell-out is not
completely independent from the order of merge. If a phase-sized XP is merged
into the structure earlier than a phase-sized YP, and if the XP can be spelt out ear-
lier than YP is merged, then XPwill naturally be spelt out earlier than YP. Second,
any XP can be spelt out only if it has checked off its uninterpretable features.This
is crucial when dealing with cross-linguistic data. In Hungarian, for instance, rel-
ative clauses are embedded within a DP headed by a matrix pronominal element
that is responsible for introducing the relative clause into the structure (cf. É. Kiss
2002: 243–248). It is a possible configuration that the CP is spelt out earlier but
the DP, which can for instance be a focus, has features to be checked and cannot











‘Forget what we talked about!’
Since the pronoun azt is focussed but the subclause itself is not, they naturally
appear as disjoint elements in the linear structure. However, if the subclause is
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interpreted as a topic, see (76), it may move together with the rest of the DP











‘Forget what we talked about!’
I will not examine here the conditions on why and how subordinate CPs may
not appear sentence-finally, as it would require a separate and thorough inves-
tigation on its own, especially because in several languages, such as Japanese,
Korean, Chinese and Turkish, there are pre-nominal relative clauses, see Larson
& Takahashi (2007).
Turning back to the seemingly extraposed PPs in structures like (72), the ex-
planation relies on the assumption that PPs can be considered phases too (Lee-
Schoenfeld 2007; Drummond et al. 2010; Gallego 2010; Fowlie 2010); consequently,
they can be spelt out separately. Therefore, what happens in the case of (72) can
be demonstrated as given in (77):
(77) Liz is proud [PP opaque] enough [PP of her husband].
The PP of her husband, being a phase, is spelt out first and it appears as the
last element in the PF ordering. At the same time, it becomes opaque in its base
position in the syntax.
It has to be stressed that this does not happen in an unrestricted way. The PP
can be spelt out only if its features are checked off. As should be obvious, [–nom]
features cannot be present in an attributive construction, hence a structure like
(78) is ruled out:
(78) *Liz is a proud woman [PP of her husband].
From this, it follows that separate spell-out is not an escape hatch for ungram-
matical configurations to converge, but is instead very strictly rule-governed.
A further restriction concerns ordering: the phase spelt out first appears last.
This predicts that the order of a comparative subclause and a PP argument of an
adjective is fixed, as shown in (79):
(79) a. Liz is prouder [PP of her husband] [CP than Mary is].
b. * Liz is prouder [CP than Mary is] [PP of her husband].
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Only the order in which the CP appears last converges. This is so because the
CP is merged into the construction earlier than the PP, and therefore the CP has
to be spelt out first.
This shows that though the ordering of various elements largely depends on
the order of PF transfers, PF ordering is ultimately defined by syntax.The present
analysis is fairly advantageous to previous ones that neither considered the dif-
ference between the base and the surface position of the comparative subclause,
nor did they apply some kind of rightward movement. On the other hand, the ap-
parent extraposition of comparative subclauses and PP arguments of adjectives
can be handled in a similar way, without assuming that they would have the




The aim of this chapter is to provide an account for Comparative Deletion and
to reduce the cross-linguistic differences attested in connection with it to min-
imal feature differences in the relevant operators. On the one hand, the advan-
tage of the proposal lies in the fact that Comparative Deletion does not have
to be treated as a parameter distinguishing between languages that have it and
ones that do not. On the other hand, the feature-based account is apt for han-
dling language-internal variation as well, since the difference is ultimately not
between individual languages but rather between operators that do or do not
trigger Comparative Deletion. In order to see in what way my claim is radically
new, I will first review some of the most important analyses concerning Com-
parative Deletion, also showing the problems that arise in connection with them
and that they can be fully eliminated using the feature-based approach proposed
here.
3.2 Earlier accounts
3.2.1 The problems to be discussed
The phenomenon of Comparative Deletion (CD) traditionally denotes the ab-
sence of an adjectival or nominal expression from the comparative subclause.
Consider the following examples:
(1) a. Ralph is more qualified than Jason is x-qualified.
b. Ralph has more qualifications than Jason has x-many qualifications.
c. Ralph has better qualifications than Jason has x-good qualifications.
In all of the examples above, x denotes a certain degree or quantity as to which
a certain entity is qualified, good, etc. (that is, the standard value). This is an op-
erator that has no phonological content (cf., for example, Chomsky 1977). As can
be seen, in (1a) an adjectival expression is deleted: this type is referred to as the
3 Comparative Deletion
predicative comparative since the quantified adjectival expression functions as
a predicate in the subclause. By contrast, in both (1b) and (1c) a nominal expres-
sion is deleted; structures like (1b) are nominal comparatives, where a nominal
expression bears quantification, while (1c) is an example of attributive compara-
tives, where the quantified adjectival expression is an attributive modifier within
a nominal expression.
Therefore, one of the most important questions to be answered in connection
with Comparative Deletion is how the fact that different constituents seem to
be deleted by Comparative Deletion can be accounted for. Moreover, this dele-
tion process seems to be obligatory inasmuch as the presence of the quantified
expressions in (1) would lead to ungrammatical constructions; thus a proper anal-
ysis of Comparative Deletion must also address the issue of why it seems to be
obligatory.
Additionally, the role of information structure underlying Comparative Dele-
tion has to be taken into consideration as well. In subcomparative structures, an
adjectival or nominal element may be left overt in the subclause; as opposed to
the examples in (1), these elements are not logically identical to an antecedent in
the matrix clause:
(2) a. The table is longer than the desk is wide.
b. Ralph has more books than Jason has manuscripts.
c. Ralph wrote a longer book than Jason did a manuscript.
The main question is of course whether such examples are to be treated as
being exempt from Comparative Deletion or whether Comparative Deletion still
applies in these cases.
Strongly connected to this, the exact site of Comparative Deletion has to be
investigated, for which there are two main candidates: the base position of the
quantified element, and an operator position in the left periphery of the sub-
clause. Interestingly, it seems that an operator can in certain cases be visible
even in English (cf. Chomsky 1977):
(3) % Ralph is more qualified than what Jason is.
This raises the question of how examples such as (3) relate to the ones given
in (1) in terms of Comparative Deletion; more specifically, whether constructions
like (1) also involve the movement of the quantified expression and, on the other
hand, whether Comparative Deletion takes place in (3) as well.
Moreover, apart from instances like (3), in some languages full degree expres-
sions – i.e. when the degree element is combined with a lexical AP or an NP – can
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be attested at the left periphery of the subclause (cf. Kenesei 1992). The following





















































‘Mary has a bigger cat than Peter has.’
As can be seen, Hungarian allows the overt presence of the degree elements,
which shows that Comparative Deletion must be subject to parametric variation.
The question is how this variation can be accounted for; that is, what licenses the
overt presence of these elements in Hungarian but not in English. Conversely, a
satisfactory answer to this question should also explain what underlies Compar-
ative Deletion in English (and other languages that behave in the same way as
English).
Strongly related to this, the question arises to what extent the internal struc-
ture of the degree expression plays a role and whether there is any difference
among the individual operators. In Standard English, as shown in (2a), the ad-
jective that remains overt in the subclause is found in its base position without
an overt operator. The Hungarian operator amilyen ‘how’ may appear together
with the adjective, as in (4a), though the adjective may not be stranded, as shown













‘Mary is taller than Peter.’
On the other hand, Hungarian has another operator, amennyire ‘how much’,




























‘Mary is taller than Peter.’
Note that though the availability of (6b) with amennyire may at first sight
suggest that it is a VP-modifier, it will be shown later on that such a claim could
not be maintained and that amennyire is hence an operator within the extended
degree expression.
In addition, it has to be mentioned that Hungarian requires the presence of
some operator if the adjective is overt (note, however, that it is allowed for the























‘Mary is taller than Peter.’
Therefore, a sound analysis of Comparative Deletion must also take into ac-
count that languages differ with respect to the presence/absence of the operator
in a more intricate way than one that could be formulated on a +/– basis.
In the following, I am going to present three approaches to Comparative Dele-
tion. The first one is that of Bresnan (1973), which can be regarded as the first
description and analysis of Comparative Deletion as such. Second, I am going
to present the proposal made by Lechner (1999; 2004), which is interesting espe-
cially because it takes a deletion in situ approach, which is not typical for the
literature on Comparative Deletion. Finally, I am going to deal with the analysis
of Kennedy (2002), which adopts the more traditional view of wh-movement in
comparative subclauses, strongly relying on the literature since Bresnan (1973)
and at the same time approaching the question of Comparative Deletion in a
more formalistic way than previous proposals.
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3.2.2 Comparative Deletion and identity – Bresnan (1973)
Bresnan (1973: 316) assumes that something in the comparative subclause “is al-
ways deleted under ‘identity with’ (nondistinctness from) the head”. This oper-
ation is referred to as Comparative Deletion (Bresnan 1973: 317). Consider the
examples in (8), taken from Bresnan (1973: 316, ex. 242):
(8) a. I’ve never seen a man taller than my father.
b. I’ve never seen a taller man than my father.
c. I’ve never seen a man taller than my mother.
d. I’ve never seen a taller man than my mother.
In both (8b) and (8d) the quantified nominal expression in the matrix clause is
a taller man, which has a parallel in the subclause; the analysis by Bresnan (1973:














































Disregarding now the apparent word order problems (e.g. how the string -er
much tall a man ultimately gives the surface string a taller man), the primary
importance of the particular representation for Bresnan (1973) is that it explains
why (8b) is unproblematic while (8d) is semantically awkward: the reconstructed
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(underlying) structure of the subclause contains the predicate an x-much tall man
as a predicate, which is fully acceptable with a subject such as my father but is
normally unavailable for a subject such as my mother since there is a gender
mismatch in the latter case.
As for Comparative Deletion itself, what happens in a structure like (9) is that
Comparative Deletion eliminates the predicate in the subclause, which in this
case is an NP. By contrast, in structures such as (8a) and (8c) above, Bresnan

































As can be seen, in this case the degree expression in the subclause is a predicate
on its own; consequently, the sentences in (8a) and (8c) are both felicitous because
there is no gender mismatch in either case.
What happens in both (9) and (10) is that the predicate of the subclause is
deleted under identity with its matrix clausal antecedent: crucially, this identity
holds in terms of syntactic structure as well. Disregarding now the problem of
how Comparative Deletion exactly deletes this material, the point of the argu-
ment is that deleted material must be recoverable, and it seems that the most
straightforward way of recovering elided material is that a structurally identical
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string is reconstructed. This is crucially important when trying to account for
certain mismatches. Consider the following examples (cf. Bresnan 1973: 320, ex.
254):
(11) a. John wants to find a better solution than Christine did.
b. John wants to find a better solution than Christine’s.
In this case, both constructions are grammatical: the elided element in the
subclause is the nominal expression an x-much good solution, which may occur
both as the object of the verb, as in (11a), and as the predicate, as in (11b); cf.
Bresnan (1973: 319–320). These cases correspond to the representation given in
(9). By contrast, if the elided element has an antecedent that is not a nominal
modifier, a construction like (11a) is ruled out:
(12) a. * John wants to find a solution better than Christine did.
b. John wants to find a solution better than Christine’s.
As pointed out by Bresnan (1973: 320), the problem with (12a) is that the head
of the comparative is an AP; that is, the degree expression in the matrix clause
(better) is not an attribute but a predicate. Thus, the structure corresponds to the
one in (10) and the degree expression in the subclause should also be a comple-
ment of the verb as such, which is ruled out in (12a): the AP cannot be the object
of the verb.
Such differences also hold if the degree expression is a verbal modifier, as in
(13) below (Bresnan 1973: 320, ex. 256):
(13) a. Jack eats caviar more than he eats mush.
b. Jack eats more caviar than he eats mush.
c. Jack eats caviar more than he sleeps.
d. * Jack eats more caviar than he sleeps.
As indicated, in the case of (13a) and (13c), the degree expression ismore, which
is a VP-modifier and as such is available in both constructions. By contrast, in
(13b) and (13d) the degree expression ismore caviar, which can have a correspond-
ing element in the subclause in the former (i.e. x-much mush) but not in the latter:
in (13d) there is no (reconstructed) nominal element in the subclause in which a
degree element could appear as an attribute.
Similar examples could be cited but the basic assumption made by Bresnan
(1973) should be clear now: Comparative Deletion eliminates something from
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the subclause that is in some way identical to its matrix clausal antecedent; this
element may be a predicate AP, as in (9) and (12), a predicate NP, as in (10) and
(11), the degree expression within a predicate NP, as in (13b), or a verbal modifier,
as in (13a) and (13c).
Furthermore, there are instances where only part of a predicate AP is deleted,
as in the following example (Bresnan 1973: 322, ex. 262):
(14) The table is longer than the door is wide.
According to Bresnan (1973: 322–324), the clause given in (14) should have the
structure given in (10): the predicate AP in the subclause is then x-much wide,
and deletion affects the QP modifier x-much but leaves the adjective itself (wide)
intact.
Although the observations made by Bresnan (1973) on the phenomenon of
Comparative Deletion are crucially important, it has to be stressed that they can
be regarded as a description of certain problems rather than the analysis thereof.
First of all, it is left entirely unexplained what the mechanism of Comparative
Deletion actually is: Bresnan (1973) convincingly shows that – in order to get the
right interpretations – the elements undergoing Comparative Deletion have to
be present in the structure at some point in the derivation but that they later also
have to be eliminated in order to produce grammatical configurations. However,
it is not clear why these elements cannot remain overt in the first place.
Second, Bresnan (1973) does not elaborate on how exactly the deletion pro-
cess is carried out: it seems that the elements in question are elided in their base
position (though the subclause itself is claimed to be extraposed) but it remains
unaddressed how the mechanism of Comparative Deletion can detect what the
deletion site in each case is. At this point, it seems that Comparative Deletion
is assigned considerable power in the sense that it has the ability to actually de-
cide how much of structure must and may be elided. Again, this is undesirable
because it leads to circularity, that is, we know what Comparative Deletion has
to elide on the basis of the data but then the data are claimed to be such pre-
cisely because Comparative Deletion applies in such a way. Therefore, instead of
having a mechanism that can potentially elide anything, it would be desirable to
have a well-defined rule or rather rules interacting with each other, which would
operate in a more restricted way. In addition, a minimalist account should also
clearly state which operations take place in overt syntax and which belong to PF.
Third, if one were to assume that Comparative Deletion takes place in the
base position of the arguments, the question arises how to account for construc-
tions that involve wh-movement even in English and to what extent evidence for
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wh-movement in any comparative subclause can be disregarded when trying to
provide an explanation for Comparative Deletion. Strongly connected to this, the
last problem with Bresnan (1973) is that she does not take cross-linguistic data
into consideration: if Comparative Deletion is taken to be an obligatory opera-
tion, this very definition of Comparative Deletion proves to be untenable in the
light of cross-linguistic data clearly contradicting the assumption that Compara-
tive Deletion would always be obligatory in the way it seems to be in English.
3.2.3 Comparative Deletion and coordination – Lechner (1999; 2004)
As formulated by Lechner (2004: 9), the view concerning Comparative Deletion
in the generative literature since Bresnan (1973; 1975; 1977) has been that Compar-
ative Deletion is “an obligatory operation which removes the gradable property
from the comparative complement (than-XP), accounting for the observation
that comparatives in English and in related languages characteristically contain
a gap which cannot be lexically filled.”
Lechner (2004: 9) considers Comparative Deletion to be an instance of syn-
tactic ellipsis and tries to account for it by way of the AP-Raising Hypothesis,
contrary to Lerner & Pinkal (1992; 1995) and Kennedy (1997; 1999), who funda-
mentally build on the assumption that the ellipsis site is recovered at the semantic
component. The chief argument against a fully semantics-based analysis stems
from the fact that if Comparative Deletion is an LF operation, then “the principles
which operate only on syntactic representations (overt syntax or LF)” should be
“blind to the content of” Comparative Deletion (Lechner 2004: 14).
Lechner (2004: 14–21) presents two major arguments in favour of treating
Comparative Deletion as a process operating in syntax: disjoint reference effects
and ATB extraction. Examining first the issue of disjoint reference effects, let us
consider the examples in (15) containing the adjective proud (Lechner 2004: 14,
ex.20):
(15) a. Mary is prouder of John than Bill is of Sally.
( = x-proud)
b. Mary is prouder of John than Bill is .
( = x-proud of John)
As can be seen, the adjective proud may take a PP complement and deletion
may affect either the adjective head alone or the adjective and the PP together
(Lechner 2004: 14). As argued for by Lechner (2004: 15–16), based on similar anal-
yses in coordination such as Jayaseelan (1990), Johnson (1997) and Lasnik (1995),
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in both cases the AP is eliminated by Comparative Deletion: the difference stems
from the fact that in (15a) the PP moves out of the AP and is thus not affected by
deletion.
The importance of this becomes straightforward when considering examples
such as (16) below (Lechner 2004: 16, ex. 24):
(16) * Mary is prouder of Johni than hei is .
( = x-proud of Johni)
As Lechner (2004: 16) argues, this example “lacks a reading in which John and
he are construed as coreferential, attesting to a Principle C violation.” Given that
“Principle C is operative in syntax, the object PP accordingly has to be present at
least by LF”; furthermore, because the PP is part of the site Comparative Deletion,
one may conclude that the site “has been restored already during the syntactic
computation, i.e. prior to semantics” (Lechner 2004: 16). In the light of this, con-
sider the following example (Lechner 2004: 16, ex. 25):
(17) Mary is prouder of Johni than hei believes that I am .
( = x-proud of Johni)
In this case the Principle C effect is obviated; what happens is that “Binding
Theory treats the name inside” the site of Comparative Deletion “as a pronoun,
and not as an R-expression” (Lechner 2004: 16). Thus, the reconstruction into
site of Comparative Deletion “for Principle C is subject to Vehicle Change (in the
sense of Fiengo &May 1994) from R-expressions to pronouns” (Lechner 2004: 16).
As pointed out by Lechner (2004: 16, ex. 26), a similar difference between (16) and
(17) can also be observed in coordination, as shown by (18):
(18) a. * Mary is proud of Johni and hei is , too.
( = proud of Johni)
b. Mary is proud of Johni and hei believes that I am , too.
( = proud of Johni)
Since Vehicle Change implies that there is material present in the syntax before
LF, and since there is a strong resemblance to the kind of ellipsis observed in
coordination, which is treated as syntactic deletion, there is reason to believe
that Comparative Deletion is indeed an instance of syntactic deletion, too.
On the other hand, comparatives seem to allow ATB extraction, in structures
such as (19) below (Lechner 2004: 19, ex. 35):
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(19) a person whoi Mary is [more proud of ti] than Peter is
( = x-proud of ti)
As Lechner (2004: 19) notes, this might at first sight resemble parasitic gap
constructions, such as (20), cf. Lechner (2004: 19, ex. 36):
(20) a booki which you filed ti [before reading ti]
There is, however, a crucial difference between parasitic gap constructions and
comparatives in that the former but not the latter tolerate asymmetric extraction
out of the matrix clause (Lechner 2004: 19). Consider the example in (21), taken
from Lechner (2004: 19, ex. 37):
(21) a booki which you filed ti [before reading the newspaper]
However, the same is not available in comparatives (see Lechner 2004: 19, ex.
38):
(22) a. * a person whoi Mary is [more proud of ti] than Peter is of
Johnk
( = x-proud of tk)
b. * a person whoi Mary is [more proud of John] than Peter is
( = x-proud of ti)
In this respect, comparatives seem to resemble coordination; consider the fol-
lowing examples (Lechner 2004: 19, exx. 39–40):
(23) a. a person whoi [IP Mary is proud of ti] and [IP Peter is proud of ti]
b. * a person whoi [IP Mary is proud of ti] and [IP Peter is proud of
John]
c. * a person whoi [IP Mary is proud of John] and [IP Peter is proud of
ti]
In line with previous proposals (see Pinkham 1982; Napoli 1983; McCawley
1988; Moltmann 1992; Corver 1993), Lechner (2004), as well as Lechner (1999),
builds his analysis on the apparent parallelism between coordination and com-
parative structures. What is relevant for us here is that in structures such as (23),
extraction out of only one of the conjuncts, as in (23b) and (23c), is prohibited by
the Coordinate Structure Constraint (CSC), which is syntactic in nature (Lechner
2004: 19–20). Thus, if there is a similar phenomenon observed in comparatives,
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as in (22), it is presumably also due to syntactic constraints. Furthermore, since
these constraints have to apply to the degree expression in the subclause, the
degree expression itself must be present in the syntactic derivation. It logically
follows that Comparative Deletion involves some kind of syntactic deletion and
is not merely an LF constraint (Lechner 2004: 21).
Lechner (2004: 38–50) proposes that Comparative Deletion is in fact AP-rai-
sing, which involves the overt movement of the AP in the subclause (located
in the [Spec,DegP] position) to the matrix clause (likewise to the [Spec,DegP]
position). In the case of nominal or attributive comparatives, the NP and the
AP are treated as a single constituent undergoing the same movement, to the
exclusion of the Deg head itself.
Therefore, for a string such as Mary knows younger authors than Peter knows,

























As can be seen in (24), AP-Raising constitutes the upwardmovement of the AP
in the subclause to the matrix clause, from a [Spec,DegP] position into another
[Spec,DegP] position (Lechner 2004: 40–41). This kind of movement is supposed
to leave a semantically interpretable copy in its base position (in the subclause)
and so both copies are claimed to be visible at LF (Lechner 2004: 42–43). The
chief difference between the two DegP projections is that while the one in the
matrix clause is equipped with a [+comparative] feature, the one in the subclause
is not; consequently, only the higher DegP is interpreted as [+comparative], see
Lechner (2004: 41). Note that the movement of the comparative operator to the
[Spec,CP] position happens independently from AP-Raising (Lechner 2004: 41).
In other words, by separating the identity that holds between the two APs and
the non-identity that is maintained between the two DegPs, the analysis aims at
accounting for one of the most important issues in terms of comparatives; that is,
how far identity is required to hold between the two degree expressions. Since
the two Deg heads are clearly distinct from each other, there is nothing to require
identity between them. However, as far as the APs are concerned, movement by
definition ensures that these have to be identical since they are two copies of
one and the same syntactic object. Movement itself is motivated by the presence
of the [+comparative] feature on the Deg head in the matrix clause: this feature
is claimed to be uninterpretable on the Deg head and it can be checked off by
moving an AP to the specifier of the DegP.
Although certain points in the analysis may seem to be advantageous, it also
raises a number of rather serious problems. First, it builds on a strong identity
between the two APs and is therefore unable to account for subcomparative
structures; that is, where the AP in the matrix clause differs from the one in
the subclause, as in (2). One might suppose that in these cases there is an AP
base-generated in the matrix clause and the [+comparative] feature of the Deg
head can be checked off without the movement of the subclausal AP. In turn, the
AP in the subclause would remain overt as it would not qualify as a lower copy.
However, this also raises the question of why base-generation is not an available
option even if the two APs are identical, especially as the fact that both copies
are to be interpreted by LF at the same time seems to require an extra condi-
tion anyway; moreover, base-generation would in fact be more economical than
movement. Strongly related to this, the syntactic motivation behind AP-Raising
is unclear in itself.
Second, the analysis of degree expressions and of DPs containing degree ex-
pressions is problematic, as should be clear from the discussion in Chapter 2. I
will return to the issue of where degree expressions are located within the DP in
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Chapter 4; for the time being, suffice it to say that treating the NP as part of the
AP is at least counterintuitive as the sequence of an AP and an NP is more likely
to be treated as a nominal expression by syntax. More importantly, however, the
representation in (24) fails to account for cases when the D head itself is filled
by a determiner (e.g. a younger author than Peter knows): according to Lechner
(2004), only the AP (containing the NP) moves out, which has two implications.
On the one hand, the D head in thematrix clause should contain a base-generated
determiner, which again raises the question of why there is no base-generation
available for the entire AP. On the other hand, the D head in the matrix clause
should be deleted by some stipulated deletion process targeting only this D head,
which is obviously rather problematic. Alternatively, one may stipulate that the
D head cannot be filled in the subclause but this idea is again refuted by subcom-
parative structures (e.g. in structures like Mary wrote a longer poem than Peter
did a play).
Third, the analysis clearly fails to account for cases where Comparative Dele-
tion does not seem to be obligatory, see the examples in (4) from Hungarian. In
these cases the AP in the subclause does remain overt even if it is identical to
its counterpart in the matrix clause: this would be ruled out by Lechner (2004),
whose analysis predicts that the elimination of the lower AP happens regularly.
Moreover, there is a yet more serious problem, which is the separation of AP-
movement from operator movement, at least in the form proposed by Lechner
(2004).While in Standard English the separation of the zero operator from the AP
may seem to be unproblematic, in languages such as Hungarian it is obvious that
the operator can and in some cases must move together with the AP, provided
that the AP is overtly present in the structure: see the examples in (4), (5), (6) and
(7). This not only indicates that the structure of degree expressions adopted by
Lechner (2004) is flawed but also that there is no separate AP-Raising as such: the
AP either moves together with the operator (that is, as part of the entire QP, or
as part of the entire DP containing such a QP), or it may stay in its base position.
This latter distinction points to a further gap in the theory presented by Lech-
ner (2004), namely that comparative operators seem to differ with respect to
whether they require overt APs and whether these APs may then be stranded or
not. Since all of the problems enumerated here are crucial in terms of identifying
what Comparative Deletion is, especially in cross-linguistic terms, it should be
clear that Lechner (2004) fails to provide a sound explanation for Comparative
Deletion, and hence an alternative should be sought.
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3.2.4 Comparative Deletion and movement – Kennedy (2002)
Before turning to the discussion of my analysis for Comparative Deletion, let me
briefly discuss one more proposal, namely that of Kennedy (2002), which is cru-
cially important in that it acknowledges that there is movement in comparative
subclauses and in that it builds the explanation on this fundamental assumption.
The core part of the analysis relies on the distinction between Comparative
Deletion (CD) structures and Comparative Subdeletion (CSD) structures (Ken-
nedy 2002: 553–554). The crucial difference between the two is that while in the
case of Comparative Subdeletion “an amount or degree term must be omitted
from the constituent that provides the point of comparison with the morpholog-
ically marked phrase in the matrix clause”, in Comparative Deletion “the lexical
content must be omitted from the compared constituent as well” (Kennedy 2002:
554).
Note, however, that even if the compared constituent is logically identical to
its counterpart in the matrix clause, it may remain overt if it bears contrastive
focus (Kennedy 2002: 555). Consider the example in (25), taken from Kennedy
(2002: 555, ex. 5a), quoting Chomsky (1977):
(25) A: This desk is higher than that one is wide.
B: What is more, this desk is higher than that one is HIGH.
As noted by Kennedy (2002: 555), “most analyses of comparatives in English
have hypothesized that CSD structures are basic, and that the omission of addi-
tionalmaterial in CD can be derived from general principles of redundancy reduc-
tion” (cf. for example Lees 1961). In other words, such views assume that Compar-
ative Deletion and Comparative Subdeletion have different syntactic derivations,
in that the former but not the latter involves a deletion process. Contrary to this,
Kennedy (2002: 555–556) proposes that both structures involve the movement
of the compared constituent to the lower [Spec,CP] position: however, while in
Comparative Deletion structures this movement is overt, in Comparative Sub-
deletion it is claimed to be covert. Consequently, the two types are essentially
identical at LF but differ at PF; that is, there is deletion taking place in the case
of Comparative Deletion (Kennedy 2002: 556).
Evidence for there being movement in both structures comes from the fact
that both constructions are ill-formed when the gap is within an extraction is-
land (Kennedy 2002: 557–558, based on Ross 1967, Huddleston 1967, Chomsky
1977 and Postal 1998). This is indeed attested in various types of extraction is-
lands (complex NP islands, Wh-islands, adjunct islands and sentential subjects);




(26) a. *Michael has more scoring titles than Dennis is a guy who has.
b. *Michael has more scoring titles than Dennis is a guy who has tattoos.
In both cases there is a complex NP in the comparative subclause (a guy who
has and a guy who has tattoos); the sentences are ungrammatical precisely be-
cause movement of a degree expression takes place from within these complex
NPs.
Apart from island sensitivity, both Comparative Deletion and Comparative
Subdeletion constructions show crossover effects (Kennedy 2002: 558–559) and
as far as the interpretation of these structures is concerned, they have the same
type of truth conditions (Kennedy 2002: 559). Admittedly, there are some differ-
ences as well; most importantly, there seems to be a problem with extracting
the DegP on its own in subcomparatives (Kennedy 2002: 563–564). Consider the
examples in (27), taken from Kennedy (2002: 564, ex. 32):
(27) a. Michael has more scoring titles than [CP Op Dennis has [DP Op
tattoos]].
b. The shapes are longer than [CP Op they are [DegP Op thick]].
As can be seen, the operator moves out on its own and the lower copy gets
deleted; this is problematic, however, if the operator has actual phonological con-
tent, as thenwe clearly have violations of the Left Branch Constraint (in the sense
of Ross 1967), as pointed out by Kennedy (2002: 564). Consider the example in
(28), taken from Kennedy (2002: 564, ex. 33):
(28) a. *How many does Dennis have [DP how many tattoos]?
b. *[CP How were the shapes [DegP how thick]]?
The conclusion drawn by Kennedy (2002: 570) is that Comparative Deletion
and Comparative Subdeletion “are the same in their basic syntactic properties”;
that is, both involve “the same functional vocabulary and are subject to the same
syntactic operations” but they “differ in the level of representation at which these
operations apply”. Therefore, while the two types “have structurally identical LF
representations”, they have “structurally distinct PF representations” (Kennedy
2002: 571).
As shown by Kennedy (2002: 571–574), Comparative Deletion and Compara-
tive Subdeletion structures have essentially the same semantics, in addition to
syntactic similarities (see above); “the comparative clause is interpreted as a de-
scription of a maximal amount, and supplies the standard of comparison for the
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comparative morpheme” (Kennedy 2002: 574). In either case, the compared con-
stituent has to move at LF (or before) “because the quantificational force of the
comparative clause (the maximality operator) is introduced by the degree mor-
phology on the compared constituent, not by a higher operator” and hence “to
generate the right interpretation of the comparative clause […] the compared
constituent must take scope over the rest of the clause” (Kennedy 2002: 574–575).
Note that in both types of comparatives the entire compared constituent is
assumed to move; as pointed out by Kennedy (2002: 581–582), partial movement
would in certain cases lead to Left Branch Constraint violations. Consider the
examples in (29), taken from Kennedy (2002: 581, ex. 79):
(29) a. Michael has more scoring titles than Dennis has (tattoos).
b. Michael’s hands are wider than your feet are (long).
As can be seen, it is grammatical to have a DP or an AP in the comparative
subclause without an overt degree marker, which may lead one to the conclusion
that in such cases the degree operator moves out on its own. However, compara-
tives then should have an analogous structure to the questions in (30), which are
ungrammatical (Kennedy 2002: 581, ex. 80):
(30) a. *How many does Dennis have tattoos?
b. *How (much) are your feet long?
Instead, the claim made by Kennedy (2002) is that (sub)comparatives are anal-
ogous to the structures in (31), see Kennedy (2002: 581, ex. 81):
(31) a. How many tattoos does Dennis have?
b. How long are your feet?
The claim that in subcomparatives the entire compared constituent moves im-
plies for Kennedy (2002) that this movement is covert, since the overt copy of
the compared constituent remains in its base position.
Essentially, Kennedy (2002: 582–583) claims that in the case of Comparative
Deletion, that is, when the compared constituent is identical to its counterpart
in the matrix clause, both movement and deletion take place, whereas in CSD
neither deletion nor movement happens. In his analysis, this is formulated in
an optimality-theoretic approach, in that deletion is claimed to be favourable to
overt movement (Kennedy 2002: 583). Since I do not adopt the framework of
optimality theory, I will not provide further details of his analysis here.
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Instead, let me point out some problems that, despite the merits of the anal-
ysis given by Kennedy (2002), make it necessary to continue investigating the
issues in question. First of all, while it is obvious that movement takes place
in both Comparative Deletion and Comparative Subdeletion structures, it is not
straightforward how syntax should decide on which degree expressions in the
subclause have to move before spell-out and which cannot: taking identity as
such into account would require semantic interpretation but movement, at least
in the case of Comparative Deletion, takes place before that. Moreover, identity
is not a satisfactory criterion in itself: as demonstrated by the grammaticality of
examples like (25), the degree expression may remain overt even if it is identical
to its matrix clausal counterpart.
This leads to the second problem, which is the following: while it is true that
recoverability is a prerequisite for material to be deleted, it is certainly not true
that recoverable material falls under obligatory deletion. Such a stance would
be untenable in general but is also immediately refuted by languages such as
Hungarian, where there is no obligatory Comparative Deletion. In other words,
while Kennedy (2002: 554) notes that the requirement on the obligatory nature of
Comparative Deletion “is important, as it distinguishes CD from other deletion
operations in English, such as ellipsis, which is optional”, his analysis clearly
does not account for cross-linguistic variation.
Third, the distinction between Comparative Deletion and Comparative Sub-
deletion on the basis of whether they contain overt or covert movement is highly
questionable, too. As demonstrated by languages lacking Comparative Deletion,
such as Hungarian, the degree expression in the subclause moves up in both
types of constructions to a [Spec,CP] position. Note that I assume that the two
CP-layers in comparatives are available in Hungarian as well, the higher headed
by complementisers and the specifier of the lower one hosting relative operators:






























‘The table is longer than the office is wide.’
On the other hand, in languages such as English, it is always the lower copy
that remains overt, even if it happens to be identical to its matrix clausal counter-
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part, see (25). Therefore, the chief distinction seems to be one that holds between
languages and not one that can be observed between the two constructions.
Fourth, the analysis presented by Kennedy (2002) does not consider examples
which show that overt material below than may be overt in English as well: the
overtness of what was shown in (3), but constructions with how are also possible
in certain dialects, as demonstrated in (15):
(33) a. % Ralph is taller than how tall Peter is.
b. %The desk is longer than how wide the office is.
The overtness of how tall in (33a) and how wide in (33b) contradicts the as-
sumption that movement to [Spec,CP] necessarily involves deletion in English;
moreover, the availability of (33a) refutes the implied claim that only contrasted
degree expressions may remain overt in the subclause.
In sum, it seems that the analysis provided by Kennedy (2002) does not take
into consideration a number of phenomena that would be important for gaining
a better understanding of how Comparative Deletion works; and, most impor-
tantly, it is not explained why it should take place at all when it does.
3.3 Constraints on deletion
In order to provide an account for Comparative Deletion, let me first briefly sum-
marise the most important issues concerning deletion mechanisms in general.
One such general constraint is that of givenness. Roughly speaking, elements
can be given or focus-marked (F-marked), see Selkirk (1996; 2005); Schwarzschild
(1999); Merchant (2001); Büring (2006). Consider the examples in (34):
(34) a. Ralph was reading a novel and Peter was reading an epic.
b. * Ralph was reading a novel and Peter was writing an epic.
The sentence in (34a) is grammatical: the elided verb in the second conjunct
is read, which is given, and can be deleted. As opposed to this, in (34b) write
is F-marked as read in the matrix clause is not a salient antecedent for it: con-
sequently, it is ungrammatical to elide it. This is fundamentally a recoverability
condition on deletion: a constituent 𝛼 can be deleted iff 𝛼 is e-given (ellipsis-
given, see Merchant 2001: 38), hence 𝛼 must have a salient antecedent in the
discourse.
It is worth mentioning that optional deletion processes may save a given con-
struction from ungrammaticality. This is true for sluicing, which, as shown by
the grammaticality of (35a), is optional:
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(35) a. They want to hire someone who speaks a Slavic language, but I don’t
remember who they want to hire.
b. They want to hire someone who speaks a Slavic language, but I don’t
remember who they want to hire.
Sluicing, as can be seen in (35b), deletes the string after a wh-pronoun (who)
that has moved to the [Spec,CP] position, which in this case has moved from
within the elided subclause (see Merchant 2001; van Craenenbroeck & Lipták
2006). Since (35a) is grammatical and in (35b) sluicing takes place regularly, the
sentences in (35) are fundamentally equivalent to each other.
The situation is different when the underlying structure is ungrammatical.The
examples in (36) contain island violations (based on Merchant 2001: 114, ex. 15):
(36) a. * They want to hire someone who speaks a Slavic language, but I
don’t remember which they want to hire someone [who speaks].
b. They want to hire someone who speaks a Slavic language, but I
don’t remember which they want to hire someone [who speaks].
In both cases,whichmoves up fromwithin the subclause (who speaks), which is
a wh-island violation. In (36a), the sentence is therefore not grammatical, while
in (36b), where sluicing takes place, the result is fully grammatical. Obviously,
sluicing in this case not only deletes the subclause responsible for ungrammati-
cality but a larger chunk as well, since sluicing by definition can only delete the
entire complement of a functional head (C) equipped with an [E] feature. Since
in this case the fully overt construction is ill-formed, while sluicing deletes pre-
cisely the part causing ill-formedness at PF, only the sentence containing deletion
will converge out of the two options. Thus, optional deletion processes are able
to save structures from ungrammaticality, without having to suppose that these
processes would be obligatory.This conclusion will be important later when con-
sidering certain deletion mechanisms.
In the exact mechanism of sluicing, deletion itself takes place at PF; however,
deletion is licensed by an [E] feature inserted in syntax, see Merchant (2001). The
significance of this is partly that optional deletion processes can be handled in
the syntax: while the insertion of an [E] feature requiring deletion is optional
in the syntactic component, the presence or the absence of the feature contains
unequivocal information for PF in terms of whether deletion should take place.
This is because while the prohibition of deleting F-marked elements is an axiom,
given elements are not necessarily deleted. Hence givenness in itself is not un-
equivocal information for PF; in turn, PF is responsible for the linear structure
and does not produce syntactic and/or semantic features.
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3.4 An analysis of Comparative Deletion
3.4.1 General considerations
Recall that, descriptively, Comparative Deletion (CD) is a process which elimi-
nates the QP or the quantified DP from the subclause, if it is logically identical to
its antecedent in the matrix clause (Bacskai-Atkari 2010b, Bacskai-Atkari 2012a)
in examples such as (1), repeated here for the sake of convenience as (37):
(37) a. Ralph is more qualified than Jason is x-qualified.
b. Ralph has more qualifications than Jason has x-many qualifications.
c. Ralph has better qualifications than Jason has x-good qualifications.
Comparative subclauses exhibit regular operatormovement (see Chomsky 1977,








As for the structure of the left periphery, I assume that the CP can be split (cf.
Rizzi 1997: 297, Rizzi 1999: 1, Rizzi 2004: 237–238), even though I do not adopt
a cartographic approach and the various CPs should rather be regarded as in-
stances of an iterated CP. Rizzi’s split CP is illustrated in (39):
(39) [CP [TopP* [FocP [TopP* [CP]]]]]
Rizzi assumes that multiple TopPs and a designated FocP may appear between
the two CP projections; however, this is irrelevant for the present analysis, and
therefore I will neither include them in the representations, nor will I discuss
possible arguments against a strict cartographic approach. Further, Rizzi (1997;
1999; 2004) attributes different functions to the two CPs: he assumes that the
higher C head is responsible for the “illocutionary” Force of the clause, while the
lower is responsible for Finiteness.
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The term “illocutionary Force” is fundamentally used to cover clause types,
that is, categories such as declarative, interrogative, relative, comparative, etc.; it
is terminologically unfortunate to involve the concept of illocution since the kind
of illocution discussed by Rizzi has little to do with how Austin (1962) and Searle
(1969) introduced the term, the sentence types in question not being performative.
In addition, the distinction between Force and Finiteness is problematic as well
because, though the relative position of a given C head in a combination (that is,
whether it is a lower or a higher one) is straightforward, it is hard to disentangle
the various functions in cases where a single C head marks both. Due to these
reasons, I will henceforth not mark the Force/Finiteness distinction.
3.4.2 Predicative versus attributive and nominal structures
Turning back to the representation given in (38), the complementiser head of the
comparative subclause (than) occupies the higher C position, while the compar-
ative operator (Op.) moves to the specifier of the lower CP.
In predicative structures, such as (37a), the QP containing the AP is headed by
a phonologically empty operator (x), and the entire QP moves up to the specifier
of the CP, where it is deleted. By contrast, in nominal and attributive structures,
such as (37b) and (37c), respectively, the QP is an adjunct within the DP (Ken-
nedy & Merchant 2000, Kántor 2008a) and thus the entire DP moves up and is
deleted. This is because the QP cannot be extracted from the DP due to the DP-
island constraint (cf. Kayne 1983, Ross 1986, Izvorski 1995: 217, Grebenyova 2004,
Bošković 2005).
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Movement in attributive and nominal structures is represented in (41), based














All this can be derived from more general rules and is hence not specific for
comparative subclauses, as similar phenomena can be observed in other construc-
tions containing operators (cf. Kennedy & Merchant 1997: 7). Consider the exam-
ples given in (42):
(42) a. *How is Ralph qualified?
b. How qualified is Ralph?
c. *How big did Ralph see cats?
d. How big cats did Ralph see?
e. *How many did Ralph see cats?
f. How many cats did Ralph see?
As can be seen, the QP how qualified and the DP how big cats or howmany cats
can be moved only as a whole: neither the Q head may be extracted from the QP
nor the QP from the DP. I will return to the issue later, also casting light upon
how it varies cross-linguistically. At this point, suffice it to say that in cases such
as (42a) and (42b) above the Q head cannot be extracted because then it would
have to occupy a phrase position in the lower [Spec,CP] as a head. On the other
hand, as I will show later, in some languages the quantifier may also be realised
as a QP modifier within the QP heading the adjective in question, and it can in
such cases be extracted, cf. Kántor (2008a). Similarly, the extraction of the QP
out of the DP is highly dependent on the parametric settings of a given language:
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while English, Bulgarian and Greek prohibit it, it is allowed in Polish and Czech
(Kennedy & Merchant 2000); these questions will be addressed inChapter 4 in
detail.
Turning back to comparative subclauses in English, it is important to investi-
gate the issue of copies. In our case, there are only two copies to consider: the
lower one in the base position of the QP or the DP and the higher one in the lower
[Spec,CP] as a result of movement. The higher copy, as has already been seen, is
deleted by Comparative Deletion; note that this is independent fromwhether the
AP or NP is identical to the one in the matrix clause. The lower copy is regularly
deleted by PF (cf. Bobaljik 2002, Chomsky 2008, Bošković & Nunes 2007: 44–
48), which is possible because the QP or DP in question is e-given. The deletion
processes taking place in (37) are shown in (43):
(43) a. Ralph is more qualified [CP than [CP [QP x-qualified] Jason is [QP
x-qualified]]].
b. Ralph has more qualifications [CP than [CP [DP x-many qualifications]
Jason has [DP x-many qualifications]]].
c. Ralph has better qualifications [CP than [CP [DP x-good qualifications]
Jason has [DP x-good qualifications]]].
As should be obvious, ComparativeDeletion takes place in all structures, hence
there is no difference between predicative and attributive/nominal constructions:
the fact that the entire DP has to be eliminated in the latter is due to different,
independent constraints.
One obvious advantage of this approach is that it accounts for the deletion of
QPs and DPs without having to resort to extra mechanisms: Comparative Dele-
tion takes place in the lower [Spec,CP] position and it deletes any material that
is there. In turn, differences in terms of what phrases are found there arise sim-
ply out of movement constraints. I will return to the issue of why Comparative
Deletion has to take place at all later, also accounting for the differences found
between languages and varieties. At this point, suffice it to say that a movement
analysis claiming that the entire QP or DP moves (and not only the operator) can
successfully account for the elimination of both copies by assuming that Compar-
ative Deletion obligatorily takes place in the lower [Spec,CP], eliding the higher
copy, and that lower copies are regularly deleted at PF. Though it is a prerequi-
site that deleted material has to be e-given, the fact that obligatory deletion takes
place is not directly linked to these elements being recoverable, contrary to Ken-
nedy (2002): rather, it is associated with a syntactic position where it happens
independently of whether the material there is e-given or not.
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3.4.3 Comparative Subdeletion
The case of Comparative Subdeletion, as found in subcomparatives, may at first
sight seem to be a counterexample for what has been established for Comparative
Deletion. In these (predicative) structures, as was mentioned at the beginning of
this chapter, the QP in the subclause remains overt:
(44) The table is longer than the desk is wide.
However, even in such cases Comparative Deletion takes place regularly in
the [Spec,CP] position: if Comparative Deletion did not occur, then the higher
copy should remain (cf. Bacskai-Atkari 2010b). On the other hand, the lower copy
cannot be eliminated since it is F-marked: it contrasts with the AP (long) in the
matrix clause. As pointed out by Bošković & Nunes (2007: 48), lower copies may
remain overt if the pronunciation of the higher copy would make the derivation
crash at PF. Thus, the following happens in (44):
(45) The table is longer [CP than [CP [QP x-wide]F the desk is [QP x-wide]F]].
As can be seen, the higher copy of the QP is deleted by Comparative Deletion
exactly the same way as in (43a) and the two clauses differ in fact only with re-
spect to whether the lower copy remains; however, this difference can be derived
from recoverability. This all indicates that subcomparatives are not exceptional
in terms of Comparative Deletion, and thus there is no separate Comparative
Subdeletion process.
In this way, the relation between Comparative Deletion and Comparative Sub-
deletion can be easily handled, without having to resort to distinguishing the two
on the basis of whether they include overt or covert movement, as was seen in
connection with Kennedy (2002). Again, the role of information structure is not
directly related to Comparative Deletion itself: Comparative Deletion is treated
as a mechanical process eliminating material from the lower [Spec,CP] position
and the fact that the lower copy of the QP can remain overt is due to F-marking.
Note that being F-marked is not identical to not being e-given; it is rather
intended to express some kind of contrast. For instance, the QP x-wide in (45) is
in contrast with the QP longer of the matrix clause. Also, this QP appears in a
clause-final position, which is the canonical position for foci and/or contrasted
elements in English: see Selkirk (1984; 1986), Nespor & Vogel (1986), McCarthy &
Prince (1993). This QP expresses the main contrast involved in comparison and




As far as the overt lower copy of an e-given AP is concerned, it is usually
ungrammatical because it should regularly be eliminated as a lower copy and
it should not appear in a contrastive position. However, if there is a context in
which it can be interpreted as a contrasted element even though it is given, it
may remain overt: see also (25). The difference is illustrated in (46) below:
(46) a. ⁇/*The table is longer than the desk is long.
b. A: The table is longer than the desk is wide.
B: No, the table is longer than the desk is LONG.
In both cases the subclause contains an overt lower copy of the QP that is
identical to the one in the matrix clause. However, in (46a) it should have been
eliminated as there is no additional instruction for PF to preserve the lower copy.
As opposed to this, (46b) is grammatical because the QP in question is contrasted:
this contrast holds not with the QP in the matrix clause but with the one in the
preceding sentence.
It can be concluded that subdeletion constructions also include Comparative
Deletion in the regular way, and the fact that the lower copy remains overt stems
from constraints independent from the mechanism of Comparative Deletion.
3.5 The structure of degree expressions revisited
3.5.1 On Hungarian operators
In order to understand the mechanism of Comparative Deletion, let us first con-
sider a language where it does not operate. In Hungarian, as has been mentioned,
the quantified AP may remain overt, that is, both the comparative operator and
the lexical AP can be visible in the [Spec,CP] position. However, there are differ-
ences between the available operators in this respect.






























‘Mary is taller than Peter was.’
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As can be seen, the operator amilyen is inseparable from the lexical AP (magas
‘tall’): it is grammatical to have them both overtly in the lower [Spec,CP] position,
as in (47a), but the AP cannot be stranded and left behind in its base position, as
in (47b).
Hungarian also has the operator amennyire ‘how much’: this can otherwise
modify VPs and it maymodify APs as well, though there is some variation among
speakers with respect to the availability of this operator as an AP modifier. Still,































‘Mary is taller than Peter was.’
Unlike amilyen, amennyire may appear both together with the lexical AP in
[Spec,CP], as in (48a), and it may also allow the stranding of the AP, as in (48b).
Thus, amennyire is separable from the lexical AP.
There are reasons to believe that the operator amennyire in structures like (48)
is indeed base-generated within the degree expression and is not a VP-modifier.
First, if it were a VP-modifying operator, then it could not move together with
the lexical AP to the lower [Spec,CP] position, as, for instance, in (48a), because
then they would not form one constituent. Second, if an adverb modifies the verb,
then the verb must be overt, whereas if the structure is simply predicative, the
















As far as comparatives containing amennyire are concerned, the copula van is

















‘Mary is taller than Peter.’
If amennyire modified the verb, then the presence of van ‘is’ would be required,
which is not the case, and therefore amennyire cannot be a VP-modifying adverb
in comparative subclauses.
Before turning to the further examination of the difference between amilyen
and amennyire, note that Hungarian has no zero comparative operators, and con-
structions like (51) are ungrammatical:

























‘Mary is taller than Peter was.’
As shown above, it is impossible to have an overt APwithout an overt operator
(i.e. one with actual phonological content) either in the [Spec,CP] or in its base
position.
It has to be stressed that the differences between amilyen and amennyire, as
well as the impossibility of zero operators, are not dependent on whether the
AP is e-given or F-marked. The operator amilyen cannot be separated from F-


































‘The desk is longer than the office is wide.’
By contrast, amennyire tolerates both positions of the AP, as shown in (53):1
1Though the sentences marked as grammatical are all indeed grammatical, it must bementioned
that the degrees of acceptability may show individual differences, and there are structures that
are clearly preferable. I will return to this question later on in the last section.
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‘The desk is longer than the office is wide.’
Finally, just as in (51), zero operators are not allowed with F-marked APs either,
as shown in (54):





























‘The desk is longer than the office is wide.’
The data shown in this section clearly demonstrate that Hungarian has no
Comparative Deletion. In addition, there seem to be two types of operators. On
the one hand, amilyen is an operator that must move together with the AP: in
this case, the higher copy of the entire degree expression is overt in the [Spec,CP]
position, and the lower copy of the entire degree expression is deleted regularly.
On the other hand, the operator amennyire can move out on its own; it is by no
means obligatory for it to do so, and if it does not, it behaves exactly the sameway
as amilyen. However, if it moves out on its own, the higher copy of amennyire
appears overtly in the [Spec,CP] position but without any AP there; in turn, the
lower copy of amennyire is deleted regularly and the AP itself remains overt in
situ.
The difference between the two types of operators is also attested in interrog-
ative operators. As shown in (55), the operator milyen ‘how’ does not allow the


















‘How tall was Peter?’
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By contrast, as shown by (56), the operator mennyire ‘how much’ may be sep-


















‘How tall was Peter?’
As can be seen, the interrogative operators milyen and mennyire have exactly
the same distributions as their relative operator counterparts, amilyen and amen-
nyire, respectively. Since the difference seems to hold systematically, it presum-
ably has to do with structural differences between the two types of operators.
3.5.2 Operator positions
In Chapter 2, I proposed a unified analysis for the structure of degree expressions,
concentrating primarily on the degree expression in the matrix clause of compar-
atives expressing inequality. Recall that, for a string like far more intelligent than















2Again, mennyire ‘how much’ is a degree element in the degree expression just like its relative
counterpart amennyire ‘how much’ for exactly the same reasons.
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Since this was and is intended to be a unified analysis for degree expressions,
I claim that the same structure is present in subclausal QPs, too. This has two
main aspects: the difference between operators that cannot be extracted and ones
that cannot, and the availability of operators as proforms standing for the entire
degree expression.
Let us first examine the general structure underlying degree expressions. This












Recall that the DegP is headed by the degree head, which takes two arguments
and which projects a QP layer. The arguments of the degree head are the lexical
AP itself (cf. Lechner 2004) and the Grade argument (G), which expresses the
standard value (cf. Lechner 2004). In matrix clausal degree expressions it is typi-
cally the subordinate clause itself but it may also remain covert if it is recoverable
from the context. Consider:
(59) A: Mary is as tall as Peter.
B: No, she is taller.
In (59), the Grade argument of taller remains implicit as it is recoverable from
the previous utterance. As far as the Grade argument of subclausal degree ex-
pressions is concerned, it is also implicit but it relates the degree in question to
a certain point on a scale.
The QP layer, as was seen in Chapter 2, is projected above the DegP and the
Deg head moves up to Q: the Q head itself is one of the possible positions for
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comparative operators. The specifier of the QP may host other QP modifiers; this
is the other position that comparative operators may occupy. Note that these
positions are operator positions inasmuch as they may host operators; however,
it is not necessary for them to be filled by operators: for instance, inmatrix clausal
QPs such as (57), they obviously contain non-operator elements.
Accordingly, the degree expression in the subclause has a structure conform-



























3.5 The structure of degree expressions revisited
Note that this applies to cases where the operator amennyire is used together
with an adjective. Interestingly, if it modifies an adverb, it seems to be a Deg head,


















































‘Mary knows the poem better than Peter does.’
As can be seen, in these cases amennyire has to move together with the adverb,
just aswas seen for amilyen ‘how’with adjectives, which suggests that amennyire
has been grammaticalised into a Deg head with adverbs. Since the main focus
here is not to provide an account for this difference, I will not venture to analyse
this issue any further.
Due to the fact that both amilyen and amennyire are operators, they cannot be
co-present: only one [+rel] operator is licensed in the clause, which then moves
to a [Spec,CP] position and checks off the [+rel] feature there.The zero element in
(61) ismerely a degreemarker, not an operator, and thus the operator in [Spec,QP]
is necessary for the construction to survive.
The structural difference between amilyen and amennyire accounts for their
different behaviour.While amennyire is a QPmodifier that thus may be extracted
out of the entire degree expression on its own, amilyen is the head of that degree
expression itself, and therefore it cannot be extracted and naturally cannot move
to the [Spec,CP] position (a phrase position) as a single head.
3.5.3 Proforms
Given the structural difference between individual operators described above, it
is expected that further asymmetries should arise. This is indeed the case, as will
be shown in connection with proforms. So far I have been dealing with degree
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expressions containing a lexical AP. However, this is not always necessary; for













‘Mary is taller than Peter was.’
This is in line with the representation given in (60) for amilyen: as a Deg head
it may not require an overt AP to be present in the structure but may stand for
the entire degree expression overtly.
The expectation is that amennyire ‘how much’ should behave differently in
this respect, since the QP modifier then should be attached to a QP that has no














‘Mary is taller than Peter was.’
As can be seen, amennyire is not allowed to appear as a comparative operator
on its own: the reason behind this is that, conforming to the representation given
in (61), amennyire is a QP modifier that should be attached to a QP with some
phonological content. Since the co-presence of Q heads and QPmodifiers is ruled
out, the only way would be to have an overt lexical AP, which is not the case in
the example (64).3
3.6 Operators in English
Having established all this, let us now return to English comparative operators.
Altogether, there are three candidates: the zero, how andwhat (see Chomsky 1977
on treating what as an operator in comparatives).
3As was mentioned earlier, amennyire ‘how much’ seems to behave as a Deg head with adverbs
but not with adjectives. If this is indeed so, then the expectation is that amennyire should be























‘Mary knows the poem better than Peter does.’
The grammaticality of (i) above shows that this is indeed so, and thus there is a difference
that holds between amennyire as an adjectival modifier and amennyire as an adverbial modifier.
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Let us start with the elementwhat, which prohibits the co-presence of an overt
AP in [Spec,CP] but not in its base position. This is demonstrated by (65):4
(65) a. % Mary is taller than what Peter is.
b. * Mary is taller than what tall Peter is.
c. * The desk is longer than what wide the office is.
d. %The desk is longer than what the office is wide.
As shown by (65),what may appear below than, at least in certain non-standard
dialects of English. However, it is not allowed to co-occur with a lexical AP, as
in (65b) and (65c). Yet it is possible to have an overt, contrastive AP in its base
position, as in (65d). If what were an operator taking a lexical AP in [Spec,DegP],
then (65b) and (65c) should be grammatical. On the other hand, if what were a
proform operator never allowing the gradable predicate to be overt, then (65d)
should be ruled out. Therefore, it seems that what in comparatives is actually a
lower C head, and the comparative operator is zero, just as in Standard English
(note that the presence of an operator is required by degree semantics). In fact,
there are a number of languages allowing the lexicalisation of the lower C head in
comparatives, as will be shown later on for German; see Bacskai-Atkari (2014a)
on German and Hungarian, cf. Jäger (2010) on German, and Bacskai-Atkari (2016)
on Slavic.
Turning now to how, it must be noted that how as a comparative operator
again shows dialectal variation. Consider the examples in (66):
(66) a. % Mary is taller than how tall Peter is.
b. * Mary is taller than how Peter is tall.
c. * Mary is taller than how Peter is.
d. %The desk is longer than how wide the office is.
e. * The desk is longer than how the office is wide.
The only acceptable configurations with how as a comparative operator are
given in (66a) and (66d). As indicated, these are completely well formed for some
speakers, while for others they are ungrammatical. However, constructions such
as (66b) and (66e), where the AP is stranded, are ungrammatical even for those
whowould accept (66a) and (66d), which suggests that how is a Deg head that can-
not be extracted out of the degree expression. Unlike Hungarian amilyen ‘how’,
4I owe many thanks to Craig Thiersch for the discussion of the data with what.
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how is a Deg head that requires the presence of an overt AP, as indicated by the
ungrammaticality of (66c).
Note that whether a given Deg head may combine with a lexical AP is inde-
pendent from whether the AP is e-given or not: Deg heads that must take APs
take them in either case.
Finally, let us turn to the zero comparative operator, which is acceptable for all
English speakers. This is a Deg head that cannot move out on its own. Observe
the difference in (67):
(67) a. ⁇/* Mary is taller than Peter is tall.
b. The desk is longer than the office is wide.
If the zero were a QP modifier, then it should be able to move out to the
[Spec,CP] on its own and (67a) should be acceptable, just like (67b); however,
(67a) is clearly unacceptable to an extent that cannot be attributed merely to the
redundancy of the AP. On the other hand, the fact that the zero can co-occur
with a lexical AP in cases such as (67b) implies that in canonical Comparative
Deletion constructions, where an e-given AP is eliminated, there is indeed dele-
tion at hand: as has been said, the Deg head imposes restrictions on the presence
or the absence of any AP irrespectively of whether that AP is e-given or not.
3.7 Operators cross-linguistically
From the discussion above, it should be clear that comparative operators may
differ from each other in two respects: overtness and extractability. Since these
criteria are independent from each other, this leaves one with four logical possi-
bilities for comparative operators. The operators I have dealt with so far (that is,
the ones in English and Hungarian) can be grouped according to Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Comparative operators in English and Hungarian
overt covert
Deg head how (English) zero (English)
amilyen (Hungarian)
QP modifier amennyire (Hungarian)
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The question is of course how operators from other languages fit into this
scheme: more precisely, whether there are other overt QP modifier operators
and whether there are covert QP modifier operators at all.
Let us first examine the case of Czech.5 As shown in (68), Czech has the oper-


















‘How tall is Charles?’
As indicated, jak can appear together with the AP, as in (68a), but the AP may
also be stranded, as in (68b). This shows that jak is a QP modifier. Note that if jak
were a VP-modifier and base-generated independently from the AP, then (68a)
should not be possible because the AP would not undergowh-movement in itself.
The expectation is that the same can be observed in comparative subclauses.
This is indeed the case, as shown by (69):











































































‘The desk is longer than the office is wide.’
The slight markedness of the examples above stems from two factors: posi-
tional preferences (that is, the AP is preferably stranded instead of moving to-
gether with the operator as high as the [Spec,CP] position), and redundancy in
5For his indispensable help with the Czech data, I owe many thanks to Radek Šimík.
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the case of an e-given AP. I will return to the positional preferences later; what
is important here is that these are all possible structures, indicating that jak be-
haves in the same way as in interrogatives, in that it may be separated from the
lexical AP.
On the other hand, Czech does not have a zero comparative operator. Consider
the examples in (70):



































































‘The desk is longer than the office is wide.’
We can conclude that the comparative operator is invariably an overt QP mod-
ifier in Czech.
Let us now turn to Dutch,6 where the interrogative operator hoe ‘how’ is non-


















‘How tall is John?’
Since hoe does not allow the stranding of the AP, as demonstrated by (71b), it
can be concluded that it is a Deg head. Accordingly, hoe as a comparative relative
6I owe many thanks to Jos Tellings for all his help with the Dutch data.
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operator is also a Deg head (for speakers who find hoe acceptable as a compara-
tive operator).7 Consider the examples in (72):











































































‘The table is longer than the office is wide.’
In addition, it is worth mentioning that hoe cannot be a proform, as shown by















‘Mary is taller than John.’
Thus, hoe behaves in the same way as how does in English (that is, for speakers
who accept it as a comparative operator).
In addition to hoe, Dutch also has a covert comparative operator; this, however,
behaves differently from the zero operator observed in English.8 Consider the
examples in (74):
7Note that the acceptability of hoe ‘how’ in comparatives varies among dialects and speakers,
similarly to what was attested for how in English. I conducted a short online survey in August–
September 2013 with 70 native participants (many thanks go to Laura Bos and Marlies Kluck
for their help in distributing the survey), in which informants were asked to rate sentences
on a scale from 1 (bad) to 5 (good). The sentence given in (72a) here was accepted as fully
grammatical (5) by 16% of the participants, while the sentence given in (72c) by 27%.This shows
that even if hoe as a comparative operator is not acceptable for all speakers, its acceptability
is still significant. Since my aim here is not to investigate comparatives in Dutch but rather
to give a cross-linguistic survey, I will not venture to analyse and describe the results of the
online survey here.
8Again, there is considerable variation among speakers but (74a) was judged by 10% to be fully
acceptable (5) and by 21% to be acceptable (4) in the online survey mentioned before. On the
other hand, (74b) was fully acceptable (5) for 81% and acceptable (4) for 11%.
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‘The table is longer than the office is wide.’
If Dutch had no zero operator, then the sentences in (74) would be ungram-
matical, as in Hungarian: see (51) and (54). On the other hand, if the Dutch zero
operator were a Deg head like the one in English, then (74a) should be ungram-
matical, which is not the case: though marked because of redundancy, (74a) is
still acceptable, in contrast to (67a). This leaves only one option: namely that the
zero operator in Dutch is a QP modifier. Of course, this also means that the AP
may in principle move together with the operator to [Spec,CP]: in this case, just
like in English, it is deleted by Comparative Deletion.
The same is true for the zero operator in German, as shown by (75):

































‘The table is longer than the office is wide.’
Again, the markedness of (75a) is due to redundancy, as opposed to (67a) in
English. Therefore, the AP is indeed available in a stranded position in German.
Note that the other logically possible candidate for the comparative operator
in German is not available as an operator in comparative subclauses. The inter-


















‘How tall is John?’
This suggests that wie should appear together in the [Spec,CP] position in
comparatives. However, this is not the case, as demonstrated by (77):
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‘The table is longer than the office is wide.’
The data indicate thatwie is not a comparative operator in German: it is in fact
a grammaticalised (lower) C head.The discussion of this question falls outside the
scope of the present investigation; see the arguments in Bacskai-Atkari (2014a)
and Bacskai-Atkari (2014c: 223–226), following Jäger (2010). What matters for us
here is that German has only a zero QP modifier operator.
The same asymmetry can be observed in Italian, too (the discussion below


















‘How tall is Mary?’
As can be seen, quanto ‘how’ is also a Deg head, and the AP cannot be stranded.
However, the grammatical interrogative configuration in (78a) has no matching
















































































‘The table is longer than the desk is wide.’
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Again, the issue of grammaticalisation in Italian comparatives cannot be ad-
dressed here (see Bacskai-Atkari 2014a: 226–228, Bacskai-Atkari 2014c); what is
important here is that quanto cannot be interpreted here as a Deg head, other-
wise (79b) and (79d) should be grammatical and (79a) and (79c) should be ruled
out. In other words, quanto is not the comparative operator. On the other hand,
the grammaticality of (79a) and (79c), showing APs in their base positions, indi-
cates that the degree expressions containing these APs have a QP modifier zero
operator.
Naturally, several other languages could be examined in this respect; however,
the point here is not to provide a fully-fledged comparative analysis of several
languages but rather to show how overtness and extractability interact. This al-
lows for an update in the representation shown in Table 3.1, given in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Comparative operators cross-linguistically
overt covert
Deg head how (English) zero (English)
amilyen (Hungarian)
hoe (Dutch)
QP modifier amennyire (Hungarian) zero (German)
jak (Czech) zero (Dutch)
zero (Italian)
As shown, there are indeed covert QP modifier operators and other types are
also more widely attested. In addition, it has to be stressed that a given language
may have several operators and these do not necessarily fall into the same slot.
While the availability of both an overt and a covert operator in a given lan-
guage seems to be a straightforward option, the case of Hungarianwith two overt
operators seems to be special. The availability of these operators is also due to
the fact that Hungarian developed a rich system of operators in Late Old Hun-
garian and Early Middle Hungarian, and there are several degree operators (cf.
G. Varga 1992: 525, Bacskai-Atkari 2013b; 2014a). This means that at some point
there were distinct operators for diverse functions, yet grammaticalisation pro-
cesses may affect the system. For instance, VP-adverbs may grammaticalise into
QPmodifierswithin degree expressions, and quantifiersmay grammaticalise into
degree heads (which seems to be a common process, cf. Doetjes 2008), and de-
gree operators may also grammaticalise into C heads in comparative subclauses
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(but naturally not in interrogatives), as shown by Bacskai-Atkari (2014a), Bacskai-
Atkari (2014c: 175–228). Still, the question arises whether Hungarian is unique in
having both an overt Deg head operator and an overt QP modifier operator in
interrogative and relative structures. Interestingly, Estonian exhibits a similar
distinction between kui ‘how’ and kuivõrd ‘how much’ in interrogatives.9 Con-




































‘How tall is Peter?’
As can be seen, the operator kui is not separable from the lexical AP while
the operator kuivõrd is, demonstrating essentially the same difference that holds
between Hungarian milyen ‘how’ and mennyire ‘how much’. As shown in (81),
Polish shows the same phenomenon with the operators jak ‘how’ and jaki ‘how’



























‘How tall is Charles?’











‘How tall is Charles?’
However, the same difference cannot be traced in comparative subclauses in
either Estonian or Polish, since the interrogative operators in question are not
available as comparative operators. Since the investigation of this issue would
lead further than necessary here, I will leave this question open; what is im-
portant for us is that the availability of a Deg head operator and a QP modifier
operator in degree expressions is attested in languages other than Hungarian,
too.
3.8 The Overtness Requirement
Observing Table 3.2, the answer to Comparative Deletion is quite straightfor-
ward. Comparative Deletion, that is, the obligatory elimination of the quantified
expression in the [Spec,CP] position, is always attested if the comparative op-
erator is a covert Deg head (as in Standard English) and it may take place if the
comparative operator is a covert QP modifier, provided that the lexical AP moves
up together with the operator (e.g. in Dutch).That is, Comparative Deletion takes
place if (and only if) there is a covert operator taking a lexical AP in the relevant
[Spec,CP] position.
Essentially, then, Comparative Deletion takes place because otherwise a re-
quirement on certain operator elements would be violated. I propose that this
Overtness Requirement states that a phonologically visible lexical XP may ap-
pear in an operator position only if it appears together with a phonologically
visible operator.
Let us elaborate on this in more detail. A QP or a DP containing a QP qualifies
as [+rel] if there is a relative operator that either heads the QP or percolates this
feature up to the DP. Phrases equipped with a [+rel] feature must move up to the
[Spec,CP] position because of their [edge] feature: unlike, for instance, [+wh],
there is no relative-in-situ (at least in the languages under scrutiny). However,
in a [+rel] position only material that is overtly marked as [+rel] may appear
overtly: in the case of a zero comparative operator, this condition is clearly not
satisfied.
Note that, as far as the CP-domain is concerned, the overtness requirement
is meant to capture the impossibility of lexical material without operators in
CPs that are indeed operator positions, in this case [+rel]. German is known to
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have V2 in main clauses and this is generally attributed to the fact that the verb
moves up to a C head and a phrase-sized constituent (most typically the subject)
moves to the specifier of the same CP (see e.g. Fanselow 2004). In these cases,
the presence of lexical phrases is allowed without an overt (relative) operator
but this is so because these CPs are not [+rel] and the Overtness Requirement
simply does not apply to them.
The overt realisation of lower copies does not have to face this problem, hence
the grammaticality of subcomparatives in English. On the other hand, if the op-
erator is overt, irrespectively of whether it has a lexical phrase alongside it, no
deletion takes place. Similarly, if there is a zero operator that moves on its own,
there is no need for deletion: all material in the [Spec,CP] is already covert.
The proposal, based on cross-linguistic data, is strongly built on the formal
characteristics of comparative operators and does not try to link Comparative
Deletion directly to the information-structural properties of the AP. In other
words, defining Comparative Deletion as an operation eliminating the given AP
would be fundamentally flawed as Comparative Deletion is essentially about the
properties of the operator.
There are basically three independent factors here interacting with each other.
First, the overtness of the operator defines whether Comparative Deletion is re-
quired to take place in [Spec,CP]. Second, the position of the operator in the
degree expression decides whether the AP is separable or not.Third, the informa-
tion-structural properties define the preferred position of the AP. I will return to
the last criterion in the next section; for now, let us concentrate on the properties
of operators.
There is considerable variation with respect to the acceptability of operators
as comparative operators. In English, for instance, how is only marginally or
dialectally acceptable, while the zero operator is fully grammatical. Naturally,
any such candidate has to qualify as a degree element (either interpreted as the
Deg head of the entire degree expression or as a QPmodifier), otherwise it cannot
be interpreted as a comparative operator.
In addition, a comparative operator is equipped with comparative and rela-
tive features, that is, [+compr] and [+rel]. The separation of [±compr] and [±rel]
is justified: a feature matrix of these two binary features gives four logical pos-
sibilities, all of which are attested. Consider Table 3.3 showing examples from
English.
The acceptability of individual elements as comparative operators fundamen-
tally depends on whether they are equipped with both a [+rel] and a [+compr]
feature. This may vary depending on the dialect and/or the speakers, hence the
differences attested between dialects and individual speakers.
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[–compr] which zero absolute degree marker
3.9 The role of information structure
Finally, let us briefly revisit the issue of information structure as attested in com-
parative clause formation. As has been established, Comparative Deletion is not
the same as the elimination of a given AP. It is nevertheless true that once Com-
parative Deletion takes place in the relevant [Spec,CP] position, the lower copy
of an e-given AP is preferably eliminated: that is, unless there is some contrast
expressed by this AP, it undergoes deletion regularly as a lower copy, as in (67a),
repeated here as (82):
(82) ⁇/* Mary is taller than Peter is tall.
On the other hand, if there is no Comparative Deletion, then the APs may
remain overt irrespectively of their information-structural status.
It is expected, though, that certain positional differences between e-given and
F-marked APs may arise: more precisely, contrastive elements are expected to
prefer contrast positions, while non-contrastive elements are presumably more
likely to appear in neutral positions.
Naturally, the question makes sense only in the case of separable operators,
that is, QP modifiers. If the operator is a Deg head, there is no choice in the
positions for an overt AP: if the operator itself is overt, such as how in certain
English dialects or amilyen in Hungarian, invariably the higher copy is realised
- if the operator is zero, as in standard English, it is always the lower copy of the
AP that is realised, the higher one being regularly deleted due to the Overtness
Requirement. However, if the operator is separable, it is expected that given APs
will typically appear in neutral positions and F-marked APs will appear in stress
positions.
Let us first have a look at Czech, where the operator jak ‘how’ is a separable
QP modifier. If it is combined with an e-given AP, the pattern in (83) arises:
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‘Mary is taller than Charles.’
The differences in the acceptability of these examples can be explained via
considering the basic information structural properties of Czech clauses (Radek
Šimík, p.c.).Themost preferable position for a givenAP is the one in (83b), where
it is in a position for given elements; this is even preferable to the [Spec,CP] po-
sition, which is by definition not reserved for either given or F-marked elements.
Finally, (83c) is infelicitous because the AP appears in the canonical contrast po-
sition, that is, clause-finally; however, in (83c) the AP does not carry contrast
at all, and the main contrast is expressed by the DP Karel, which should appear
clause-finally, as in (83a) and (83b).
Turning now to F-marked APs, the opposite pattern is attested, as illustrated
in (84): the infelicitous configuration arises when the AP is clause-internal, not
when it is clause-final.






























































‘The desk is longer than the office is wide.’
Again, the [Spec,CP] position, which is not specified in terms of informational-
structural content, is less preferred than themost natural one, which is the clause-
final position (the canonical contrast position), as shown in (84c). Just as ex-
pected, the appearance of the F-marked AP in a position maintained for neutral
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elements is infelicitous, see (84b): since the main contrast is expressed by this
AP, it should appear clause-finally, where it can bear sentential stress.
Similarly to Czech, Hungarian also shows a predictable correlation between
the information-structural properties of the APs and their preferred positions;
obviously, this is attested only in the case of amennyire ‘how much’, which is a













































‘Mary is taller than Peter was.’
As shown, given APs are preferably located in the [Spec,CP] position, as in
(85a); note that this is an unmarked position in the sense that it is not reserved
either for given or F-marked elements. Less typically, they can appear clause-
finally, but this position would prefer either total de-accenting or secondary fo-
cus, hence the slight markedness of (85c); still, as this particular position is not a
contrast position either, (85c) is possible. However, (85b) is infelicitous because
magas ‘tall’ is located in the preverbal position, which is the canonical contrast
position where focussed elements move (cf. Brody 1990; 1995, É. Kiss 2002).
On the other hand, the following pattern can be established for F-marked APs:





































‘The cat is fatter than the cat flap was wide.’
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‘The cat is fatter than the cat flap was wide.’
The most preferred position is the preverbal contrast position in (86b) and
the other two possibilities are less preferred, as shown by (86a) and (86c); this
is so because the main contrast is expressed by the AP itself and therefore it
should appear in the focus position. Note that, while there is a canonical contrast
position, there is no canonical non-contrast position, as opposed to Czech: hence
the asymmetry between the patterns in (85) and (86), in that an F-marked AP is
not infelicitous even in the less preferred positions, contrary to what was attested
in Czech.
Again, it has to be stressed that individual judgements may differ but for the
vast majority of my informants (86b) was perfectly acceptable while the other
two options were both marked, though to different degrees. It seems that once
the contrastive AP is stranded, then it should appear in the preverbal position,
as it expresses the main contrast involved in the comparison. Since this places
a requirement on the AP to appear in the preverbal position but does not affect
the position of the other elements, it should be possible to reverse the positions




















‘The cat is fatter than the cat flap was wide.’
In (87), the contrastive AP is in the focus position and since the postverbal
position is available both for given and F-marked elements, the contrastive DP
a macskaajtó can appear there.
The reason why there are altogether three available positions for APs in a
Hungarian comparative subclause is due to the fact that the QP undergoes cyclic
movement: first from within the VP to the edge of the FP, and subsequently from
the FP to the lower [Spec,CP]. The AP can be stranded either in its base position
or in the FP, in addition to being able to move up as high as the [Spec,CP].
I will not venture to examine the issue of positional differences here, since
this is not my primary concern and would go far beyond the scope of the present
investigation. What is important now is that though the information-structural
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properties of the lexical AP obviously play a crucial role in the formation of
the comparative subclause, they do not have a bearing on whether Comparative
Deletion happens or not. Comparative Deletion is a phenomenon linked to a
specific syntactic position and is predictable from the formal properties of the
comparative operator.
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4.1 Introduction
This chapter aims at providing an adequate explanation for the phenomenon of
Attributive Comparative Deletion, as attested in English, by way of relating it
to the regular mechanism of Comparative Deletion described in Chapter 3. I will
show that Attributive Comparative Deletion can only be understood as a descrip-
tive term referring to a phenomenon that is a result of the interaction of more
general syntactic processes; in other words, there is no reason to postulate any
special mechanism underlying Attributive Comparative Deletion in the gram-
mar. Eliminating such a mechanism will allow one to achieve a unified analysis
of all types of comparatives. On the other hand, Attributive Comparative Dele-
tion is not a universal phenomenon: I will show that its appearance in English
can be conditioned by independent, more general rules and that the absence of
such restrictions may lead to the absence of Attributive Comparative Deletion in
other languages. Again, I will first review some of the existing analyses, partly
because in certain respects I will strongly rely on them and partly because the
advantages of my proposal can best be understood when measured against these
ones.
4.2 Earlier accounts
4.2.1 The problems to be discussed
Attributive Comparative Deletion is a peculiar phenomenon that involves the
obligatory deletion of the quantified AP and the lexical verb from the compar-
ative subclause if the quantified AP functions as an attribute within a nominal
expression. Consider the examples in (1):
(1) a. Ralph bought a bigger cat than George did buy a big cat flap.
b. Ralph bought a bigger cat than George bought a big cat flap.
c. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than George bought a big cat flap.
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d. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than George bought a big cat flap.
e. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than George bought a big cat flap.
f. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than George did buy a big cat flap.
As can be seen, both the adjective (big) and the lexical verb (buy) have to be
eliminated from the comparative subclause; this is possible either by eliminating
the tensed lexical verb, as in (1b), or by deleting the lexical verb and leaving the
auxiliary do bearing the tense morpheme intact, as in (1a). Note that both the
verb and the adjective have to be deleted, as indicated by the ungrammaticality
of (1c)–(1f).
Furthermore, the obligatory elimination of the adjective is not merely due to
the fact that it is given; the overt presence of the attributive adjective is ungram-
matical even if it is different from its matrix clausal counterpart, as shown by
(2):
(2) a. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than George bought a wide cat flap.
b. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than George did buy a wide cat flap.
It seems that the elimination of the adjective from that particular position is
obligatory.
On the other hand, note that the deletion of the lexical verb is required only
if part of the DP is overt; in case the entire DP is eliminated, as in (3), the lexical
verb can stay:
(3) Ralph bought a bigger cat than George bought a big cat.
A number of questions arise in connection with these phenomena. First, it has
to be explained why the adjective has to be deleted and cannot appear overtly
even if it is contrastive. Second, one has to account for the fact that the deletion
of the adjective happens alongside the deletion of the lexical verb: apart from
answering the questionwhy this should be so, the issue of how this can be carried
out also has to be addressed since in structures like (1a) and (1b) the adjective and
the lexical verb do not seem to be adjacent. In other words, though the strong
interrelatedness of the elimination of both these elements suggests that they are
deleted by one and the same process, their apparently distinct positions also raise
the possibility of there being two separate processes at hand – if so, one has to
explain why and how these are interrelated.
In addition, the relation of Attributive Comparative Deletion to ordinary Com-
parative Deletion also has to be addressed; the fact that in structures such as (1a)
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and (1b) it is the lower copy that may remain overt suggests that CD takes place
regularly in these structures too – if so, however, one has to account for the
differences attested in the extent to which lower copies may remain overt.
Furthermore, the analysis of Attributive Comparative Deletion also has to take
cross-linguistic differences into consideration. For instance, in languages like





















‘Rudolph bought a bigger cat then Mike did a cat flap.’
On the other hand, languages such as German do not permit Attributive Com-



















‘Ralph has a bigger flat than Michael a house.’
Therefore, a sound analysis for Attributive Comparative Deletion should ac-
count for cross-linguistic variation, besides providing an adequate explanation
for the English data.
In what follows I will briefly review two analyses concerning Attributive Com-
parative Deletion. The first one is that of Kennedy & Merchant (2000), who pro-
vided the most detailed description of the phenomenon in English, also success-
fully explaining a number of related issues andmaking the occurrence of Attribu-
tive Comparative Deletion partially predictable in cross-linguistic terms. Second,
I will also review the article by Reglero (2006), which makes use of the analysis
by Kennedy & Merchant (2000) by extending it to Spanish, thus providing im-
portant insights into cross-linguistic variation in this respect.
4.2.2 Attributive modification – Kennedy & Merchant (2000)
Starting from the observation made by Pinkham (1982; 1985), Kennedy & Mer-
chant (2000: 91–92) point out that Attributive Comparative Deletion proves to
be a challenge to deletion analyses for Comparative Deletion since “in compar-
atives involving attributive adjectives, CD cannot target just the corresponding
AP in the comparative clause.” Consider the following example (Kennedy &Mer-
chant 2000: 92, ex. 7a):
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(6) * Pico wrote a more interesting novel than Brio wrote a play.
As Kennedy & Merchant (2000: 92) argue, any analysis treating Comparative
Deletion as an unbounded deletion process targeting left-branch constituents (cf.
Bresnan 1975) would face a serious problem here, in that attributive APs are
canonical left-branch constituents and yet they cannot be deleted in construc-
tions such as (6). In other words, such an analysis would predict (6) to be gram-
matical, which is clearly not the case.
One of the fundamental claims made by Kennedy & Merchant (2000: 103)
is that the derivation of ill-formed attributive CD constructions contains left-
branch extraction in the same way it happens in main clause wh-questions. The
examples in (7) are essentially ruled out for the same reason (Kennedy & Mer-
chant 2000: 103, exx. 25 and 26):
(7) a. * Erik drives a more expensive car than Polly drives a motorcycle.
b. *How expensive does Polly drive a motorcycle?
In both cases, a DegP is claimed to move out to a [Spec,CP] position from
within the DP. This DegP is phonologically null in comparative subclauses such
as in (7a), see Kennedy & Merchant (2000: 102–103).
The prediction is that languages that allow left-branch extraction in questions
like (7b) should also allow constructions such as (7a), whereas languages that do
not should have them. This prediction is borne out: Polish and Czech allow con-
structions like (7a) and (7b) alike, while Bulgarian and Greek do not (Kennedy &
Merchant 2000: 104–109). Note that the unavailability of left-branch extraction
in Greek (and Polish) is true for the constructions discussed here and does not
necessarily have to hold for other structures. As far as Greek is concerned, it
is known that Greek does allow certain left-branch extractions, cf. Uriagereka
(2006: 281), based on Corver (1992) and Horrocks & Stavrou (1987). (On the re-
lation between the article and the availability of extraction in Greek, see also
Bošković 2005; 2012.)










































‘Jan wrote a longer letter than Pawel wrote a play.’
As can be seen, Polish allows both the extraction of the entire nominal expres-
sion, as in (8a), or the extraction of the DegP attribute from within that nominal
expression, as in (8b); the availability of (8b) predicts that (8c) should be gram-
matical, which is indeed the case (Kennedy & Merchant 2000: 104).
By contrast, consider the data in (9) from Greek (Kennedy & Merchant 2000:





















































‘Petros bought a bigger car than Giannis did a jeep.’
Unlike in Polish, the extraction of the DegP out of a nominal expression is
not allowed, as demonstrated by the ungrammaticality of (9b): only movement
together with the rest of the DP is allowed, as in (9a). The fact that (9c) should
be ungrammatical is predictable from the ungrammaticality of (9b).
Another prediction is that the elimination of the lexical verb or of the noun in
constructions like (9c) should result in grammatical configurations, just as in the
case of English. This is again fulfilled, as shown by the Greek data given in (10)





















‘Petros bought a bigger car than Giannis bought.’
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‘Petros bought a bigger car than Giannis did a jeep.’
In (10a) the entire nominal expression containing the DegP is removed from
the subclause, while in (10b) the finite verb is also eliminated; in turn, in (10c)
only the finite verb is absent. Most importantly, all of these constructions are
grammatical and the same observation holds for Bulgarian (Kennedy&Merchant
2000: 108–109).
What follows from all this is that constructions like (6) are ruled out because
they violate the Left Branch Condition (Kennedy & Merchant 2000: 110). As
pointed out by Kennedy & Merchant (2000: 109–116), the Left Branch Condition
is essentially a PF constraint: the acceptability of the elliptical counterparts of
constructions like (6) show that (6) cannot be ruled out by LF.
Essentially, Kennedy & Merchant (2000) claim that the operation responsible
for ellipsis is VP-deletion. First of all, they adopt the view that pseudogapping is
in fact an instance of VP-deletion, such that there is some additional mechanism
that saves the remnant (Kennedy & Merchant 2000: 121, based on Kuno 1981).
Consider the example in (11) for pseudogapping (Kennedy & Merchant 2000: 121,
ex. 60a):
(11) I eat pizza, but I don’t seafood.
In this case, there is a DP remnant (seafood) in the second conjunct; Kennedy
& Merchant (2000: 121–122) adopt the view formulated by Jayaseelan (1990) and
Johnson (1997) that the DP moves out of its base position within the VP and
is right-adjoined to the VP-node. Hence the structure of the string but I don’t
seafood should be as given in (12), based on Kennedy & Merchant (2000: 122, ex.
61):1
1Note that Kennedy & Merchant (2000) treat don’t as a single inflection head and do not postu-
late a separate NegP; this may be a problem in itself, but since it has no bearing on the analysis,

















The same is claimed to take place in attributive comparatives; however, if the
DP is moved to the right, the degree expression moves alongside with it, and
therefore it could not be deleted (cf. Kennedy & Merchant 2000: 122–124).
In order to overcome this problem, Kennedy & Merchant (2000: 124–130) pro-
pose a revised analysis for the syntax of attributive modification. As argued by
Kennedy &Merchant (2000: 124), certain DegPs2 modifying nominal expressions
end up in an inverted position. Consider the following examples (Kennedy &
Merchant 2000: 124, exx. 65a, 66a, and 66c):
(13) a. [How interesting a play] did Brio write?
b. I ate [too big a piece].
c. Bob didn’t write [as detailed a proposal] as Sheila did.
As Kennedy & Merchant (2000: 129–130) note, based on Bresnan (1973), there
is considerable variation as to which degree expressions must, can and cannot
undergo inversion.The point is that if the DegP doesmove up to a positionwithin
the nominal expression, the uninterpretable [+wh] feature of the DegP – which
is involved in Left Branch Condition effects – is transferred to some functional
head in the nominal projection (Kennedy & Merchant 2000: 124).
The functional projection of this head is right above the DP, and is referred to
as FP by Kennedy & Merchant (2000: 124–125). The structure of the string how
interesting a play is as follows (Kennedy & Merchant 2000: 125, ex. 67):
2Kennedy & Merchant (2000) treat the bracketed constituents in (13) as DegPs throughout their
paper. However, based on the analysis in Chapter 2, they should rather be treated as QPs.
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As can be seen, the DegP moves up to the [Spec,FP] position from within the
NP, thus producing an inverted word order.
There are arguments in favour of such an analysis. First, in certain dialects
the F position may be overtly filled by of (Kennedy & Merchant 2000: 125–126;
cf. also Bolinger 1972; Abney 1987; Bowers 1987). Consider the examples in (15),
taken from Kennedy & Merchant (2000: 125–126, exx. 68a, 69a and 69c):
(15) a. [How long of a novel] did Brio write?
b. I ate [too big of a piece].
c. Bob didn’t write [as detailed of a proposal] as Sheila did.
Second, there are certain ambiguities that can be explained only by accepting
that the DegP may move to a [Spec,FP] position. This is demonstrated by the
following set of examples (Kennedy & Merchant 2000: 127, ex. 70):
(16) a. I have written a successful play, but you have a novel.
b. I have written a successful play, but you have written a novel.
c. I have written a successful play, but you have written a successful
novel.
The sentence in (16a) is ambiguous between the two readings paraphrased in
(16b) and (16c); cf. Kennedy & Merchant (2000: 127). As far as the one in (16b)
is concerned, it is completely unsurprising: under the analysis proposed by Ken-
nedy & Merchant (2000), what happens here is that “the remnant DP is removed
from VP, and the VP is deleted” (Kennedy & Merchant 2000: 128). By contrast,
the reading given in (16c) is unexpected inasmuch as deletion “appears to be
‘reaching inside’ the remnant DP to delete the attributive modifier along with
VP” (Kennedy & Merchant 2000: 128). The way to overcome this apparent prob-
lem is to adopt the representation in (14) for structures like (16a): in that case,
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the VP and the attributive modifier are adjacent at PF – according to Kennedy
& Merchant (2000: 129–130), the DP moves out of the FP, leaving the DegP in
[Spec,FP] behind within the VP that counts as the extraction site.
Essentially, the same is claimed to happen in the case of attributive compara-
tive structures (Kennedy & Merchant 2000: 130–134). The F head has to be elimi-
nated because English lacks a [+wh] F head in the lexicon, as opposed to a [+wh]
D head, which does exist (Kennedy & Merchant 2000: 130). The [+wh] feature
is uninterpretable on the F head at PF; however, if deletion takes place, then it
also eliminates this feature (Kennedy & Merchant 2000: 131). On the other hand,
since the DP may scramble out of the FP, the DP itself is not affected by deletion
(Kennedy & Merchant 2000: 131).
Consider the following example (Kennedy & Merchant 2000: 131, ex. 77):
(17) Pico wrote a more interesting novel than he did a play.
The processes taking place in (17) are summarised in (18); cf. Kennedy & Mer-
























4 Attributive Comparative Deletion
As can be seen, the DP moves rightwards and is adjoined to the VP node; in
turn, the lower VP node is deleted, alongside with the FP within it.
The analysis has its advantages, especially as far as the syntax of attributive
modification is concerned, and also because verb gapping is treated as an instance
of VP-deletion and not as a special process. In this respect, Kennedy & Merchant
(2000) strongly rely on the results of Kuno (1981), Sag (1976), Levin (1986), Miller
(1992), Jayaseelan (1990), Lasnik (1995) and Johnson (1997); but cf. also Coppock
(2001) and Johnson (2004) for more recent analyses.
However, there are two main problems that arise in connection with the gen-
eral mechanism of VP-ellipsis. First, the rightward movement of the DP is unmo-
tivated; moreover, rightward movement – within a minimalist framework – is
questionable in itself. Second, if VP-ellipsis targets a VP-constituent, it remains
also unexplained what mechanism may select only the lower VP node.
In addition, there are two further problems concerning the application of this
framework to attributive comparative structures. On the one hand, the DPmoves
from within the FP; however, there is no example in any analogous structure for
the DP to move out – to the right – from its own functional extension generated
this way: a sequence such as *how big did you see a cat is not grammatical either.
On the other hand, the movement of the operator as indicated in (18) is not valid,
chiefly because English has no other structures where the QP containing the
operator moves out from within the FP – thus the sequence *how big did you see
a cat is obviously not grammatical if we do not suppose the DP to be moving to
the right either. At the same time, it would be rather ad hoc to assume that the QP
containing the operator is phonologically empty in attributive structures: as was
shown in Chapter 3, in predicative structures the QP contains a phonologically
visible AP, and there is no reason for supposing that there would be a difference
in the internal structure of the QP between predicative and attributive structures.
In sum, though the proposal of Kennedy & Merchant (2000) accounts for both
why the AP must be deleted and how it can be adjacent to the lexical verb, the
mechanism of VP-deletion has to be revised. Further, the analysis does not link
Attributive Comparative Deletion to amore general theory on Comparative Dele-
tion. This would be important especially because the higher copy seems to be
deleted in attributive structures as well, thus the deletion taking place at the base-
generation site has to be linked to the deletion of lower copies – in turn, the overt
presence of a remnant DP also has to be linked to a more general theory on why
and how lower copies may be phonologically realised.
Last but not least, though Kennedy &Merchant (2000) provide a cross-linguis-
tic investigation as far as the extractability of the degree modifier from the DP
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is concerned, they still do not address the issue of further cross-linguistic varia-
tion; that is, cases when the absence of Attributive Comparative Deletion effects
cannot be directly linked to the possibility of extracting attributive modifiers.
4.2.3 Gapping in Spanish – Reglero (2006)
Building on the findings of Kennedy & Merchant (2000), Reglero (2006) inves-
tigates the formation of Spanish subcomparative constructions, showing that
Spanish does not allow nominal subcomparatives in the way English does. The
importance of this study lies chiefly in that it provides further cross-linguistic
insights into the possible mechanisms behind Attributive Comparative Deletion
and in that it examines cases of nominal comparatives: this issue was neglected
by Kennedy & Merchant (2000), who considered only attributive structures.
As Reglero (2006: 67) points out, the term Comparative Subdeletion was used
by Bresnan (1972) to refer to constructions like (19), cf. Reglero (2006: 67, ex. 1):
(19) Mary read more books than John read magazines.
For the derivation of (19), Reglero (2006: 68, ex. 4) adopts (20):
(20) Mary read more books than Opi John read [ti many] magazines.
As opposed to English, Spanish does not allow constructions like (19); consider

















‘Mary read more books than John read magazines.’
Relying on the observation of Price (1990), however, Reglero (2006: 68) notes
that constructions like (21) become fully grammatical if the verb is deleted from















‘Mary read more books than John read magazines.’
Reglero (2006: 68) refers to this as the “Obligatory Gapping” strategy; this
applies even if the verb in the subclause is different from the one in the matrix
clause, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (23), cf. Reglero (2006: 69, ex. 11):
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‘Mary read more books than John bought magazines.’
This shows that the verb must be deleted regardless of whether it is redundant
or not, hence there is some other requirement at work here (Reglero 2006: 69).
As Reglero (2006: 69) notes, the chief difference from ordinary gapping is that
verb deletion in constructions like (22) is obligatory. Based on the analyses of
Lasnik (1995) and Kennedy & Merchant (2000) for English, Reglero (2006: 69–
70) proposes that the object revistas contains a strong feature “that needs to be
checked either by movement, or by PF deletion of the strong feature in PF.” The
































There is reason to believe that subjects move up as high as the topic projection
in Spanish comparative subclauses (see Reglero 2006: 70–72). If so, it is possible
to delete the AgrSP without affecting the subject.
Essentially, the proposal made by Reglero (2006) is similar to what Kennedy &
Merchant (2000) claimed in connection with English; however, there is also an
important difference in that in Spanish an AgrSP is deleted, whereas in English
there is VP-ellipsis. As for English, it was shown that though the lexical verb
must be eliminated, an auxiliary or modal that is located higher (e.g. do) may



















‘Mary can read more books than John can magazines.’
The ungrammaticality of (25) shows that the projection affected by deletion
is indeed larger than the VP. Just as was proposed by Kennedy & Merchant
(2000), deletion takes place because an uninterpretable feature must be elimi-
nated, which is present on the XP in (24) because the degree expression moves
up to its specifier in the same way it does to the FP in Kennedy & Merchant
(2000); see Reglero (2006: 73–74).
As for the rightward movement of the object NP revistas in (24), Reglero (2006:
75–77) claims that it undergoes Heavy NP Shift (HNPS) and is adjoined relatively
high in the structure because in Spanish objects moving out of quantified phrases
(e.g. in the case of floating quantifiers) land high. This ensures that when the
lower AgrSP node is deleted, not only the subject in [Spec,TP] but also the object
adjoined to the AgrSP escapes deletion.
Again, there are a number of problems that arise with this proposal, most of
which have already been mentioned in connection with Kennedy & Merchant
(2000). In particular, the rightward movement of the nominal expression is not
motivated enough and it is not plausible that thismovementwould be an instance
of HNPS since the nominal expression in question is not (necessarily) heavy at
all. Besides this, the deletion mechanism is again problematic since it is not clear
how the lower but not the higher AgrSP node is selected.
Moreover, it is not quite clear why this particular deletion has to take place in
Spanish but not in English; in addition, the difference between attributive and
nominal structures in English in this respect is not addressed either, though this
would be fairly important in understanding the reasons behind Attributive Com-
parative Deletion.
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4.3 Verb deletion – an alternative approach
In the following, based on Bacskai-Atkari (2012b), I will present an analysis for
Attributive Comparative Deletion, as found in English, by adopting the structure
given by Kennedy & Merchant (2000) for the syntax of attributive modification
and by proposing a different approach to VP-ellipsis from the one found in Ken-
nedy & Merchant (2000) and in Reglero (2006).
The starting point of the argumentation is the assumption, presented in detail
in Chapter 3, that if deletion takes place at PF, it cannot affect F-marked material.
This is highlighted by Reich (2007: 472–473) as a rule constraining verb deletion
and, with respect to VP-ellipsis, he basically implies that if the object is F-marked,
then the F-markedness of this object in itself may withstand deletion. Consider
the examples in (26):
(26) a. Ralph likes cats and Mike [VP likes [DP dogs]F].
b. Ralph likes cats and Mike [VP likes [DP dogs]F].
c. * Ralph likes cats and Mike [VP likes [DP dogs]F].
The full structure is shown in (26a). In case deletion takes place, as in (26b), the
following happens: the V head (likes) is deleted but the F-marked DP (dogs) re-
mains overt. Should the DP be eliminated too, which would no longer be gapping
but stripping, then the sentence would not be grammatical since the F-marked
DP could not be recovered from the context, as shown in (26c).
Following this, it can still be maintained that verb gapping is an instance of
VP-ellipsis: deletion targets the given VP, within which there is an F-marked DP.
Since deletion operations proceed in a left-to-right fashion at PF (which is why
it is the copies on the left edge that remain from a movement chain, cf. Bošković
& Nunes 2007), when the PF mechanism working this way arrives at the DP, it
stops.
This is further reinforced by the fact that when there is no F-marked DP, as in
(27), then there is nothing to prevent the elimination of the DP:
(27) a. Ralph likes cats and Mike [VP likes [DP cats]].
b. * Ralph likes cats and Mike [VP likes [DP cats]].
c. Ralph likes cats and Mike [VP likes [DP cats]] too.
Taking the sentence in (27a), where the DP (cats) is not F-marked, it can be
seen that in case VP-ellipsis happens, only the entire VP can be deleted, as in
(27c); the elimination of the single V head, as in (27b), is not sufficient. If verb
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gapping existed as a separate mechanism targeting the V head as such, then (27b)
should be grammatical. On the other hand, the phenomenon can be explained
well with the mechanism of VP-ellipsis described above: as there is no F-marked
DP within the VP, deletion will naturally affect the DP, too. Note that the reason
why (27c) contains too is precisely because it is a stripping construction: without
the presence of too, coordination would be interpreted as holding between the
two DPs cats and Mike and thus not containing ellipsis. I will not try to explain
here why this should be so as it would go far beyond the scope of the present
investigation; for a more elaborate discussion, see Vicente (2010).
Similarly, it is also VP-deletion that takes place in attributive comparatives:
here the F-marked constituent is the DP, not the FP. Consider the examples given
in (28):
(28) a. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than Mike [VP bought [FP x-big [DP a cat
flap]F]].
b. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than Mike [VP bought [FP x-big [DP a cat
flap]F]].
c. Ralph bought a bigger cat than Mike [VP bought [FP x-big [DP a cat
flap]F]].
d. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than Mike [VP bought [FP x-big [DP a cat
flap]F]].
The sentence containing the full structure overtly in (28a) is ungrammatical
because the QP (x-big) in the subclause should be deleted. The reason why (28b)
is not grammatical either is that VP-ellipsis affects only the V head though the FP,
which is given, cannot stop deletion at this point.The only grammatical sentence
is (28c), in which VP-ellipsis is stopped by the first F-marked projection, that is,
the DP (a cat flap). The sentence in (28d) is again ungrammatical since the F-
marked DP is also deleted.
VP-ellipsis is thus an optional process that may save the construction from un-
grammaticality; in this respect it is similar to sluicing (see the relevant discussion
presented in Chapter 3), hence the phenomenon is not unique.
4.4 The lack of Attributive Comparative Deletion
One of the most important questions concerning the analysis above is whether
it can be maintained when tested against cross-linguistic data. The chief claim
is that Attributive Comparative Deletion is not a separate mechanism in itself
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but the surface realisation of two more general processes: Comparative Deletion
and VP-ellipsis. Therefore, the prediction is that in languages where either of the
two processes is missing, Attributive Comparative Deletion will not be attested.
In what follows, I will briefly examine two languages in this respect, Hungarian
and German, which were both claimed in the introduction of the present chapter
to lack Attributive Comparative Deletion constructions.
The fundamental difference between English and Hungarian lies in the fact
that the former but not the latter exhibits Comparative Deletion. Recall that in
English both copies of the degree expression are eliminated from the subclause
by default, as shown in (29):
(29) a. Mary is taller than [x-tall] George was [x-tall].
b. Mary bought bigger cats than [x-big cats] George saw [x-big cats].
As was argued for in Chapter 3, the reason behind this is that there is an
Overtness Requirement on the operator in the [Spec,CP] position, such that an
overt AP (or NP) is not licensed if the operator is phonologically zero. Since,
however, the syntactic features are checked off for themovement chain, the lower
copy of the QP (or the nominal expression containing that QP) can be regularly
deleted and may remain overt only in case it is contrastive.
However, this is clearly not the case in Hungarian, which has overt operators




































‘Mary bought bigger cats than George saw.’
As was discussed in Chapter 3, the QP (amilyen magas ‘how tall’) and the
quantified DP (amilyen nagy macskákat ‘how big cats’) may remain overt in the
subclause even if they are logically identical with their counterparts in thematrix
clause. Moreover, these elements are overt in the [Spec,CP] position and not in
their base position, as in Hungarian there is clearly no Comparative Deletion
eliminating these constituents.
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The higher copy of the QP or the quantified DP in the subclause is not obligato-
rily deleted and so the lower copy can be regularly deleted. Thus the expectation
is that Attributive Comparative Deletion will not be attested in Hungarian. This





















‘Rudolph bought a bigger cat then Mike did a cat flap.’
The full DP amilyen széles macskaajtót ‘how big a cat flap’ is overtly located in
[Spec,CP], as CD does not eliminate it; therefore, the lower copy can regularly
be deleted without any part of it remaining. It can thus be concluded that Hun-
garian does not have Attributive Comparative Deletion because it does not have
Comparative Deletion at all.
As was seen in Chapter 3, Comparative Deletion is not attested in German in
the way it is in English. Consider:

































‘The table is longer than the office is wide.’
As shown by the acceptability of (32b), German is similar to English in that it
allows subcomparatives in predicative structures. However, German is also dif-
ferent from Hungarian in that the movement of the entire degree expression to
the [Spec,CP] position would result in Comparative Deletion in the same way
as it applies in English, since the comparative operator is zero in both cases, re-
sulting in a violation of the Overtness Requirement. On the other hand, the pos-
sibility of moving the operator on its own in predicative structures is an option
not available in English, hence the acceptability of structures like (32a). In other
words, if there is a copy to be realised overtly in German, then it is the lower one,
just as in English.
However, the operator cannot be extracted on its own if the QP is a modifier
within a DP, and since the quantified DP cannot occur overtly in the [Spec,CP]
position, this may suggest that German actually has Attributive Comparative
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Deletion in the same way as it is attested in English. This is not the case, as
shown by (33):

































‘The dogs Ralph buys are faster than the cats that Michael buys.’
The sentences in (33) are not grammatical though the QP is eliminated from
the subclause. Since this deletion is VP-ellipsis in English, the root of the problem
with (33) may be related to VP-ellipsis in German: German is known to lack VP-
deletion in the way English has it (Winkler 2005: 120–124; Merchant 2004: 671).
Moreover, the German comparative subclause is verb-final, just as any other sub-
clause in German: this is also attested by (32); therefore, a prenominal modifier
and a verb could not be deleted together, even though the QP is located at the
left edge of the plural nominal expression in (33b).
However, the chief problem is that German does not require the deletion of
the QP in the lower copy in the way English does. The following construction is























‘Ralph’s cat is bigger than Michael’s cat flap is wide.’
While the acceptability of (34) shows inter-speaker variation (with no identi-
fiable regional differences), the point here is that speakers who accept (34) still
do not accept (33). In (34), the QP breit(e) ‘wide’ can remain overt as part of the
DP in the lower copy of that DP; note also that this QP is not inverted, that is, it
is not moved to a [Spec,FP] position: this should be clear from the fact that it ap-
pears between the indefinite article eine ‘a’ and the noun head Katzenklappe ‘cat
flap’. I will return to the question of inverted and non-inverted QP modifiers in
§4.6; for the time being, suffice it to say that the lower copy of the entire DP can
remain in a German comparative subclause just as the entire copy of a QP can in
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predicative structures. That is, in structures like (34) the entire DP moves up to
the [Spec,CP] position, since the QP cannot be extracted on its own. The higher
copy is eliminated by Comparative Deletion just as in English because the Overt-
ness Requirement on the operator is not met. However, the entire lower copy
may remain overt in German, unlike in English, and this is presumably related
to the fact that German does not display the kind of inversion English does.
4.5 The Overtness Requirement revisited
The analysis so far captures important cross-linguistic differences and is fully
able to relate the phenomenon of Attributive Comparative Deletion to whether
and how Comparative Deletion is attested in the language. In other words, At-
tributive Comparative Deletion is a phenomenon that results from Comparative
Deletion and VP-ellipsis. The way VP-ellipsis is available in a given language is
naturally subject to more general rules and, as was shown in Chapter 3, so is
Comparative Deletion, in that it is reducible to an Overtness Requirement that
holds on elements moving to a [Spec,CP] position.
Therefore, Attributive Comparative Deletion is not attested in cases when the
higher copy of the quantified expression can be overtly realised in the [Spec,CP]
position, that is, when there is a phonologically visible operator. Problems seem
to arise when it is the lower copy that should be pronounced. This is true for
languages such as English, where the operator is a Deg head and cannot be ex-
tracted in predicative structures either, and it also holds for languages like Ger-
man, where the QP modifier operator could be extracted from a single QP but
not from within a DP, as that would be a case of violating the Left Branch Condi-
tion. However, as was pointed out by Kennedy & Merchant (2000), in languages
where the QP can be extracted from the nominal expression, such as Polish or
Czech, Attributive Comparative Deletion does not arise.
In other words, Attributive Comparative Deletion arises when there is an in-
verted QP that moves to the [Spec,FP] position in the extended nominal expres-
sion. As was shown by Kennedy &Merchant (2000), precisely this QP is ungram-
matical; however, they do not address the question why this should be so. In
what follows I will argue that this is due to an Overtness Requirement on the
operator element and that this Overtness Requirement is essentially the same
as the one that underlies Comparative Deletion, thus extending the Overtness
Requirement in the CP-domain to the nominal domain.
As was shown by Kennedy & Merchant (2000: 124–130), certain quantified ex-
pressions undergo upward movement within the nominal expression, landing in
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the specifier position of a functional projection (FP) above the DP layer. For the
time being, I adopt the analysis given by Kennedy & Merchant (2000) in that the
nominal expression a novel in examples like (35) is indeed a DP; I will return to
this issue in §4.6, showing that the different layers in the nominal expression
show different behaviour with respect to projecting an FP layer (and hence at-
tributive modification), and I will treat a novel rather as a NumP.
Recall the following contrast:
(35) a. [FP [QP How interesting]i [DP a [NP ti novel]]] did Ralph read?
b. * [DP A [NP [QP how interesting] novel]] did Ralph read?
As can be seen, the construction is grammatical only if the QP moves up to
the FP level, as in (35a): if it stays in its base position, as in (35b), the result is
ungrammatical. The quantified expression in this case contains a wh-operator
(how), which has to move upwards because of its [edge] feature; in addition, in
the analysis given by Kennedy &Merchant (2000), this is how the entire nominal
expression acquires a [+wh] feature, which can be checked off in the [Spec,CP]
position. Otherwise, the [+wh] feature is claimed to be uninterpretable on the
F head for PF. Essentially, the same kind of movement is assumed to take place
in Attributive Comparative Deletion structures as well: however, since in these
cases the higher copy is not pronounced either (due to Comparative Deletion,
see Chapter 3), the lower copy cannot be automatically eliminated. This is why,
as has been seen, VP-ellipsis applies, which can delete the lexical verb and the
AP together since these are indeed adjacent at PF, as illustrated in (36):
(36) Ralph bought a bigger cat than George did [VP buy [FP [QP x-big]i [DP a
[NP ti cat flap]]]].
The issue here is why the particular position of the QP is ungrammatical. Ac-
cording to Kennedy & Merchant (2000), the reason should be the presence of an
unchecked [+wh] – or, in comparative subclauses, rather a [+rel] – feature on an
F head. This is problematic for a number of reasons: first, the feature under dis-
cussion is checked off in the higher copy and therefore should no longer cause a
problem for any copy in the movement chain. Second, the F head is not visible in
these cases and it is thus not straightforward why a given feature on an invisible
head should in itself be a PF-violation.
More importantly, as was also discussed by Kennedy &Merchant (2000), there
are constructions that clearly do not involve the movement of the entire nominal
expression to an operator position and yet inversion is attested. For instance, the
degree element too also requires inversion, as illustrated in (37):
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(37) a. Ralph bought [FP [QP too big]i [DP a [NP ti cat]]].
b. * Ralph bought [DP a [NP [QP too big] cat]].
In the case of (37a), it does not seem valid that the F head is equipped with a
[+wh] feature that happens to be uninterpretable at PF: the QP itself is not [+wh]
in nature and the whole FP does not move up to a [+wh] position. Moreover, the
construction is grammatical so there seems to be no PF-violation at hand.
As was mentioned, while movement to [Spec,FP] is obligatory for too, as is for
so, QP degree modifiers (e.g. more, enough, quite) generally involve this move-
ment optionally, see Kennedy & Merchant (2000: 129–130), based on Bresnan
(1973: 287–288). Yet, as noted by the same authors, there is one construction
which does not allow this movement and this is the case of bare adjectives (which
are nevertheless analysed as QPs containing a null degree element marking the
positive degree). As was shown in Chapter 2 in detail, gradable adjectives are
in the specifier of a DegP irrespectively of whether the degree is absolute, com-
parative or superlative, since the degree itself is expressed by the Deg head and
not the AP itself. Moreover, modifiers are located in the [Spec,QP] position and
these show agreement with the Q head with respect to its degree, whereby the
absolute degree also has its modifiers as well, e.g. very.
Consider now the examples in (38):
(38) a. * Ralph bought [FP [QP big]i [DP a [NP ti cat]]].
b. Ralph bought [DP a [NP [QP big] cat]].
One may think that this is so because bare adjectives cannot move to the
[Spec,FP] position at all; indeed, if they lacked a degree element, this would be
a plausible consequence. However, it appears that even positive adjectives can
undergo this movement, as shown in (16). Observe the following sentence of the
same type:
(39) Ralph saw a lilac cat and Mike did a tiger.
Recall that sentences like (39) are ambiguous between two readings (see Ken-
nedy & Merchant 2000: 127–131): under one reading Mike saw a tiger, which was
not necessarily lilac, while under the other reading Mike saw a lilac tiger. There-
fore, in the first case the adjective lilac is not even underlyingly present in the
second clause, whereas in the second case it has to be deleted, given that the
information it carries is also present. The two structures are shown in (40a) and
(40b), respectively:
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(40) a. Ralph saw a lilac cat and Mike did [VP see [DP a [NP tiger]]].
b. Ralph saw a lilac cat and Mike did [VP see [FP [QP lilac]i [DP a [NP ti
tiger]]]].
The deletion of the adjective together with the verb in (40b) is possible only if
the adjective moves up to the specifier of the FP. Note that in this case deletion
saves the construction from ungrammaticality as the overt presence of lilac in
(40b) would not be grammatical, just as in (38a) above.
It has to be mentioned that the acceptability of pseudogapping constructions
seems to show interesting dialectal and/or idiolectal differences. Some speakers
do not find structures like (40) natural and prefer a construction like (41) below:
(41) Ralph saw a lilac cat as Mike did a tiger.
On the other hand, there is a difference in the availability of the two readings:
a reading like (40a) is generally more available than one like (40b), and speakers
who get an interpretation like (40b) also get (40a) but not vice versa. This should
not be surprising, as the derivation in (40a) is more economical than the one in
(40b): apart from the fact that there is more material elided in (40b), there is also
an extra movement operation. The same applies to structures like (41) above and
also to cases like (42) where the degree expression is more complex:
(42) Ralph saw a most interesting play as did Peter a movie.
In this case, the ambiguity of the sentence depends on the presence/absence
of the QP most interesting in the subordinate clause in the underlying structure.
At any rate, it seems that inverted degree expressions are ungrammatical pre-
cisely when there is no overt degree element.These QPsmove to a left-peripheral
position within the extended nominal expression and just as the [Spec,CP] posi-
tion is reserved for elements with an overt operator (see Chapter 3), the [Spec,FP]
position must have an overt degree element to avoid PF-uninterpretability.
This implies that the Overtness Requirement is not specific to comparative
structures. This is further reinforced by the fact that it can be observed in the
[Spec,CP] position in structures other than comparatives. That is, in relative
clauses that may contain the sequence of a relative operator and some lexical
projection. Though this construction is generally not widespread, there are still
some examples such as the one from Hungarian given in (43):
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‘The factory burned down, which moved the city.’
Such constructions are relatively rare, presumably because they either involve
the repetition of the matrix clausal nominal expression, as in (43a), or the noun
in the subclause must be general enough to be an anaphor for the entire matrix
clause, as in (43b). The configuration is also grammatical in the absence of an









































‘The factory burned down, which moved the city.’
In (44a) the operator takes the accusative case suffix and, just like in (43a),
marks the relative nature of the clause; in (44b) the relative pronoun ami ‘what’
refers back to the entire matrix clause just as the nominal expression in (43b).
However, an overt NP is not grammatical in the [Spec,CP] position without an
overt operator:
























‘Mary was reading Judith Hermann’s book, which actually I had
sent her from Berlin.’
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‘The factory burned down, which moved the city.’
The reason behind the ungrammaticality of (45) is that Hungarian lacks zero
relative operators. Moreover, even if there were a zero operator, it would not be
interpretable for PF to have overt material in a [+rel] position without an overt
element representing [+rel].3 Note that this does not exclude the possibility of
having null operators in [Spec,CP] on their own if they are available, such as the
zero relative operator in English, because in that case there would be no visible
lexical material to cause uninterpretability either.
It seems justifiable that the Overtness Requirement holds in a similar way
in [Spec,CP] positions as in [Spec,FP] positions at left edges of nominal expres-
sions.4 Considering this, the following generalisation arises: certain phrase-sized
constituents moving leftwards to an operator positionmust have an overt marker
3It has to be mentioned that some strings that look like the ones in (43) may in fact be gram-















































‘The factory burned down; this event moved the city.’
However, these are instances of coordination, and therefore the DPs a könyvet and ez az
esemény, respectively, are not in a [Spec,CP] position.
4The scope of the present investigation does not enable a broader investigation of the issue in
the sense that there might be other overtness issues related to left-peripheral positions. For
instance, topicalised subordinate clauses in English seem to constitute such a case:
(i) I know [CP (that) he arrived late].
(ii) [CP *(That) he arrived late] is surprising.
As indicated, the complementiser that can be omitted in (i), where it appears at the right
edge, but not when it does so at the left edge, that is, when it is topicalised, as in (ii). The
phenomenon is not restricted to English; for instance, Poletto (1995) observes a similar issue in
Italian. The investigation of this problem would go far beyond the scope of the present book,
and I will therefore leave this question open here.
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on their left edge so that the configuration converges. The overt marker may be
the head but may also be a specifier element. In either case, the topmost projec-
tion of the given phrase is equipped with certain features either because the head
itself inherently has that feature or because it acquires that feature via specifier–
head agreement. These features are interpretable at LF but the same is not neces-
sarily true for PF: a feature that is interpretable at LF is not necessarily so at PF,
and vice versa (cf. Tsimpli & Dimitrakopoulou 2007: 223).
In the case of Comparative Deletion and the obligatory overtness of relative
operators, there is a zero element bearing the [+rel] feature followed by overt






































‘The table is longer than the office is wide.’
The PF string for hoe groot ‘how tall’ is as follows:
(47) hoe[+rel] groot
The [+rel] feature on hoe instructs PF to align the left edge of the phrase with
the left edge of a phonological unit. However, in cases where the operator is
phonologically zero, the PF string is the following:
(48) [+rel] tall
This causes a problem for PF because the [+rel] feature on its own, that is,
without any visible element carrying it, is not alignable.
The problem is fundamentally similar in the case of Attributive Comparative
Deletion and the movement of quantified expressions to the left edge of a func-
tional FP. In a string such as how big a cat, PF sees the following string:
(49) how[+wh] big
By contrast, the zero comparative operator in English attributive comparative
structures produces a string similar to the one in (48):
5As pointed out in Chapter 3, there is variation in the acceptability of hoe ‘how’ in these cases;
the present discussion applies to dialects where hoe is available as a comparative operator.
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(50) [+rel] big
The [+rel] feature is not interpretable for PF without a visible element: the
string should be aligned to the left edge of the extended nominal expression (FP).
Given the similarity between (47) and (49) on the one hand and between (48)
and (50) on the other hand, it seems reasonable to assume the existence of some
generalised pattern. Instead of the separate operator features [+wh] and [+rel],
there is a general operator feature: an operator feature is essentially responsible
for elements moving to the left edge (cf. Müller 2003) and thus the generalised
feature may be called simply [edge].This predicts that a zerowh-element or a rel-
ative pronoun is not ungrammatical in itself but they become PF-uninterpretable
if they move to the edge, that is, if they are equipped with an [edge] feature.
The generalised PF-interpretable configuration of strings containing [edge]
features is given in (51):
(51) X[edge] Y
The syntactic status of X and Y, as well as their exact structural relation, is
not of importance in terms of PF-interpretability: X itself is naturally a head,
such that it may be a head taking Y as its complement, or it may be the head
of a phrase that is located in the specifier of the phrase headed by Y. In either
case, the [edge] feature itself is located on a phonologically visible head and the
structure converges.
By contrast, the PF-uninterpretable configuration should be assigned the rep-
resentation in (52):
(52) [edge] Y
The syntactic status of Y is not important here as PF-uninterpretability arises
because the [edge] feature is not attached to any phonologically visible material.
4.6 More on attributive modification
Since the reason behind Attributive Comparative Deletion in English is that an
inverted AP is not allowed in an edge position without an overt operator element
there, it is worth examining how languages and structures differ in this respect.
The expectation is that if the QP does not invert, then PF-uninterpretability does
not arise since the QP is not in an edge position.
It has been seen that in English certain QPs require movement to the [Spec,FP]
whereas others do not. Based on the analysis given by Kennedy & Merchant
(2000), the examples in (53) all involve this kind of movement:
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(53) a. [How big a cat] did Ralph see?
b. Ralph bought [too big a cat].
c. Ralph bought a bigger house than Michael did [a flat].
Underlyingly, in accordance with what has been claimed in the previous sec-
tions, the structures of the bracketed constituents are shown in (54), respectively:
(54) a. [FP [QP how big]i [DP a [NP ti cat]]]
b. [FP [QP too big]i [DP a [NP ti cat]]]
c. [FP [QP x-big]i [DP a [NP i flat]]]
Inversion is dependent on two factors: whether the nominal expression en-
ables the projection of an FP, and whether the QP can undergo such movement.
Regarding latter condition, it has already been shown that not all QPs require
this kind of inversion: still, it is expected that the properties of the QP can be
projected to the entire nominal expression via feature percolation. Consider the
following examples involving the optional movement of the QP more intelligent:
(55) a. I have never seen [a more intelligent dog].
b. ? I have never seen [more intelligent a dog].
In line with Kennedy & Merchant (2000: 130) and Bresnan (1973: 287–288), the
structure involving inversion, as shown in (55b), is slightly less acceptable than
the non-inverted one in (55a).The possibility of (55b) shows thatmore, composed
of the Deg head -er and the Q head much, can move to [Spec,FP] if that position
is generated, but it is also grammatical in its base position. By contrast, the Q
heads in (54) require movement obligatorily. Since the structures in (55) are oth-
erwise equivalent, it is reasonable to claim that feature percolation is possible
without movement and movement is triggered rather by the properties of the in-
dividual quantifiers. As the QP appears in a [Spec,NP] position it can enter into
an agreement relationship with the N head, which in turn can project its features
upwards in the structure. Thus, inversion does not stem from the inability of a
nominal expression to be marked for quantification otherwise; rather, an [edge]
feature of a quantifier needs to be satisfied by movement to an edge position.
On the other hand, the availability of a [Spec,FP] position seems to be depen-
dent on the internal structure of the nominal expression as well. Consider:
(56) a. [How big a dog] did Peter see?
b. * [How big dogs] did Peter see?
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As has been established, structures like (56a) involve the obligatory movement
of the QP to the [Spec,FP] position, which suggests that how requires inversion.
It follows that in (56b) inversion should happen in order to derive a grammatical
configuration; however, (56b) is not grammatical. The difference between (56a)
and (56b) is that the latter involves a plural, while the former involved the indef-
inite article a. If one were to claim that in both cases there is a single DP above
the NP (disregarding now the FP), then the difference between (56a) and (56b)
would be unaccounted for.
Instead, I propose that the reason why (56a) allows inversion is that the DP
layer is not present in the structure, and hence extraction is possible; furthermore,
the indefinite article is the head of a NumP. As Zamparelli (2008: 11) describes,
the NumP must always be present in English, partly because it is responsible for
agreement as well, contrary to Romance languages that have a separate AgrP
for this. The NumP may be headed by numerals (e.g. one, two) or by indefinite
articles. The DP layer appears above the NumP, which is also shown by the fact
that Num heads may co-occur with the definite article:
(57) a. [The two dogs] are sleeping.
b. [Two dogs] are sleeping.
In (57a), the nominal expression is definite as it contains the D head the; by
contrast, the nominal expression in (57b) is indefinite. As should be obvious, two
in itself does not determine [±def] as it may occur in both constructions; in this
way, the [–def] nature of the nominal expression does not come from the Num
head itself but rather from an indefinite zero D head, in the same way as [+def]













4.6 More on attributive modification
As can be seen, definiteness is encoded in the DP layer and not in the NumP for
Num heads like two. However, if the Num head is an indefinite article, the situa-
tion is quite different because the indefinite article is unambiguously associated
with [–def], and thus there is no reason for introducing a DP layer for marking
definiteness separately. Hence, a nominal expression such as a dog should be







The structural difference between (58) and (59) has a bearing on the availability
of inversion, as demonstrated by the contrast in (56). In cases like (56a), that is,

















As can be seen, the QP can be extracted from within the NP and move to the
[Spec,FP] position. Depending on the dialect, the F head can be filled by of, and
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precisely due to this option, I do not want to claim that the FP is in fact a DP,
since of is clearly not a D head and, unlike D heads in structures like (58), of
clearly plays no role in marking definiteness.
By contrast, a structure like (56b) involves the plural, that is, *how big dogs,
and the maximal projection, disregarding the FP, is a DP, not a NumP, as given
in (58), since definiteness is not inherently determined by the Num head. Note
that by assuming that in structures like (60) there is a NumP layer generated
instead of a DP, I propose an analysis that is fundamentally different from the
one presented by Kennedy & Merchant (2000), who do not distinguish between
these functional layers in the nominal expression and do not discuss the NumP.
It would be highly problematic to claim that DPs project an FP layer just as
NumPs do: the DP is a phase boundary in itself, and therefore the left edge of
the nominal expression is already created. Thus there is no [Spec,FP] position
for the QP to move to. The key difference between the FP and the DP is precisely
this: once the FP is projected, it requires material to move to its specifier and, as
far as PF is concerned, this material has to be associated with a phonologically
visible marker equipped with designated properties. The DP specifier is not an
edge position in this sense, since there is no requirement that would rule out
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Movement is not available in the way it is in (60). Therefore, the problem with
strings like *how big dogs is that though the [edge] feature of the QP should be
checked, there is no element that would attract it to a relevant specifier position,
and thus the structure is ungrammatical.
This accounts well for differences between (56a) and (56b). There is one more
difference to be explained, shown in (62):
(62) a. * [How big cats] did Ralph see?
b. [How many cats] did Ralph see?
Interestingly, it seems that while a QP like how big cannot modify a plural
nominal expression, a QP like how many can.6 The same difference holds in com-
parative subclauses:
(63) a. * Ralph bought a bigger house than Michael bought [a flat].
b. Ralph bought more houses than Michael bought [flats].
The difference lies in the fact that English requires VP-ellipsis in attributive
comparatives like (63a), as shown by Kennedy & Merchant (2000), but does not
do so in nominal comparatives like (63b), as also pointed out by Reglero (2006).
Observing the difference between (62a) and (62b), it should be clear that the
nominal expressions themselves have the same layers, that is, a DP and a NumP
above the NP (the DP being responsible for definiteness and the NumP for mark-
ing the plural), and therefore the difference in the acceptability of the two struc-
tures stems from differences that hold within the QPs. In other words, QPs such
as how many, more and x-many are different from ones like how big, and this
difference is encoded in the quantifiers.
Recall fromChapter 2 that the Deg head and theQ head are distinct projections
but the upwardmovement of the Deg head to the Q headmay result in composite
forms. For instance, the movement of -er to much results in more in strings like
more intelligent, and the movement of -er to many results in more in strings like
more cats. Note that while both cases result in the surface formmore, the Q heads
themselves (much or many) are different.
In (62), the Deg head itself is how, and the Q head is a zero in (62a) and many
in (62b); as was argued for in Chapter 2, the upward movement of the Deg head
to the Q head results in a reverse order, that is, the original Deg head is adjoined
6As will be shown later in connection with German, there are interesting cross-linguistic dif-
ferences in this respect; at this point, what is important for us is that English does not allow
constructions like (63a).
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from the right, in line with the Linear Correspondence Axiom (see Kayne 1994)
and the Mirror Principle (see Baker 1985; 1988). The zero Q head requires move-
ment to a [Spec,FP] position, as in constructions such as how big a cat; however,
the DP in (62a) has the structure given in (61), and there is no [Spec,FP] position
available; consequently, (62a) is ungrammatical. By contrast, many in (62b) does
not require movement, and thus the QPmay remain in situ, that is, within the NP.
It should be obvious that only the Q head can be held responsible for obligatory
movement as the Deg head is how in both cases.
Turning now to the structures given in (63), it seems plausible that the Q heads
(though zero in both cases) differ in a similar way, that is, the one in (63a) re-
quires movement to the [Spec,FP] position, which results in obligatory Attribu-
tive Comparative Deletion. This condition of which is not met in (63a), hence
its ungrammaticality. By contrast, the Q head in the subclause in (63b) does not
require movement to a [Spec,FP] position and as the (phonologically not visible)
QP is not inverted, the Overtness Requirement on left-peripheral elements is not
violated, since the FP layer is not generated at all.
It is the idiosyncratic property of a given Q head whether it is equipped with
the [edge] feature triggering movement or not, and it is not directly linked to
other features. Therefore, while certain quantifiers in English require inversion,
this may not be true for their counterparts in other languages; this was seen
in connection with Reglero (2006) in terms of differences between English and
Spanish nominal comparatives. As was discussed in §4.3, German does not show
Attributive Comparative Deletion because no inversion is required. In (53a) and
(53b), it was shown that QPs such as how big and too big are inverted in English.




























































‘Ralph bought too big a cat.’
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As can be seen, German not only allows the non-inverted orders given in (64a)
and (64c), but actually requires them: (64b) and (64d) – which are structurally
parallel with the English examples in (53a) and (53b) – are ungrammatical. This
shows that even in cases involving an indefinite nominal expression, the FP layer
is not generated. I do not wish to investigate the internal structure of German
nominal expressions here; the point is rather that since German obviously lacks
the FP in structures involving overt operators, there is nothing unexpected in
the claim that the FP is not generated in comparative subclauses such as the one























‘Ralph’s cat is bigger than Michael’s cat flap is wide.’
Since the QP in the subclause in (65) is obviously within the NP and the result
is grammatical, it is expected that the German QP, contrary to the English one,
does not have to be deleted.
On the other hand, it is likewise expected that, unlike English in (62a), German













‘How big were the cats that Ralph saw?’
Since there is no requirement on the QP in German tomove to [Spec,FP], struc-
tures like (66) are grammatical, whereas they are not derivable in English.
All this shows that Attributive Comparative Deletion is not a separate mecha-
nism as such but is the surface result of various other factors that interact with
each other, namely: whether there is Comparative Deletion in the [Spec,CP] po-
sition (due to the Overtness Requirement), whether the QP has to move to a




5 Lower copies and movement chains
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, I argued that Comparative Deletion is an epiphenomenon that is pri-
marily related to the Overtness Requirement on left-peripheral elements, which
states that overt lexical material is licensed in an operator position only if the op-
erator itself is overt. As was shown, there are four logical possibilities, depending
on whether the operator moves on its own, and whether the operator is overt or
not. If the operator is able to strand a lexical AP or NP (or there is no lexical XP
base-generated together with the operator at all), the lexical XP is spelt out in
its base position, and the overtness of the operator is immaterial, as is the infor-
mation structural status of the lexical XP. If an overt operator takes the lexical
XP along to the [Spec,CP] position, the lexical XP is licensed irrespective of its
information-structural status. However, if a phonologically zero operator takes
the lexical XP to the clausal left periphery, the entire phrase in [Spec,CP] has to
be deleted in order to avoid a violation of the Overtness Requirement. In this case,
the lower copy of the movement chain (in the base position) is realised overtly
if it is contrastive. This leads to an asymmetry between contrastive and non-
contrastive XPs: in the case of the latter, the absence of any overt copy results in
the surface phenomenon traditionally referred to as Comparative Deletion. The
realisation of contrastive XPs, on the other hand, appears to be straightforward.
Using data mainly from Slavic, this chapter will demonstrate that the availability
of the lower copy for overt realisation is not universal. Further, I will argue that
the difference between English and Slavic in this respect lies chiefly in the avail-
ability of multiple wh-fronting in Slavic. In order to gain a better understanding
of multiple operator movement and movement chains, I will start by reviewing
the analysis of Bošković (2002).
5.2 Multiple operator movement – Bošković (2002)
When there aremultiplewh-elements in a single clause, different languages show
different behaviour with respect to where the individual wh-elements appear. As
5 Lower copies and movement chains
Bošković (2002: 352–353) shows, traditionally four types are assumed: languages
where only one wh-element is fronted, while the others remain in situ (e.g. En-
glish); languages where none of the wh-elements is fronted, hence wh-in-situ
languages (e.g. Chinese); languages that show both of these options (e.g. French);
and languages where the fronting of multiple (and in fact all)wh-elements occurs
(e.g. Bulgarian, based on Rudin 1988). The last option is illustrated by example in











‘What did Ivan give to who?’
As can be seen, both na kogo ‘towhom’ and kakvo ‘what’ are fronted.While the
traditional assumption is that multiple fronting languages constitute a separate
type, Bošković (2002) claims that multiple wh-fronting languages fall into the
three other types, and they exhibit a special type of wh-in-situ elements.
One key argument comes from superiority effects in multiple wh-fronting lan-
guages, which show a parallel distribution to wh-fronting in non-multiple-wh-
fronting languages (Bošković 2002: 353–357). That is, there are languages that al-
ways exhibit superiority effects (e.g. Bulgarian, hence parallel to English), there
are languages that exhibit superiority in contexts where French-type languages
require fronting, but not in others (e.g. Serbo-Croatian, hence parallel to French);
and there are languages that exhibit no superiority effects at all (e.g. Russian, thus
parallel to Chinese); see Bošković (2002: 355). Consider the examples in (2) from































‘Everyone talks about the person they love.’
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‘Everyone talks about the person they love.’
As can be seen in (2a) and (2b), there is no superiority effect in short-distance
matrix questions with a null C: the order of the fronted subject and object is
free. By contrast, in the embedded context demonstrated in (2c)–(2d), only the
configuration where the subject precedes the object is grammatical, as in (2c):
the reverse order, given in (2d), is ungrammatical. The same applies to pattern
involving long-distance movement or an overt question particle li in C (Bošković
2002: 354). Bulgarian shows superiority effects in all of these contexts (Bošković
2002: 354), while Russian demonstrates no superiority effects in any of these
contexts (Bošković 2002: 354–355, following Stepanov 1998).
According to Bošković (2002: 355), superiority effects are attested in the lan-
guages under scrutiny whenever wh-movement is obligatory, that is, whenever
there is a strong [+wh] feature on C. Serbo-Croatian is similar to French in that it
does not require wh-movement in all contexts, and thus superiority effects can-
not be observed in short-distance matrix questions with a null C. At the same
time, all wh-phrases undergo fronting in Serbo-Croatian, as well as in Bulgarian
and Russian, hence no wh-phrase is licensed in situ: Bošković (2002: 355) argues
that this is independent from a [+wh] feature on C, since that can be checked off















The fronting requirement applies to echo questions as well (Bošković 2012:
356): this applies not only to Serbo-Croatian, Bulgarian and Russian but also to
Polish (see Wachowicz 1974) and Hungarian (see É. Kiss 1987). Consider the ex-
ample in (4) from Serbo-Croatian (Bošković 2012: 356, ex. 16a):
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Following Stjepanović (1999) and the original idea of Horvath (1986), Bošković
(2012: 356–357) argues that the driving force underlying this kind of fronting is
focus, which can be observed in the case of non-wh elements as well. This is












Crucially, multiple wh-fronting languages demonstrate predictable behaviour
with respect to the interpretation of multiple questions (Bošković 2012: 357–359).
In languages like English and German, multiple wh-questions are compatible
with a pair-list answer only (and not with single-pair answers), and the same
holds for Bulgarian and Romanian. Serbo-Croatian, Russian and Polish, however,
just like French, allow single-pair answers as well.
As noted by Bošković (2012: 359–379), there are certain exceptions to the obli-
gatoriness of fronting all wh-phrases in multiple wh-fronting languages. There
are three types of exceptions: semantic, phonological, and syntactic.
Regarding semantic exceptions, D-linked wh-phrases and particular echo wh-
phrases are allowed to remain in situ (Bošković 2012: 359–364). The exception
with aD-linkedwh-phrase is illustrated in (6) below for Serbo-Croatian (Bošković











‘Who bought which book?’
As noted by Bošković (2012: 359), the phenomenon has been observed in the
literature for various languages, such as by Wachowicz (1974) for Polish, and by
Pesetsky (1987; 1989) for Polish, Czech, Russian and Romanian. Bošković (2012:
360) argues that this is so because the “range of reference of D-linkedwh-phrases
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is […] discourse-given”, and they are therefore expected not to undergo focus
fronting. The same applies to wh-phrases in echo questions, especially with a
surprise reading (rather than a clarification reading) because the wh-phrase in
these cases is known to the speaker as well, hence it represents given informa-
tion (Bošković 2012: 362–364).
Regarding phonological exceptions, Bošković (2012: 364–376) shows that two
homophonous wh-phrases are not allowed to be fronted at the same time if they
are adjacent to each other. Consider the example in (7) from Serbo-Croatian








As can be seen, in this case the second wh-element is licensed to appear in
situ. The configuration involving adjacent, phonologically identical wh-phrases
is ruled out only if the two wh-words are adjacent: if an adverb appears between
the two, the structure is licensed (Bošković 2012: 364), which indicates that the
rule applies at PF rather than in syntax. In addition, it cannot be a result of vi-
olating a superiority constraint, since the rule applies to any two wh-elements,
not just the highest one and the one immediately below it, while superiority ef-
fects are relevant only for the highest wh-element (Bošković 2012: 365–367). The
ban on identical wh-phrases is strictly phonological in nature: for instance, the
sequence kogo na kogo ‘whom to whom’ is licensed in Bulgarian, while *na kogo
kogo ‘to whomwhom’ is not (Bošković 2002: 365–367, following Billings & Rudin
1996). At the same time, a wh-phrase is licensed in situ only in the second case,
indicating that the in-situ option is only a last resort (Bošković 2002: 367).
To account for the phenomenon, Bošković (2002: 367–376) argues that while PF
normally spells out the highest copy of a movement chain, in these cases a lower
copy is spelt out. As pointed out by Bošković (2002: 367–368), the availability
of spelling out lower copies at PF has been proposed by a number of authors
in the literature (for instance by Bobaljik 1995, Runner 1998, Pesetsky 1997; 1998,
Richards 1997, Roberts 1997, and Nunes 1999), and the idea is essentially similar to
spelling out non-trivial copies at LF, as argued by Chomsky (1995). In this sense,
spelling out the lower copy of a wh-element in Slavic is a last resort option to
avoid PF-violation, which would result from the spelling out of two consecutive,
phonologically identical wh-elements.
Regarding syntactic exceptions, Bošković (2002: 376–379) shows that it is pos-
sible forwh-phrases to stay in situwhen they are extracted out of non-wh-islands,
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as noted by Comorovski (1996) for Romanian. Consider the examples in (8) from






































‘Ion heard the rumour that Petru has bought what?’
As can be seen, in this case the wh-element ce ‘what’ has to remain in situ.
While islands are generally assumed to be syntactic in nature, Bošković (2002:
377–379) argues that islandhood is a PF property to some extent, and that real-
ising a copy within the island may save the construction from island violation
which would arise when spelling out the higher copy of the same movement
chain.
Bošković (2002) argues convincingly that multiple wh-fronting languages do
not behave in a uniform fashion, but he also shows that exceptions to the move-
ment of wh-phrases are restricted and can either be explained by the focussed
nature of fronted wh-elements or by the copy theory of movement. These excep-
tions are therefore essentially predictable.
5.3 Predicative comparatives in Czech and Polish
As was discussed in Chapter 3 in detail, English allows the realisation of con-
trastive lower copies in subcomparative structures, while non-contrastive lower
copies must be eliminated. This is demonstrated in (9):
(9) a. * Ralph is taller than Peter is tall.
b. The table is longer than the office is wide.
I argued that the higher copy of the quantified expression, landing in the lower
[Spec,CP] via operatormovement, is deleted in Standard English due to theOvert-
ness Requirement, while the lower copy is regularly eliminated, unless it is con-
trastive. Consider the examples in (10):
(10) a. Ralph is taller than x-tall Peter is x-tall.
b. The table is longer than x-wide the office is wide.
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As should be obvious, the contrast between (9a) and (9b) is dependent on cer-
tain factors. First, the operator has to be covert: the higher copy would be fully
realised with an overt operator (since it would obey the Overtness Requirement),
irrespectively of whether the AP is contrastive or not (as is the case for non-
standard English how). Second, the operator has to be a Deg head and thus not
extractable from the QP: non-contrastive lower copies are not ruled out in lan-
guages where the zero operator can be extracted (as was shown for German).
Third, the realisation of the contrastive lower copy must be allowed.
When considering cross-linguistic data, it is obvious that the English pattern
cannot be universal and that even the third condition is not always met. The
following examples show that the lower copy cannot be realised in Czech (cf.
Bacskai-Atkari 2015):

































‘The desk is longer than the office is wide.’
The question arises why Czech does not allow the realisation of the contrastive
lower copy in (11b). In principle, one may think this is because Czech has no zero
operator at all, and indeed, we saw in Chapter 3 that Czech does in fact have an
overt operator, jak ‘how’. If this is indeed the reason, then Czech is essentially
similar to Hungarian (see Chapter 3). The relevant examples are repeated in (12):











































































‘The desk is longer than the office is wide.’
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As can be seen, the operator jak may either appear together with the AP in
[Spec,CP] or the AP may be stranded; in either case, it does not make any signif-
icant difference whether the AP is contrastive or not. This behaviour is expected
on the basis of cross-linguistic data for comparatives with overt operators.
However, the fact that Czech has an overt comparative operator does not ac-
tually explain the ungrammaticality of (11). Namely, the same ungrammaticality
can be observed in Polish:





























‘The desk is longer than the office is wide.’
In contrast to Czech, Polish has no overt comparative operators either. A pos-
sible candidate would be the degree operator jak ‘how’, which is available in



















‘How tall is Charles?’
However, jak is not available in comparative subclauses (cf. Bacskai-Atkari
2015):


































‘The desk is longer than the office is wide.’
The data in (15) clearly show that the reason why both sentences in (13) are
ungrammatical cannot be the availability of an overt operator because Polish
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does not allow the operator to be overt at all. This also implies that the operator
(required by degree semantics) has to be zero.
In other words, the problem with Polish is essentially the following. First, the
ungrammaticality of (13) cannot be attributed to the availability of an overt op-
erator, hence Polish is different from languages like Hungarian in this respect.
Second, while Polish has a zero operator, it cannot be extracted on its own and
moved to the [Spec,CP], as was shown to be the case in German and Dutch in
Chapter 3, since in that case both sentences in (13) should be grammatical. Third,
the zero operator in Polish should then be similar to the English one, which is a
non-extractable Deg head (see Chapter 3); however, in that case one would ex-
pect the realisation of a contrastive lower copy to be possible, which is again not
met, since (13b) is ungrammatical. It seems, then, that the sentences in (13) are
ungrammatical because even contrastive lower copies of a movement chain are
not licensed to be realised in comparatives in Polish.
Before turning to the issue of why this should be so, let me first review some
properties of attributive comparatives in Czech and Polish. In particular, I will
argue that there is a zero operator in Czech as well, and that the ungrammatical-
ity of (11) goes back to the same reasons as that of its Polish counterpart, and can
be explained in a principled way. In this way, Czech will be shown to be similar
to Polish rather than to Hungarian.
5.4 Attributive comparatives in Czech and Polish
As was shown in Chapter 4, based on the analysis given by Kennedy &Merchant
(2000), the QP is extractable from the nominal expression in Czech and Polish,
and this property is not restricted to the comparative subclause but it can be
observed in interrogatives as well, where the QP is visible. Observe the examples






















‘How big a car did Václav buy?’
As can be seen, it is possible to move the entire nominal expression containing
the QP, as in (16a), but it is also possible that the QP jak velké ‘how big’ moves
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out on its own, and the noun is stranded. The same can be observed in Polish,























‘How long a play did Pawel write?’
In comparative subclauses, it is possible to have an overt lexical verb and a
remnant NP, showing that the QP has moved out on its own. This is illustrated

















‘Václav bought a bigger car than the boat that Tomáš lost.’


















‘Jan wrote a longer letter than Pawel wrote a play.’
In these cases, the higher copy of the QP is deleted in a [Spec,CP] position due
to the Overtness Requirement. The remnant NP is not affected because it is not a
lower copy itself, and hence its overt realisation does not require enforcing the
pronunciation of a lower copy. The point is that there is a zero operator in Czech
and Polish that can combine with lexical APs. If so, it is expected that the same
zero operator can combine with APs if the AP is in a predicative position, too.
5.5 Movement chains
Based on what was said above, it seems that in Czech and Polish, the zero oper-
ator taking lexical APs is non-extractable, just as in English. This predicts that
lower copies of non-contrastive APs are unacceptable just as they are in English;

































‘Mary is taller than Charles.’
The higher copy of the QP is deleted in [Spec,CP] due to the Overtness Re-
quirement, and the lower copy should be eliminated regularly as a lower copy;
in (20), the lower copy is not F-marked either and there is thus no reason for it
to stay overt, just like in the English counterpart of the sentences.
However, as was seen earlier, the lower copy is not licensed with F-marked
APs either in Czech and Polish, as shown by (21a) for Czech and by (21b) for
Polish:

































‘The desk is longer than the office is wide.’
I assume that this is because Czech and Polish generally do not license the
realisation of lower copies of a movement chain, in line with the analysis given
by Bošković (2002). In order to capture the cross-linguistic differences, consider
the abstract representations in (22), using tall as the adjective, than for the com-
parative complementiser and how for an overt comparative operator (not to be
taken as the English operator), as well as ∅ for a zero operator:
(22) a. than how tall … how tall
b. than how … how tall
c. * than ∅ tall … ∅ tall
d. than ∅ tall … ∅ tall
e. * than ∅ tall … ∅ tall
f. than ∅ … ∅ tall
g. than how tallF … how tallF
h. than how … how tallF
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i. * than ∅ tallF … ∅ tallF
j. than ∅ tallF … ∅ tallF
k. * than ∅ tallF … ∅ tallF
l. than ∅ … ∅ tallF
In examples (22a)–(22f), the adjective is not contrastive, while in examples
(22g)–(22l) it is. In (22a) and (22g), the operator is overt and it takes the adjective
to the [Spec,CP] position, and both elements remain overt: it does not matter
whether the adjective is contrastive or not, since the higher copy can be regu-
larly spelt out. This can be observed in the case of English (substandard) how
and Czech jak ‘how’; note that this option is available for all overt comparative
operators taking an AP. In (22b) and (22h), the operator is overt and it does not
take the adjective to the [Spec,CP]; this option (stranding) is not available for all
overt operators, but this can be observed in the case of Czech jak. Again, it does
not matter whether the AP is contrastive or not, since it does not take part in
movement at all.
In (22c) and (22i), the operator is zero and it takes the lexical AP to [Spec,CP]:
the configuration is illicit because the higher copy is not eliminated, even though
it violates the Overtness Requirement, according to which overt lexical material
is licensed in an operator position only if the operator itself is overt.The informa-
tion structural status of the AP is irrelevant in this respect. If the operator can be
extracted on its own, as in (22f) and (22l), the Overtness Requirement is satisfied
since no AP moves to the [Spec,CP] at all, and the AP can be realised in its base
position, irrespective of whether it is contrastive or not: this can be observed in
German and Dutch with the zero comparative operators.
Nevertheless, an AP moving to [Spec,CP] with a zero operator does not mean
that the structure is ruled out: the grammatical possibilities are dependent on
certain properties of movement chains. In (22d), the lower copy of the AP is re-
alised: the configuration is ruled out because a lower copy of a movement chain
is licensed only under special circumstances, and since the AP is not contrastive,
there is no reason to enforce the realisation of its lower copy. Hence, regular
deletion should take place, as in (22e), which is a grammatical configuration, as
is known from Standard English. The ungrammaticality of (22d) and the gram-
maticality of (22e) are not language-specific, though: they follow from universal
principles of grammar. Similarly, the configuration in (22k) is ruled out univer-
sally as in this case both copies of a contrastive element are deleted, and the AP is
not recoverable. However, the configuration in (22j) is subject to cross-linguistic
variation: in this case, the higher copy is regularly eliminated by the Overtness
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Requirement, and the lower copy is realised because the AP is F-marked. For this,
it is necessary for the language to allow the realisation of lower copies of a move-
ment chain, in case the pronunciation of the higher copy would cause a violation
at PF. This is possible in English, but not in Czech and Polish.
Recall from §5.2 that the realisation of lower copies is very restricted in Slavic,
as shown by Bošković (2002). There are three major kinds of exceptions. First,
D-linked wh-phrases may be realised in situ because the range of reference is ac-
tually discourse-given, and the phrase is not expected to undergo focus fronting.
This obviously does not apply to (21), where the APs are not discourse-given,
as opposed to D-linked nominal expressions (such as which book), where the
NP is taken to be discourse-given. Moreover, as far as D-linked wh-phrases are
concerned, Bošković (2002) argues that they do not undergo movement: this is
possible because the [wh] feature on C has already been checked by the first
wh-constituent moving there, and all other wh-phrases are subject to some kind
of focus fronting. In the comparative subclause, however, the [rel] feature on
the C head can be checked off only if the only relative operator of the clause
moves there, which is the comparative operator itself, and as this cannot be sep-
arated from the AP, the AP takes part in movement as well. Apart from D-linked
wh-phrases, certain echo wh-elements may also remain in situ: again, this is not
applicable to the case of comparatives, and comparative operator movement is
not compatible with the assumption of the operator element remaining in situ.
Second, the lower copy of certainwh-phrasesmay be realised if thewh-element
is phonologically adjacent to another frontedwh-element that is immediately ad-
jacent to it. This clearly cannot be the reason for the ungrammaticality of (21), as
there is no second operator element in the clause and the operator is not even
overt in the first place.
Third, the realisation of the lower copy is possible if the pronunciation of the
higher copy would be an instance of island violation (non-wh-islands). This is
again not the case in (21), where the operator + AP combination moves regularly
to [Spec,CP] from a predicative position, and there is no island at all, hence no
island violation can occur either.
In sum, the ungrammaticality of (21) lies in the unavailability of the lower copy
of the QP in Czech and Polish, as the conditions under which lower copies can be
realised are not satisfied here. Note also that the contrastive AP in (21) in its base
position is ungrammatical as a lower copy but there is nothing ruling out the
realisation of contrastive phrases here: on the contrary, as was shown in Chap-
ter 3 in connection with Czech, this is precisely the position where contrastive
elements are preferably located in the clause in these languages (see also Šimík
& Wierzba 2012).
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5.6 More on cross-linguistic differences
So far, we have seen that there is evidently an important connection between
multiple wh-fronting languages and the availability of predicative subcompara-
tives. Namely, if a multiple wh-fronting language has a zero Deg operator, then
the lower copy of the entire degree expression cannot be realised even if the AP
is contrastive, and predicative subcomparatives are thus not derivable with the
operators in question. However, this does not imply that all multiplewh-fronting
languages lack predicative subcomparatives: it is predicted that these structures
will be absent if the operator is a Deg head and it is zero, but in all other cases
the AP either appears in [Spec,CP] or does not move at all, and thus the question
of realising a lower copy does not arise in the first place.
We have already seen that Czech allows the overt operator jak ‘how’, which
is extractable. But even Slavic languages may allow an extractable operator (as




































































‘The table is longer than the office is wide.’
Note that individual speakers may differ regarding their judgements and pref-
erences concerning the presence/absence of što ‘what’; since this kind of varia-
tion is not immediately relevant to our present discussion, I will not investigate
the issue here. Suffice it to say that što is a lower C head, similarly to English
what, as discussed in Chapter 3 (see Bacskai-Atkari 2016 on the role of lower
complementisers and the status of što).
The point is that Serbo-Croatian allows the realisation of the AP in the sub-
clause, not onlywhen it is contrastive, as in (23c) and (23d), but alsowhen it is not,
1I owe many thanks to Boban Arsenijević for his help with the Serbo-Croatian data.
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as in (23a) and (23b). The AP can appear either clause-finally or clause-internally
in both constellations, there being no information-structural constraints on its
preferred position. The possibility of (23c) and (23d) contrasts with the data from
Czech and Polish, while all the three languages are multiple wh-fronting lan-
guages. However, the grammaticality of (23a) and (23b) indicates that the Serbo-
Croatian zero comparative operator differs from the ones in Czech and Polish:
it is a QP modifier, which can be extracted on its own, just like in German and
Dutch, whereas the zero operator in Czech and Polish is a Deg head, just like in
English. Hence, the AP in (23c) and (23d) is not the realisation of a contrastive
lower copy but a stranded AP, just like (23a) and (23b) contain a stranded AP, too.
It can thus be concluded that the ban on realising lower copies of a movement
chain is relevant in the derivation of comparatives only if the operator is a zero
Deg head but not otherwise.
It seems that the Standard English pattern is highly unusual: while Czech and
Polish also have a zero, non-extractable comparative operator, they do not al-
low the realisation of contrastive lower copies either, and thus they do not show
the asymmetric pattern attested in English. However, English is not completely
unique: Norwegian shows the same asymmetry. Consider the examples in (24):2





























‘The cat is fatter than the cat flap is wide.’
The same applies to Icelandic, as shown by (25):3


















‘Mary is older than Peter.’
2The Norwegian data stem from the cross-Germanic survey I conducted as part of my project
“The syntax of functional left peripheries and its relation to information structure” in 2016/2017.
Both informants marked (24a) as ungrammatical; (24b) was marked with two question marks
by my informant from Rogaland county, while my informant from Vest-Agder county marked
it as perfectly grammatical. The markedness of (24b) can be attributed to the fact that sub-
comparatives are generally far more difficult to parse than ordinary comparatives, since they
involve more than a single dimension of comparison, rather than to true dialectal differences.
3The Icelandic data stem from the cross-Germanic surveymentioned above. My two informants,
one from Reykjavík and the other fromAusturland (Eastern Region), had the same judgements.
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‘The cat is fatter than the cat flap is wide.’
Let me sum up the cross-linguistic differences in predicative comparatives,
based on the findings presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5.There are threemajor
factors determining the overt realisation of the quantified expression: whether
the operator is overt, whether it is extractable, and whether lower copies of a
movement chain can be realised if the pronunciation of the higher copy would









































As can be seen, the first question is whether the operator is overt or not. This
determines whether the information-structural properties of the AP taken by
the operator matter inasmuch as, with overt operators, the pattern is essentially
symmetric and both types of APs are available, while there is variation if the
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operator is covert. With overt operators, the AP can (and sometimes must) be
realised in [Spec,CP] together with the operator, while this option is excluded
with covert operators, which may only allow the realisation of the AP in its base
position.
If the operator is overt, the next question is whether it is extractable. This de-
cides on the possible positions of the AP in the subclause, that is, whether it is
restricted to appear in the [Spec,CP] with the given operator or whether it may
be stranded in a lower position, while the operator still has to move to [Spec,CP].
If the operator is extractable, the AP can move up together with the operator or
it may be stranded. If it moves up to [Spec,CP], its information-structural proper-
ties are not relevant, and both contrastive and non-contrastive APs are licensed
here equally. If the AP is stranded, its preferred position in the clause largely
depends on the information-structural requirements of the given language, and
contrastive and non-contrastive APs may differ in terms of their preferred posi-
tions. This can be observed in Czech and Hungarian (see Chapter 3).
If the operator is overt and not extractable, the AP always moves up with
the operator to [Spec,CP], and the information structural status of the AP is not
relevant. This was observed in English, Dutch and Hungarian (see Chapter 3).
If the operator is not overt, then the next question is again whether it is ex-
tractable or not. Contrary to what we saw in the case of overt operators, this
question here not only decides on the possible positions of the AP in the sub-
clause but it crucially decides whether non-contrastive APs can be realised or
not: namely, if the AP moves up to [Spec,CP] together with the covert operator,
it must be eliminated because it violates the Overtness Requirement. If the covert
operator is extractable, the AP may be stranded, irrespective of its information-
structural status, and so even non-contrastive APs can be realised overtly. This
can be observed in German, Dutch and Estonian (see Chapter 3).
If the operator is not overt and is not extractable either, then the next ques-
tion is whether the language allows the realisation of lower copies of a move-
ment chain in cases where the pronunciation of the higher copy would cause the
derivation to crash at PF. This decides whether contrastive APs can be realised
(and hence whether subcomparatives are possible): the higher copy is deleted in
any case due to the Overtness Requirement and non-contrastive lower copies are
regularly eliminated as lower copies of a movement chain, thus the only question
is whether contrastive lower copies can overwrite the general rule of deleting
lower copies. This is possible in English, resulting in the classical “Comparative
Deletion” pattern with non-contrastive APs, as opposed to subcomparatives with
contrastive APs. However, the realisation of lower copies is not possible in lan-
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guages like Czech and Polish, and subcomparatives are thus not derivable: a con-
trastive lower copy cannot be realised, yet the complete elimination of non-given
elements is universally prohibited.
The importance of this is that the English pattern, where ComparativeDeletion
refers to the obligatory elimination of a non-contrastive AP from the comparative
subclause, is not universal: in fact, it is highly language-specific, and it can only
be regarded as a result of several factors. Thus, Comparative Deletion cannot be
regarded as a universal phenomenon or a parameter either, and the analysis of
the particular English pattern cannot be solely based on Standard English data
but must take other languages and non-standard varieties into consideration.
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6.1 Introduction
The last chapter of this book is devoted to the examination of ellipsis phenomena
which, alongside the phenomenon of Comparative Deletion, are also responsible
for the derivation of comparative subclauses. So far, I have been dealing with
the elimination of the degree expression itself, that is, a QP or a DP containing a
QP in the subclause (though Chapter 4 also examined the case of VP-ellipsis in
English to a limited extent). The importance of taking other deletion phenomena
into consideration is that comparative subclauses tend to be highly elliptical, re-
sulting in there being only one overt constituent following the complementiser.
In languages like English, this means that in addition to Comparative Deletion,
ellipsis also takes place. In other languages, such as Hungarian, where Compara-
tive Deletion is not attested since comparative operators are overt, the question
arises how the degree expression is covered by ellipsis. As I will show, there is
no movement to the lower [Spec,CP] position in such cases, and hence the well-
formedness of the construction can be repaired only via ellipsis, which in turn
eliminates larger units than the quantified expression itself.
6.2 Ellipsis in English
6.2.1 VP-ellipsis revisited
First of all, let us consider ellipsis phenomena in English comparatives, which
operate in addition to the Overtness Requirement, and which are responsible for
the formation of typical comparative constructions that tend to overtly involve
only contrastive elements in the comparative subclause. Though these processes
are typically instances of VP-ellipsis, I will show that the ellipsis domain can
also be larger, even though the mechanism of ellipsis is essentially the same. As
was already seen in Chapter 4, comparative subclauses may involve VP-ellipsis,
which is an optional deletion operation. To gain a fuller picture of its role in
the formation of comparatives, let us first have a look at the data from various
subtypes of comparatives.
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As far as predicative structures are concerned, the following pattern arises:
(1) a. The table is longer than the office is wide.
b. Ralph is more enthusiastic than Jason is.
c. Ralph is more enthusiastic than Jason.
The full string is represented in (1a), where the lower copy of the QP (wide) re-
mains overt, since it is contrastive. As there is no contrastive QP in the subclause
in (1b), the lower copy is regularly eliminated but there is no VP-ellipsis; finally,
in (1c) the verb is eliminated since it is recoverable.
The picture is slightly more complicated in nominal comparatives:
(2) a. Ralph bought more houses than Michael bought flats.
b. Ralph bought more houses than Michael did flats.
c. Ralph bought more houses than Michael did.
d. Ralph bought more houses than Michael.
As was shown in Chapter 4, nominal comparatives allow a full structure to ap-
pear in the subclause, as in (2a); the lexical verb may be eliminated, as in (2b), re-
sulting in a gapping construction. By contrast, in (2c) not only the lexical verb but
also the nominal expression is eliminated, under identity with its matrix clausal
antecedent; the same is true for (2d), where the auxiliary is also absent and there
is only one overt DP (Michael).
Finally, attributive comparatives show the following distribution:
(3) a. Ralph bought a bigger house than Michael did a flat.
b. Ralph bought a bigger house than Michael did.
c. Ralph bought a bigger house than Michael.
The structure parallel to the one in (2a) is not allowed, as shown in Chapter 4,
and hence the lexical verb must be eliminated, as in (3a). If the NP is given, as
in (3b) and (3c), then it is also deleted: this may result in an overt auxiliary, as in
(3b) or just a single overt DP (Michael), as in (3c).
Note that I consider all the cases containing a single DP following than (see
(1c), (2d) and (3c) above) to be instances of reduced clausal comparatives and not
of phrasal comparatives. The term “phrasal comparative” is often used in the lit-
erature on comparatives either to mean reduced clauses or genuine phrases (see
Merchant 2009, Bhatt & Takahashi 2011) but to avoid confusion, I will refrain
from treating reduced clausal comparatives as phrasal comparatives. Originally,
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Hankamer (1973) proposed that there are two distinct than elements in English:
a complementiser taking clauses and a preposition taking nominal expressions
as its complement. There are a number of counterarguments to this (see also the
discussion below): for instance, as Bhatt & Takahashi (2011) argue, it is expected
that there are semantic differences between clausal arguments and individual
(DP-sized) arguments, but this is not attested for English.1 In particular, the “Re-
duction Analysis” (see, for instance, Lechner 1999, Lechner 2001, Lechner 2004;
Merchant 2009) correctly predicts the behaviour of binding patterns, while the
“Direct Analysis” (see, for instance, Heim 1985) does not (Bhatt & Takahashi 2011:
586–590). Of course, this does not mean that there are no languages with true
phrasal comparatives: as Bhatt & Takahashi (2011: 590–613) show, Hindi-Urdu
and Japanese have cases exactly like that, and therefore the category of the com-
parative complement and the properties of the degree head are subject to cross-
linguistic variation.2
I claim that, in all of the elliptical cases in (1)–(3) above, the mechanism respon-
sible for eliding the verb is ordinary ellipsis (either VP-ellipsis or TP-ellipsis).
In other words, there is no specific ellipsis mechanism applying in comparative
subclauses, that is, there is no need for a separate process such as Comparative
Ellipsis (see also the analyses of Kennedy 2002, Lechner 2004, Merchant 2009).
Based on Merchant (2001), I assume that ellipsis is carried out via an [E] feature
that is present on a functional head, which instructs PF to eliminate its comple-
ment, that is, the head itself remains intact. Moreover, based on the discussion
given in Chapter 4, I also assume that the presence of an F-marked constituent
may stop the linear deletion process; note that this is prosodically licensed if the
1Neither are differences attested in island sensitivity, see Merchant (2009: 160–161).
2It is very likely that cross-linguistic variation is fined-grained and that even comparatives that
are invariably phrasal on the surface may have a more complex structure. As shown convinc-
ingly byMerchant (2009), one such instance is that of Greek comparatives with the preposition
apo ‘from’, which is always followed by an accusative-marked DP. However, these construc-
tions show island sensitivity, which is unexpected if there is nomovement in the structure, that
is, if one would take a surfacist approach and assume that there is merely a DP complement.
Merchant (2009: 151–160) argues that there is either overt or covert movement; if one adopts
the analysis that the DP moves overtly, it lands higher than the CP it is base-generated in and
ends in the complement of the prepositions apo, and is assigned accusative case (see Merchant
2009: 151–156 for details). In Bacskai-Atkari (2017), I adopted this view for Greek comparatives
with apo and showed that this approach correctly predicts that apo-comparatives pattern with
clausal comparatives and not with ordinary phrasal comparatives in certain ambiguous con-
structions. I cannot discuss the issue of clausal and phrasal comparatives here in more detail,
but it should be obvious that a clausal analysis for reduced comparative clauses is altogether
favourable for English and also for similar constructions from other languages to be dealt with
in this chapter.
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constituent is also aligned to the right edge of an Intonational Phrase (cf. Szen-
drői 2001, based on Selkirk 1984; 1986, Nespor & Vogel 1986, Chen 1987, Inkelas
1989, McCarthy & Prince 1993, Neeleman & Weerman 1999, Truckenbrodt 1999
among others).
In the case of VP-ellipsis, the [E] feature can be located in a v node above the








As can be seen, the [E] feature is located in the v head above the VP, and
deletion at PF affects the complement of v, that is, the VP (the domain of ellipsis),








This leaves the v head itself intact and deletes the following VP, including the
V head and the XP in the complement position of the V head. However, if the
XP (or a constituent thereof) is contrastive, then it can withstand deletion, as
demonstrated in (6):
(6) a. v[E] [VP V [XP]]
b. v[E] [VP V [XP]F]
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Note that the presence of the [E] feature is optional in itself; on the other hand,
if the XP is a non-contrastive lower copy, it is regularly deleted as a lower copy,
independently of the [E] feature and hence VP-ellipsis.
Let us turn to the cases outlined at the beginning of this section. In predicative











Obviously, if the [E] feature is not present on the v node, then the QP x-
enthusiastic is deleted regularly as a lower copy, resulting in the structure in
(1b), while the QP x-wide is realised overtly since it is F-marked, as in (1a). The
representation in (7) shows the case when the [E] feature is present on the v head:
the ellipsis domain is the VP and the v head itself (is) remains intact. This means
that a non-contrastive QP such as x-enthusiastic is deleted, resulting in a config-
uration like (1b), but note that the same configuration emerges even without the
presence of the [E] feature. On the other hand, a contrastive QP such as x-wide is
not deleted, resulting in a configuration like (1a), which is again the same output
that emerges without the presence of the [E] feature.
At this point, it may seem that the presence of the [E] feature does not make
any difference as far as the final structure is concerned; furthermore, it does not
seem to matter either whether the verb itself is given or not, since the [E] feature
does not delete the verb. The importance of the [E] feature will become clearer
when considering attributive and nominative structures; before turning to them,
however, let me briefly discuss one issue related to predicative structures that is
crucial in understanding the importance of where the [E] feature is located.
Let us suppose that the [E] feature can be located on a node immediately dom-
inating the vP headed by is, that is, the I/T head. This would mean that the I/T
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head is not affected by deletion but its complement is, and the ellipsis domain
would be the entire vP and not just the VP, as in (7). Following the analysis given
above, this would mean that if the QP is given, the entire vP is deleted, while a
contrastive QP is overt (but the v head is not). In other words, this would predict
that both examples in (8) should be grammatical, which is not the case:
(8) a. Ralph is more enthusiastic than Jason is enthusiastic.
b. * The table is longer than the office is wide.
The ungrammaticality of (8b) shows that the [E] feature cannot be located
above the vP node containing is. On the other hand, the grammaticality of (8a)
raises the question how the auxiliary can still be eliminated.
One possibility has to do with phase theory. Note that the vP in question is a
phase boundary and hence in structures like (8a) the entire vP-phase is eliminated
at PF.This is perfectly possible because it affects only recoverable material, while
this option would render an invalid construction in the case of (8b). I adopt the
view that phases can be split: that is, material is transferred only to PF or LF
(Marušič 2005: 129–130, based on Felser 2004, Bobaljik & Wurmbrand 2005; cf.
alsoMarušič & Žaucer 2006). In the particular case, this means that the vP headed
by is in (8a) is not transferred to PF but only to LF; therefore its absence is actually
due to the lack of PF-transfer and not to PF-deletion.
The other possibility has to do with the FP Merchant (2001) assumes for el-
lipsis structures: the head of this functional projection hosts the feature [E] and
the remnant is moved to the specifier of the FP and thus escapes deletion. One
advantage of assuming the availability of the FP is that this projection is not tied
to the notion of tense and can appear in tenseless clauses as well. Consider the
examples in (9) showing pronominal remnants:
(9) a. ? Ralph is taller than I.
b. Ralph is taller than me.
The remnant is preferably in the accusative case, possibly also to phonological
reasons; note also that in English, the default case is the accusative (see Schütze
2001). At the same time, as was also pointed out by Bhatt & Takahashi (2011:
618), the nominative remnant is not excluded either, indicating that than is not
a preposition assigning accusative case to the pronoun (contrary to Hankamer
1973). The appearance of the accusative case on the remnant is rather due to the
absence of the TP projection in the subclause, yet the gradable argument cannot
be realised even if it is contrastive. Thus, some kind of ellipsis still applies, even
though it is not TP-ellipsis (see Bacskai-Atkari 2014b for an analysis).
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On the other hand, the FP analysis cannot handle Attributive Comparative
Deletion without assuming rightward movement of the remnant, since gapping
and pseudogapping constructions are different from sluicing in that the second
remnant cannot be located at the left periphery. Since this chapter is primarily
devoted to gapping constructions, I will continue to use an FP-less analysis. How-
ever, note that I do not wish to theoretically exclude the availability of the FP.
On the contrary, I would like to stress that in cases where there is only a single
remnant, the FP-style sluicing analysis is possible and English very probably has
several ways of deriving the same surface structure.
Related to this, it is worth mentioning that the present chapter will deal with
the derivation of elliptical tensed clauses, that is, the type given in (9a) but not
that in (9b). The availability of (9a) shows that full, tensed comparative clauses
can be reduced to a single remnant in English (apart from examples where the
remnant XP is not even a DP but an AP or a PP), and I would like to show that
these structures can be derived without either requiring a designated “Compara-
tive Ellipsis” process or by assuming that comparative subclauses are coordinated
at some point in the derivation, as is done by Lechner (1999; 2004). If the DP rem-
nant is not pronominal in English, it is case ambiguous, and could potentially be
derived on a par with (9b), see the details given in Bacskai-Atkari (2014b). For
reasons of space, I cannot discuss these constructions here; the point here is to
show how clausal ellipsis in comparatives works.
Let us now turn to nominal comparatives, as given in (2). In these structures,
the v node either is zero or is headed by the auxiliary do; the XP is a DP func-














6 Ellipsis without Comparative Deletion
If there is an [E] feature, then it is on the v head. If there is no [E] feature,
the VP is not elided; however, since the DP is actually a lower copy, it is deleted
regularly as a lower copy (and hence houses is not overt), while it remains overt
if it is contrastive (as in the case of flats). The picture is slightly different if the
[E] feature is present, since in that case the VP is the ellipsis domain: if the DP is
not contrastive, this eliminates the entire VP but if the DP is contrastive, it stays
overt.













The insertion of the auxiliary is motivated because in the absence of the lexical
verb the tense morpheme could not be spelt out: in other words, the dummy
auxiliary appears when there is an [E] feature on the v head but not otherwise,
since the overt co-occurrence of did and buy in structures like (11) would violate
general rules of economy. The ellipsis domain is the VP, and only contrastive
elements, such as the DP flats, can withstand linear deletion, as in (2b); otherwise
the entire VP is eliminated at PF, as in (2c).
Finally, let us consider what happens in attributive comparatives. The crucial
difference fromnominal comparatives lies in the presence of a functional FP layer
above the NumP (see Chapter 4), the specifier of which hosts the QP. Again, the
v head may or may not be filled by the dummy auxiliary. In (12) below, there is
no overt v head:
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If the entire FP is given, then it can be deleted regularly as a lower copy. In
these cases, if there is no [E] feature on the v head, the lexical V may remain
overt in the structure. Otherwise, as was argued for in Chapter 4 in detail, the
presence of the [E] feature on the v head is necessary, since the QP must be elim-
inated. Recall also that this requirement is not sensitive to whether the lexical
AP is contrastive or not but stems from an Overtness Requirement on operators
moving to a left-peripheral position, and therefore a contrastive APwould render
an ungrammatical configuration.
It follows that the presence of the [E] feature on the v head causes the elim-
ination of the lexical V and also of the QP, and only a contrastive NumP (such
as a flat) may remain overt. If the NumP is not contrastive, the entire FP can be
eliminated as a lower copy.
The situation is essentially the same if the v node contains the dummy auxil-
iary, as in (13):
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Again, the lexical verb and the QP are deleted, and the dummy auxiliary did
remains overt; theNumP is elided if it is not contrastive, as in (3b), andwithstands
linear deletion if it is contrastive, as in (3a).
6.2.2 Different domains of ellipsis and syntactic ambiguity
The analysis presented so far provides a unified account for ellipsis phenomena
in English comparatives. Elliptical clauses tend to overtly contain only a single
contrasted constituent. In the examples considered so far this constituent was
invariably the subject, but this is not necessarily the case, as shown by (14) below:
(14) More girls ate sandwiches than hamburgers.
In this case, the remaining DP constituent in the subclause is hamburgers,
which is an object. The derivation of the subclause is outlined in (15):
(15) [CP than [CP [DP x-many girls] [IP [DP x-many girls] [VP ate [DP
hamburgers]F]]]]
As can be seen, the highest copy of the quantified DP (x-many girls) in the
[Spec,CP] position is eliminated due to the Overtness Requirement. In addition,
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the rest of the clause is elided except for the object DP (hamburgers), which is
possible because the lower copies of the quantified DP and the lexical verb are
not contrastive.
Since the lower copy of the subject DP is regularly eliminated, and VP-ellipsis
can take place independently, there is no reason to suppose that the two pro-
cesses are connected. However, this is not necessarily so in cases when the sub-
ject and the quantified expression are independent. Consider:
(16) Mary drank ale more often than sherry.
The derivation is shown in (17):
(17) [CP than [CP [QP x-often] [IP [DP Mary] [VP drank [DP sherry]F] [QP
x-often]]]]
In this case, the lower copy of the quantified adverb (x-often) is elided in its
base position; the subject DP Mary and the lexical verb are deleted together. This
is possible if the [E] feature is located on the C head and ellipsis in this case
naturally affects both the subject and the verb, neither of which are F-marked.
As shown by Merchant (2001), ellipsis is carried out via an [E] feature that is
present on a functional head: in sluicing, for instance, this functional head is a C
in English. In cases like (15), then, if the [E] feature is located on the lower C head,
ellipsis affects the non-contrastive lexical verb. This option is preferable to locat-
ing the [E] feature on the v head because it is preferable to elide the maximal unit
(cf. Merchant 2008). Similarly to the case of VP-ellipsis, an F-marked constituent
blocks the linear deletion process and hence the DP hamburgers remains overt.
The availability of [E] on both C and v is responsible for certain structural
ambiguities. Consider the examples in (18):
(18) a. I love you more than Peter.
b. I’m a linguist. I like ambiguity more than most people.
In both cases, the DP following than can be interpreted either as the subject or
the object, as there is no overt case distinction. Taking the example in (18a), the
ellipsis domain for a structure containing Peter as the subject is shown below:
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tj loves you ti
As can be seen, in this case the contrastive element is the subject, and the [E]
feature can only be located on a v head and not on C; since there is no contrastive
element in the ellipsis domain, the entire vP is eliminated.
By contrast, if Peter in (18a) is an object, the the ellipsis domain is the comple-
ment of a C head equipped with the [E] feature, as illustrated in (20):
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tj love [Peter]F ti
Ellipsis hence affects the entire IP and stops only at the F-marked DP Peter. If
the [E] feature were located on a v head (as in (19)), then the subject would also
remain overt and (21) should be grammatical, which is not the case:
(21) *I love you more than I Peter.
The fact that the feature [E] is located as high as possible in the structure is
essentially in line with economy requirements.The elimination of a larger unit is
thus the result of a single process but the possibility of [E] appearing on a lower
functional head is not excluded either.
Thus, ambiguity may result from there being two possible underlying struc-
tures, with respect to the position of a remnant DP in the subclause. On the
other hand, ambiguity may also be the result of which projection is responsible
for withstanding deletion. Consider the following example:3
(22) More people die each year from falling coconuts than sharks.
3I am indebted to Jenneke van der Wal for calling my attention to this particular example.
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The sentence in (22) is ambiguous and the three possible readings are para-
phrased with fuller structures in (23) below:
(23) a. More people die each year from falling coconuts than sharks do.
b. More people die each year from falling coconuts than from sharks.
c. More people die each year from falling coconuts than from falling
sharks.
The most plausible meaning is the one given in (23b) but the other two mean-
ings are also available and congruent. To derive the sentence in (22) with the
meaning of (23a), the [E] feature has to be present on the v head and the entire
VP is elided; the subject DP sharks is left intact because it falls outside of the
ellipsis domain. Note that the DP x-many sharks is the quantified expression in
the subclause and hence it is moved from the VP first into the [Spec,IP] position
as the subject and then further to the [Spec,CP] position as the quantified ex-
pression. The copy in the [Spec,CP] position is eliminated due to the Overtness
Requirement and the lowest copy would have to be regularly deleted anyway.
For the sake of convenience, I do not include these copies in the representation
in (24), which shows exclusively the effect of VP-ellipsis:
(24) [CP than [IP [DP x-many sharks]F [vP [VP die [PP from falling
coconuts]]]]]
Naturally, the [E] feature cannot be located on the C head since then the con-
trastive DP (sharks) would stop the deletion process from applying further.
By contrast, in order to derive the readings in (23b) and (23c), the [E] feature
is present on the C head and it stops only at the clause-final contrastive element,
which is either a full DP or a part thereof. In the case of the reading given in
(23b), ellipsis is as illustrated in (25):
(25) [CP than [IP [DP x-many people] [vP [VP die [PP from [DP sharks]F]]]]]
By contrast, for a reading such as the one in (23c), there has to be an AP present
within the DP as well, which is also elided, as shown in (26):
(26) [CP than [IP [DP x-many people] [vP [VP die [PP from [DP [AP falling] [NP
sharks]F]]]]]
Note also that the PP may be able to withstand deletion too, as in (23b), which
is then derived as given in (27):
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(27) [CP than [IP [DP x-many people] [vP [VP die [PP from [DP sharks]]F]]]]
This is possible because F-marking may affect either the entire PP or the DP:
just as an F-marked lexical element (the noun sharks) can project this property
up to the DP level, the same may be projected up to the PP.
Naturally, the ellipsis processes described above could be examined in other
constructions as well; however, since the aim of the present investigation is not
to provide a unified account for ellipsis but to investigate the structure of compar-
ative constructions, I will leave such questions open here. The advantage of the
analysis presented in this section lies in the fact that it provides a unified frame-
work for the various outputs, which are hence the results of otherwise optional
processes and general requirements on given/contrastive lower copies. While
the presence of an [E] feature on a functional head is in itself optional, once this
option is taken, the way ellipsis applies is predictable. In other words, all dele-
tion rules applying in English comparatives can be reduced to general principles.
Again, note that the analysis presented here applies only to tensed clauses; see
Bacskai-Atkari (2014b) on tenseless clauses in English.
6.3 Ellipsis in Hungarian
6.3.1 Sluicing and VP-ellipsis
The question arises whether and to what extent the analysis given in §6.2 can
be applied to other languages, such as Hungarian; in English, the higher copy of
the quantified expression is regularly eliminated in the [Spec,CP] position due
to the Overtness Requirement but this is not so in languages that have overt
comparative operators. Yet, the final linear structure of comparative subclauses
in Hungarian tends to be strikingly similar to their English counterparts: that
is, only contrastive elements are preserved and the quantified expression is not
visible either.
First of all, let us consider examples containing a given verb: in all of these
cases there is a synonymous pair of sentenceswhere one contains a full subclause
and the other shows the result of ellipsis. I will argue that in these elliptical
examples the [E] feature is located on a functional head right above the TP/IP
and lower than the CP, and the effects are essentially similar to sluicing and VP-
ellipsis in English.
Consider the following examples for predicative structures:
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‘Mary was taller than Peter.’
The sentence in (28a) represents the full structure of a predicative comparative
subclause, that is, the subclause where no ellipsis has taken place. By contrast,
the one in (28b) is the result of ellipsis, since only a contrastive DP (Péter) remains
overt and both the finite verb (volt) and the quantified expression (amilyen ma-
gas) are elided. As far as their semantics is concerned, the two sentences are
equivalent. The question that arises is how the quantified expression is deleted
since Comparative Deletion is not applicable (the operator being visible); fur-
thermore, (28a) suggests that the quantified expression and the finite verb are
not even adjacent.

































‘Mary bought more cats than Peter did.’
The (more) complete string is given in (29a) and the one in (29b) is the result
of ellipsis affecting the quantified DP (ahány macskát) and the lexical verb (vett).





















‘Mary bought a bigger cat than Peter did.’
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‘Mary bought a bigger cat than Peter did.’
Again, (30a) shows the complete string containing the finite verb and the quan-
tified DP (amilyen nagy macskát), while in (30b) these elements have been elided
from the subordinate clause. Both in (29) and in (30), it seems that the quantified
expression and the finite verb are not adjacent. Therefore, the question posed in
connection with (28) remains: that is, how both of these elements can be elided if
the elements are not adjacent. There are two basic possibilities. First, there might
be two different processes involved (even though the elimination of the highest
copy of the quantified expression cannot be the result of Comparative Deletion).
Second, there may be a single process that is able to affect both elements that are
adjacent at some point. In what follows, I will argue for the latter.
That there is indeed a correlation between the deletion of the quantified ex-
pression and the finite verb is shown by the phenomenon descriptively termed
Comparative Verb Gapping by Bacskai-Atkari & Kántor (2012). This is the ob-
servation “that if the operator is deleted, the finite verb must also be deleted”
(Bacskai-Atkari & Kántor 2012: 49). In other words, while examples (28)–(30)
clearly show that structures containing both the quantified expression and the
finite verb are grammatical and so are ones where both of these elements are
elided, the absence of an overt quantified expression seems to require the dele-
tion of the finite verb. This is demonstrated by the ungrammaticality of the fol-
lowing sentences (see also the examples given in Bacskai-Atkari & Kántor 2012:
54–56):










































‘Mary bought a bigger cat than Peter did.’
The ungrammaticality of the examples in (31) shows that the deletion of the
quantified expression should affect the given finite verb as well.
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The core argument of Bacskai-Atkari & Kántor (2012: 56–59) is that when there
is no overt quantified expression in a Hungarian comparative subclause, it is
so because the operator failed to undergo movement to the [Spec,CP] position
before spell-out to PF. However, it is ungrammatical to have a phrase containing
a relative operator in its base position; more precisely, there is an unchecked
[+rel] feature on the operator, and the construction can be saved only by deletion
(Bacskai-Atkari & Kántor 2012: 58).
Interestingly, the phenomenon is not restricted to comparative subclauses but
can be found in certain relative clauses as well; consider the following set of




























































‘I am reading the same book that Peter is reading.’
The relative clauses in (32) differ from ordinary relative clauses in that they
also contain the complementiser mint ‘as’. However, the structure is not com-
parative: only non-degree equation is involved in the sense that a given entity is
identified with another one, but note that there are no degree expressions either
in the matrix clause or in the subordinate clause. The point is that since there is
an overt complementiser at the left periphery, the relative operator amit ‘what’
may be deleted, which would not be possible otherwise. Since Hungarian lacks
zero relative operators, the absence of an overt relative operator from a relative
clause can only be the result of deletion.
The full version is given in (32a), containing both the operator and the finite
verb (olvas); note that the verb can be elided even if the operator is overt, as
shown by (32b) and the same would be true for comparatives as well (cf. Bacskai-
Atkari & Kántor 2012: 59). The ungrammatical configuration in (32c) lacks an
overt operator but the finite verb is present; finally, the construction in which
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both the operator and the finite verb are deleted is again grammatical, as in (32d).
This reinforces the hypothesis that the absence of the operator (or of the phrase
containing the operator) is due to some ellipsis process that takes place in the
verbal domain: that is, when the operator fails to move up to the [Spec,CP] posi-
tion.
It has to be highlighted that ordinary relative clauses in Hungarian do not con-
tain the complementisermint ‘as’: they are introduced by a zero complementiser
and contain overt relative operators, there being no zero relative operators in
Hungarian. If, however, there is an overt mint in the subclause, the relative oper-
ator is licensed to be absent (under the conditions discussed in connection with
(32) above) since there is an overt marker introducing the subordinate clause.
In other words, the sentences in (32a) and (32b) would be grammatical without
mint as well. It is also worth mentioning that the pronoun in the matrix clause
is a composite of the prefix ugyan- ‘same’ and the pronoun azt ‘that.acc’ but it
could appear in the simple form of azt as well; however, for most of my infor-
mants, the constructions sound more natural with the emphatic version given
in (32). Since the pronoun is also marked for case, the DP containing the lexical
noun (a könyvet ‘the book’) can also be left out. The variations concerning rel-
ative clause constructions containing the matrix pronominal element ugyanazt

















‘I am reading the same (book) that Peter is reading.’
Interestingly, the same options are available for comparatives expressing equal-
ity; these contain the matrix clausal pronoun olyan ‘so’ or ugyanolyan ‘self-same’
and if there is an overt comparative operator in the subclause, the complemen-















‘The book I am reading is like the one Peter is reading.’
Again, the noun can be left out of the matrix clause, provided that the pronoun
ugyanolyan takes the relevant case endings (this of course results in a change in
the meaning), as given in (35):
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‘What I am reading is like what Peter is reading.’
The same option is available in ordinary comparative subclause expressing















‘Mary is as tall as her mother.’














‘Mary is taller than her mother.’
This shows that there is a difference in the selectional restrictions between
the two types: while the degree element olyan may select for a comparative sub-
clause introduced by mint or by zero, the degree element -bb ‘-er’ selects exclu-
sively formint as a C head.The requirement to have an overt relative operator in
the subordinate clause in the absence of mint is a requirement that holds in the
subclause and is essentially one that makes the presence of some overt clause-
type marker necessary: in this respect, a relative operator is sufficient because it
is also equipped with the [+rel] feature and in comparatives also with a [+compr]
feature. I will not venture to investigate the difference between olyan and -bb in
this respect, especially as the phenomenon is attested cross-linguistically and the
requirement to have overt complementisers in comparative subclauses express-
ing inequality seems to be universally applicable (see Bacskai-Atkari 2016 for a
detailed analysis).
Let us now return to the clauses in (28b), (29b) and (30b), repeated here for the
























‘Mary bought more cats than Peter did.’
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‘Mary bought a bigger cat than Peter did.’
Bacskai-Atkari & Kántor (2012: 57–59) argue in these constructions containing
ellipsis sluicing takes place: therefore, they all contain an [E] feature on the F









ti volt [QP amilyen magas]
ti vett [DP ahány macskát]
ti vett [DP amilyen nagy macskát]
The analysis follows van Craenenbroeck & Lipták (2006), who claim that sluic-
ing in Hungarian is carried out by an [E] feature on the F head; on the other
hand, it is also a fairly standard assumption that PF may save a construction via
deletion, which eliminates some uninterpretable feature (see the discussion in
Chapter 4 and also Kennedy & Merchant 2000: 131 and Merchant 2009: 145–151).
As Chapter 3 argued in connection with extractable degree operators, the
quantified expression moves up first to the edge of the verbal domain and sub-
sequently to [Spec,CP], and a contrastive lexical AP is preferably stranded in
[Spec,FP]. In the elliptical examples, however, there is obviously no movement
to the edge of the verbal domain since then the lexical element in the quantified
expression should precede the focussed DP Péter, which is not the case. Alterna-
tively, the ellipsis domain could be larger by way of placing the [E] feature on
a C head, but then the entire subclause would have to be elided. Since the FP is
a functional projection above the TP, the ellipsis process is indeed similar to En-
glish sluicing. On the other hand, since the FP is the highest projection to which
the verb may move and the constituent located in [Spec,TP] regularly moves up
4Bacskai-Atkari & Kántor (2012) identify the FP as a FocP, and no TP below it, just a functional
vP, in line with more traditional analyses of the Hungarian clause. I follow É. Kiss (2008a) in
assuming the presence of a TP below the FP, but I differ from her analysis in that I do not treat
the FP as a designated Focus projection. This has the advantage that the ability of the F head
to host an [E] feature follows naturally from its status as a left-peripheral functional head.
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to the [Spec,FP] position (cf. É. Kiss 2008a), locating the [E] feature on F is also
similar to VP-ellipsis in English. The point is that if there is an [E] feaure on the
F head, the verb does not move up to F, unlike in non-elliptical constructions.
On the other hand, note that the informational structural status of the quanti-
fied expression does not affect the ellipsis processes as in English. The reason be-
hind this is that they are not the lower copies of a moved constituent that may be
realised overtly under special conditions, but are the only copies since movement
has not taken place. Furthermore, due to the presence of an overt operator with
unchecked features, they are ungrammatical in their base position irrespectively
of whether they are contrastive or not. Consequently, elliptical comparatives of
the type in (39) are only possible if the quantified expression is given since the
elimination of an F-marked phrase would violate recoverability.
6.3.2 Contrastive verbs in predicative structures
Thequestion arises what happens if the verb is not given. Consider the following











‘Mary is taller than Peter was.’
As can be seen, the finite verb (volt) is overt in the subclause but no overt
quantified expression is present. However, unlike the sentences in (31), it is still
grammatical. The difference is that volt in (40) is not given since the zero cop-
ula in the matrix clause is in the present tense, and hence the past tense of volt
expresses new information that would not be recoverable if the verb were elided.
This is possible if the [E] feature is located on a functional head lower than
the F head; this was proposed by Bacskai-Atkari & Kántor (2011) and the relevant
functional projection was identified as the AspP (aspectual phrase). I would like
to take a slightly different approach here, as far as the projection is concerned,
which I identify as a functional vP below the TP, identical to the PredP proposed
by É. Kiss (2008a). Essentially, the projection is reminiscent of the functional
vP hosting the copula in English predicative structures. The [E] feature cannot
be located on this v head in (31a) because the [E] feature has to be located as
high as possible. In (31a), the copula does not carry new information, and should
therefore be deleted. This is enabled if the [E] is on the F head, as in (28b).
Note that even though the copula remains overt and carries new information
in (40), the main stress still falls on the focussed DP Péter, just as in (28b). This is
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not surprising since the copula is a function word: as stated by the Lexical Cat-
egory Condition (Truckenbrodt 1999: 226) and the Principle of Categorial Invisi-
bility of Function Words (Selkirk 1984: 226), function words are to be treated as
invisible with respect to constraints holding at the syntax-phonology mapping,
and they do not receive main stress but are rather phonologically dependent on
another element. In (40), it is the preceding DP Péter (cf. É. Kiss 2002: 74). On the
other hand, main stress is assigned to the DP because Intonational Phrases are
left-headed in Hungarian: main stress falls on the focussed constituent in a focus
construction and not on the main (lexical) verb (cf. Szendrői 2001: 50–53).5



















tj ti [QP amilyen magas]
5In other words, nuclear stress falls on the leftmost element that may bear nuclear stress. This
excludes topics from being assigned main stress as topics are treated as extrametrical (cf. Szen-
drői 2001: 49, based on Truckenbrodt 1999). On the other hand, the complementiser is not to
be stressed either, as shown by Kenesei & Vogel (1989; 1995). Complementisers belong to the
same Intonational Phrase as the entire subclause. However, based on the Lexical Category
Condition (Truckenbrodt 1999: 226) and the Principle of Categorial Invisibility of Function
Words (Selkirk 1984: 226), function words are to be treated as invisible with respect to con-
straints holding at the syntax–phonology mapping: consequently, the complementiser mint
‘than’ may not receive strong stress. Sato & Dobashi (2012) show for English that complemen-
tisers are phonologically dependent on the word that immediately follows them. Since the
present investigation is not centred on prosody and the mapping rules between syntax and
prosodic structure, I will not elaborate on these issues any further here; for a recent discussion
on the syntax-prosody mapping in Hungarian comparatives, see Bacskai-Atkari (2013a).
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As described by É. Kiss (2008a), the constituent landing in the specifier of FP
(her FocP) first moves to the specifier of a Predicative Phrase (PredP) and to the
specifier of the TP; the lexical verb moves along. In (41), the verb is a copula
and is base-generated in Pred, just as the English copula is base-generated in a
functional v head instead of V. The difference from (39) lies in the fact that here
the [E] feature is located on the Pred head, not the F head.This is possible because
the Pred is a functional head (essentially, a functional v head). If the [E] feature
were located on F, then verb movement again would not take place, just as in
(39). However, it is possible to base-generate the copula on a head containing
[E]; in this case, the copula can again move higher to the F head. As the copula
is contrastive, locating the [E] feature on Pred is in line with the requirement to
delete themaximal given constituent.The point is that the copula can be inserted
into Pred irrespectively of whether there is an [E] feature or not. The same does
not hold for the F head, which does not trigger verb movement if the [E] feature
is present, and verb movement is not obligatory either if the clause is not finite
(see É. Kiss 2008a).
6.3.3 Contrastive verbs in attributive and nominal structures
The importance of all this becomes obvious when considering nominal and at-
tributive comparative examples such as (42), where the verb that carries new
information is a lexical one and as such is actually F-marked:





























‘Mary bought a bigger cat than Peter saw.’
As can be seen, the lexical verb in the subclause (látott) is different from the
one in the matrix clause (vett); the sentences are acceptable but marked (the in-
dividual ratings of my informants differed as far as the degree of markedness is
concerned).
Since the present investigation is not particularly concerned with the theory
of focus in general, I do not attempt to address the issue of verbs and focus in
detail. As shown by Kenesei (2006), instances where the verb seems to be fo-
cussed do not involve the focussing of the V head as such but either the VP or
the entire proposition is focussed. This is actually in line with my analysis here
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and the examples in this section clearly demonstrate that it is not merely a verb
in the subclause that is contrasted with the one in the matrix clause but rather
an entire proposition: there are other elements that are contrastive, such as the
subject DP in the examples in (42). However, since in the construction under
scrutiny, contrastive elements are located above the VP (all thematic vP layers)
and elements that are left in the thematic verbal domain are non-contrastive,
what really matters to us here is indeed the status of the lexical verbal head. This
behaves differently with respect to the ellipsis domain depending on whether
there is propositional contrast or not.
In (39), the lexical verb (vett) moves up from a functional v head (assuming a
layered analysis of the Hungarian verb phrase, see É. Kiss 2008b, É. Kiss 2009)
to T but not beyond, since the F head contains an [E] feature. This means that,
in order to derive the constructions in (42), the lexical verb has to move up to
F despite the presence of the [E] feature, which regularly does not require verb
movement to F. Since the quantified DPs are not present overtly, ellipsis must
have taken place, as should be obvious from the discussion in the previous sub-
section. Since the lexical verb has to undergo amovement operation that it would
not take otherwise, the construction is marked.
Moreover, in (42) the main stress has to fall on the verb in the subordinate
clause; this follows from the fact that there are two propositions compared in
(42), and the contrast is expressed by the main verb. However, this would not be
possible if the DP Péter were located in [Spec,FP] because then the main stress
would be assigned to that constituent.Therefore, the DP Péter in (42) has to move
to a topic position in order to escape both ellipsis and main stress (see Szendrői
2001 on the extrametricality of topics).
As was mentioned before, contrastive verbs involve the contrast between en-
tire propositions and not merely verbal heads; in (42), for instance, the subject
DPs in the two clauses are also different. Though contrastive elements tend to
appear preverbally, it is also possible to have contrastive elements that follow

















‘I bought a bigger cat today than the one I saw yesterday.’
In this case, the adjunctsma ‘today’ and tegnap ‘yesterday’ are also contrasted
and they are phonologically prominent. In this position, as pointed out by Szen-
drői (2001: 53–55), elements receive extra stress by an additional prosodic rule
and not by the nuclear stress rule. By default, it is more economical to move a
phrase to the FP for stress assignment than to leave it in the VP but the verb
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in (43) above is also contrastive and would not receive main stress by default if
there were an element in the [Spec,FP] position. This is in line with the analysis
given by Kenesei (2006), in that in the case of VP-focus or propositional focus
the contrastive elements following the verb are assigned focal stress. Note that
this construction is not possible if the verb is not contrastive, that is, when there

















‘I bought a bigger cat today than yesterday.’
In this case the adverb tegnap should move up to the [Spec,FP] position in
order to give a felicitous construction.
Turning back to (42), there are a number of arguments in favour of the analysis,
regarding both of the movement of the lexical verb and the non-focussed nature
of the subject DP. Evidence comes from constructions involving a verbal particle;






































‘Mary bought a bigger cat than Peter noticed.’
In (45), the comparative subclause contains the verbal particle meg, which pre-
cedes the lexical verb: adopting the analysis given by É. Kiss (2008b), this is be-
cause the particle moves to the specifier of PredP. In other words, a verbal particle
preceding the lexical verb is in complementary distribution with a focussed con-
stituent that would also move to this position (before moving further up to the
specifier of the TP and of the FP) and the verbal particle + verb order is indica-
tive of the fact that there is no focussed constituent in the [Spec,FP] position and
the DP Péter in (45) is a topic (though contrastive). The main sentential stress in
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(45) hence falls on the leftmost element of the Intonational Phrase, which is the
verbal particle meg (cf. Szendrői 2001).




















tl ti tj tk
Since the quantified DP moves up to the [Spec,CP] position, there is no el-
lipsis taking place. As there is no FP (there being no focussed constituent) and
[Spec,TP] is filled by the verbal particle meg, main sentential stress falls on this
element, which renders a felicitous sentence since the main contrast involved in
the comparison is expressed by the verb.
6I follow generally accepted views regarding the structure of a Hungarian finite (subordinate)
clause, see for instance in É. Kiss (2002), in that a focussed constituent may be preceded by
topics and topics are immediately below the CP-layer. Of course, there are other possible func-
tional projections that can otherwise occur but since my examples contain none of them, I am
not particularly concerned with whether they are underlyingly present even when they are
not overtly filled. Note also that, since I am using a non-cartographic approach, the distinc-
tion between various functional projections in the syntax is less important here than usually
assumed in the literature.
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‘Mary saw a bigger cat than Peter noticed.’
The subclauses in (47) contain the DP Péter as the focussed constituent; follow-
ing É. Kiss (2008a), this DP is located in the specifier of the FP, and the verbal
particle does not move up, resulting in the non-neutral verb + verbal particle
order. Since the leftmost constituent in this case is the focussed DP, main stress
will fall on this constituent; this again renders a felicitous structure as the main


















ti meg tj tk
One of the chief differences between (46) and (48) is that there is no topicalised
constituent in (48) since the DP Péter moves to the FP; on the other hand, as has
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been said, the presence of the DP in the [Spec,FP] position excludes the possibil-
ity of the verbal particle (meg) also moving out of the VP, since both constituents
cannot land in [Spec,PredP]. The structures in (46) and (48) are not interchange-
able: that is, whether the lexical verb is contrastive or not determines what con-
stituent may move to [Spec,PredP] to result in a felicitous structure. On the other
hand, the position of the verbal particle (its relative position to the verb) is in-
dicative of which constituent has moved out.













































































‘Mary saw a bigger cat than Peter did.’
In these cases, the surface word order in itself is not indicative of the underly-
ing syntactic differences; however, the main stress falls on the lexical verb (látott)
in (49a) and (49b), while it falls on the DP Péter in (49c) and (49d).
The structure of the subclauses in (49a) and (49b) is given in (50) below:
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In line with É. Kiss (2008b), there is no FP in these cases: the main stress falls
on the lexical verb anyway and the DP moves to a topic position,7 and thus there
is nothing that could potentially be located in the [Spec,FP] position.
By contrast, the structure of (49c) and (49d) is as given in (51):
7Note that topics may also be contrastive, and therefore the DP Péter can be located in a topic
position even though it is contrasted with the DP Mari in the matrix clause. As described
for instance by É. Kiss (2007: 72–78), in case a clause contains multiple contrastive elements,
contrastive topics always precede the focus, which is essentially in line with the assumption
that the focus is at the left edge of the FP and hence receivesmain stress, while elements located
above it cannot be interpreted as foci. Note also that contrastive elements may occasionally
also appear in a postverbal position, in which case they receive extra stress by an additional
prosodic rule, as was described before (and see Szendrői 2001).
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The only difference from (48) is that there is no verbal particle but, since the
verbal particle is located within the thematic PredP in (48) as well, this makes no
difference as far as the FP is concerned.
To conclude, it should be obvious that if the verb is contrastive, then the FP is
not generated, since anything in [Spec,FP] would have to bear main stress. Main
stress is thus assigned to the verb in T, and if there is a verbal particle, which
phonologically attaches itself to the verb, main stress falls on the particle (which
thus constitutes the first syllable of a phonological word). Otherwise, main stress
would fall on a constituent distinct from the verb and the sentence would not be
felicitous. In these cases, a contrastive DP is topicalised, while it appears in the
[Spec,FP] position if the verb is given.
Based on all this, the structure of the subclauses in (42) is the following:
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ti tj [DP ahány/amekkora macskát]
In (42), the verb must move out of the VP in order to escape deletion. This
is similar to what was observed in connection with (40), yet there is a crucial
difference aswell. In (40), the copula is base-generated in Pred, and the [E] feature
is added to Pred that happens to contain lexical material already. In (42), however,
the lexical verb is generated in the VP and must move to the Pred head, which
already contains an [E] feature, and, as was argued previously, the movement of
the verb is normally not triggered by a head that contains the [E] feature. While
the violation of this constraint does not result in ungrammaticality, the structure
is marked due to an extra movement step, hence the markedness of the sentences
in (42). As there is no focussed constituent, the FP is not generated and the verb
moves only as far as T. The lexical verb can thus be assigned main sentential
stress in the prosody: the DP Péter is topicalised and falls outside the domain of
nuclear stress.
Onemight wonder whether the DP Péter is a focus, hence a constituent located
in a [Spec,FP] position. However, taking such a stance would be problematic for
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various reasons; first, it would contradict the data shown by comparatives with
a full subclause, as in (45), (47) and (49). Second, it would wrongly predict that if
there is a verbal particle, then it should follow the verb, which is not the case:

































‘Mary bought a bigger cat than Peter noticed.’
The reasonwhy the focus status of the DP Péter would trigger the verb + verbal
particle order is that the [Spec,FP] would then be occupied by this DP and the
verb would move up to F, leaving the particle behind, and thus the particle would
necessarily follow the verb. However, the sentences in (53) are not acceptable,
which indicates that the DP Péter cannot be in [Spec,FP]. If both a preverbal DP
and the verb are contrastive (that is, there is VP-focus or propositional focus),
then it is the verb that should bear the pitch accent and not the DP. Similarly, as
was also mentioned before, if there are two contrastive DPs, then the first one is a
contrastive topic and the second one a focus, the latter bearing nuclear stress. In
order to ensure that the DP does not get nuclear stress, it has to move to a topic
position and since topics can also be contrastive, this does not result in semantic
incongruence either. The correct intonation pattern can be assigned to the overt
elements in the subclause in (42) but not in (53), where the postverbal position of
the verbal particle clearly indicates that the [Spec,FP] is filled by another element
(the DP Péter).
Moreover, if there is a verbal particle, it moves to the [Spec,PredP] and subse-
quently to the [Spec,TP] position and the verb moves to Pred and subsequently
to T, resulting in the verbal particle + verb order, as indicated by the acceptability
of the following examples:





























‘Mary bought a bigger cat than Peter noticed.’
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The acceptability of the sentences in (54) is similar to that of the ones in (42);
again, individual ratings may differ with respect to the degree of markedness.
This is not surprising since the structure should be essentially the same as the one





















ti tk tj [DP ahány/amekkora macskát]
Just as in (52), the [E] feature is located on the Pred head and hence the do-
main of ellipsis is the VP; again, the lexical verb moves up to the Pred head and
subsequently to T to escape deletion, which involves an extra step in the deriva-
tion since the Pred head contains an [E] feature; consequently, the structure is
marked. The reason why there is no other option is that the [E] feature cannot
be located on a lexical v/V head. Therefore, either ellipsis would not take place,
leaving the uninterpretable quantified DP overt, or ellipsis would affect the con-
trastive verb too: in either case, the structure would not converge.
To sum up, Hungarian comparative subclauses that contain an overt, F-marked
finite verb but no overt quantified expression differ in a predictable way from
ones that prohibit the presence of a given verb. That is, the ellipsis mechanisms
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are essentially the same in both cases: it is invariably an [E] feature located on a
functional head that causes the complement to be elided at PF. On the other hand,
the derivation of ones containing a contrastive verb involves an extra movement
step, which results in degraded acceptability.
6.3.4 More on cross-linguistic differences
As has been seen, Standard English and Hungarian represent two rather different
patterns in terms of comparative subclause formation. Yet, as I also demonstrated,
these differences can be reduced to general requirements and they do not result
from construction-specific rules.
First, the reason why (Standard) English exhibits Comparative Deletion but
Hungarian does not is that the Overtness Requirement requires relative oper-
ators (including comparative operators) to be phonologically visible if there is
other overt material in [Spec,CP]. Since Standard English has no overt compara-
tive operators, deletion is required; by contrast, Hungarian has only overt com-
parative operators and deletion does not (and cannot) take place in [Spec,CP]. In
this way, the Overtness Requirement is responsible for the difference between
the English example in (56a) and the Hungarian one in (56b):



















‘Mary bought more cats than Peter did.’
The difference in (56) can be detected in maximally non-elliptical clauses; how-
ever, clauses that are derived via ellipsis tend to look the same:













‘Mary bought more cats than Peter did.’
As can be seen, the lexical verb and the quantified DP are missing in both cases.
I showed in the previous sections that the deletion mechanism is essentially the
same in the two languages: that is, an [E] feature is located on a functional head
and the complement of that functional head is the domain of ellipsis. In English,
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the functional vP can be headed by the dummy auxiliary (here: did), which is not
an option in Hungarian as Hungarian does not have such auxiliaries. Apart from
that, it seems that ellipsis works in the same way in the two languages; yet, there
are some questions to be clarified.
One point of difference concerns structures such as (58) below:
(58) Mary is taller than Peter.
I argued in §6.2 that either the vP domain (as a phase) is not spelt out at PF in
such constructions, or there is no underlying TP (see also Bacskai-Atkari 2014b);
in either case, no ellipsis takes place here. This option was not attested for Hun-
garian and the reason behind this is that while in English a subject DP, as Peter
in (58), normally moves to the specifier of the TP/IP, the head of which cannot
host the [E] feature, in Hungarian a contrastive DP like Péter in (57b) moves to
the [Spec,FP] position, the head of which is a proper functional head that can
host the [E] feature. In other words, English has to resort to either the lack of
spellout or to certain structural changes in order to derive at least a subset of
comparative constructions. This is not the case in Hungarian due to the peculiar
properties of the Hungarian clause which can generally be observed (and which
are not construction-specific). If there are multiple contrastive elements, or when
the verb itself is contrastive, then it is possible for a contrastive element to be a
topic in Hungarian. However, topics are essentially adjoined and prosodically
count as extrametrical elements; as a consequence, there must be some overt el-
ement between the VP and the topic field so that main sentential stress may be
assigned. To conclude, if there is a single overt DP in the Hungarian comparative
subclause, as in (57b), it is in the [Spec,FP] position, as opposed to English.
The second important difference concerns the way ellipsis seems to operate in
the two languages: whereas contrastive elements in English were shown to be
able to withstand linear, left to right deletion, this is not attested in Hungarian.
The reason behind this is quite simple: in Hungarian, contrastive elements move
to the left and are hence located above the functional head responsible for ellipsis
and thus there is simply no element that could withstand ellipsis following the
deletion of a string of non-contrastive elements. In English, however, contrastive
elements appear clause-finally and, since ellipsis works in a left to right fashion,
the only way to have both ellipsis and overt contrastive elements is precisely the
one described as F-marked elements stopping the linear deletion process. Fur-
thermore, the difference between English and Hungarian in this respect follows
from theway sentential stress is assigned: in English, stress falls on the rightmost
constituent in the Intonational Phrase, while in Hungarian it falls on the leftmost
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constituent (see Szendrői 2001). In this way, ellipsis in comparative subclauses
(and in other constructions) can be directly linked to the way the syntax-prosody
mapping operates in a given language. Since the detailed examination of this is-
sue would clearly fall outside the scope of the present book, I will not venture to
investigate it any further here.
Finally, let me highlight an important aspect of the analysis proposed here:
this concerns the location of the [E] feature on functional heads and the direc-
tionality of ellipsis. Based on Merchant (2001), the [E] feature is located on some
functional head, such as a C or a v head, and ellipsis affects the complement of
that functional head, which is located to the right. As I showed, this does not
exclude the possibility of contrastive elements appearing clause-finally but ellip-
sis still operates in a strictly left to right fashion. This predicts that ellipsis can
operate in a certain domain only if the functional head precedes its complement:
that is, if the projection in question (a CP or a vP) is head-initial. A head-final
functional projection is not able to license ellipsis because in that case ellipsis
would have to apply retrospectively.
The difference between head-initial and head-final projections is attested in
German. In German, the CP is head-initial and, as also pointed out by Merchant
(2004; 2013), sluicing is attested as in English: that is, carried out by an [E] feature
on a C head. Compare the examples in (59) from English and German:

























‘Ralph saw someone but I don’t know who.’
In both cases, there is a wh-pronoun located in a [Spec,CP] position and the
complement of the C, equipped with an [E] feature, is elided.
However, in German, the VP and all vPs are head-final (cf. Haider 1985: 34),
and VP-ellipsis is not attested in the way it is in English (see the discussion in
Chapter 4 for more details). As was pointed out in Chapter 4, this is responsible
for the difference in the acceptability8 of the examples for comparatives in (60):
8See Kennedy & Merchant 2000 regarding the grammaticality of the English data. My infor-
mants have differing judgements regarding the acceptability of the gapping structure, as op-
posed to the pseudogapping structure: while for most of them it is grammatical, some of them
find it rather marked. There seems to be even more variation in German regarding the ver-
sion of (60b) where the finite verb is not elided, whereby the differences are apparently not
regional. These questions cannot be discussed here in more detail, but should be clarified by
experimental studies.
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‘Ralph has a bigger flat than Michael a house.’
The reason why (60a) is possible is that the [E] feature can be located on a
v head in English since the complement follows that v head: hence, the lexical
verb (has) is elided and the object DP stops deletion. However, this is not possible
in German because the v head taking the VP (ein Haus hat) as its complement
follows the VP and even if an [E] feature were located on this v, that would not
(and could not) carry out ellipsis.
The advantage of this analysis is that it connects the lack of the availability of
the [E] feature on a given functional head to the relative position of that head,
contrary to Merchant (2013), who proposes that this is a lexical difference, in that
English has both an ES and an EV feature, while German lacks the EV feature and
has no VP-ellipsis (but has sluicing). Though the proposal of Merchant (2013) in
this respect is descriptively adequate, it fails to link this property to some other,
more general property of the grammar.
I propose that the reason why a head-final functional projection cannot li-
cense ellipsis is not because of a lexical difference from head-initial projections
that would ban the appearance of an [E] feature on a head-final vP: it is simply
that the PF mechanism defined by the [E] feature does not (and cannot) operate
backwards. This also implies that there is essentially no restriction on the ap-
pearance of the [E] feature: in principle, it can appear on the head of a head-final
projection but it will have no effect on the final structure.
Again, I cannot examine these issues any further since it would necessarily
involve constructions other than comparatives. What is important for us here is
that ellipsis in comparative subclauses seems to operate in a principled way, in
that it is carried out by similar mechanisms in various languages, irrespective
of whether these languages show Comparative Deletion or not. The differences
that do arise can be attributed to general requirements that follow either from
the way syntax-prosody mapping works in the given language or from whether
functional projections are head-initial or head-final.
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The aim of this book was to provide an analysis for the syntactic structure of
comparatives, with special attention paid to the derivation of the subclause. Nat-
urally, the analysis given here is not broad enough to cover all issues connected
to comparatives; still, the ones that have been dealt with are of crucial importance
and the proposed account explains how the comparative subclause is connected
to the matrix clause, how the subclause is formed in the syntax and what addi-
tional processes contribute to its final structure. In addition, the main interest of
my research was to cast light upon these problems in cross-linguistic terms and
to provide a model that allows for variation. This also enables one to give a more
adequate explanation for the phenomena found in English comparatives, since
the properties of English structures can then be linked to general settings of the
language, and hence need no longer be considered as idiosyncratic features of
the grammar of English.
In Chapter 2, I provided a unified analysis of degree expressions, with the
aim of relating the structure of comparatives to that of other (the absolute and
the superlative) degrees. Building on results of previous analyses such as Bres-
nan (1973), Izvorski (1995), Corver (1997) and Lechner (1999; 2004), I proposed a
feature-based account that may explain various differences both with respect to
the degree morpheme and the lexical adjective itself, either in English or cross-
linguistically. It was shown that gradable adjectives are located within a degree
phrase (DegP), which in turn projects a quantifier phrase (QP), and that these
two functional layers are always present for gradable adjectives, irrespective of
whether there is a phonologically visible element in these layers. The difference
can be captured by considering (1):
(1) a. Mary is tall.
b. Mary is taller than John.
While in (1a) only a bare adjective (tall) is visible, in (1b) the comparative de-
gree morpheme (-er) and the comparative subclause (than John) are also overt.
Nevertheless, building on degree semantics, I argued that the DegP and the QP
are necessary also in the case of (1a) since the degree interpretation has to be
7 Conclusion
present syntactically as well; in addition, modifiers also provide arguments for
the existence of the QP layer. One of the strongest arguments comes from struc-
tures like (2):
(2) Mary is more intelligent than John.
In this case, the degree morpheme -er appears as part of more and not as a
suffix on the lexical adjective itself; as was shown, more is in fact a composite of















As can be seen, the lexical AP and the XP expressing the standard value (here
the CP than John) are both arguments of the degree head, in line with Lechner
(1999; 2004). In addition, there is a QP layer projected on top of the DegP, such
that the Deg head moves up to the Q head; the specifier of the QP may in turn
host other (QP) modifiers. The Deg head is zero in (1a) and is filled by -er in (1b)
and in (2). The movement of the Deg head up to the Q head accounts for the
formation of more; in all the other cases, the morpheme -er is attached to the
lexical adjective following it at PF.
Since the comparative subclause is the complement of the degree head, the
Deg head can impose selectional restrictions on it, which explains the difference
between the complement of the Deg head -er and that of as. Relevant examples
are given in (4):
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(4) a. Mary is taller [than John].
b. * Mary is taller [as John].
c. * Mary is as tall [than John].
d. Mary is as tall [as John].
Though all of these restrictions are associated with the Deg head rather than
with the adjective, I also considered cases where the adjective has arguments of
its own, as in (5):
(5) Mary is proud [of her husband].
In (5), the adjective proud takes the PP as its complement, and thus the PP
is base-generated as the complement of the A head. Problems arise when such
complements appear in comparative structures, as in (6):
(6) Mary is prouder [of her husband] than Susan is.
Since the PP appears after the degree head, it is obvious that it undergoes
extraposition of some sort. I argued that this extraposition is not syntactic in
nature but follows from the fact that the PP can be spelt out on its own as a
phase (just like the comparative subclause) and hence appears in the PF string
later than the adjective.
The analysis can account for differences between gradable and non-gradable
adjectives; in addition, it was shown that the distinction between predicative
and attributive adjectives can also be captured in that predicative-only adjec-
tives are equipped with a [–nom] feature while attributive-only adjectives are
equipped with a [+nom] feature, all other adjectives allowing both options. By
way of agreement with the degree head, this feature percolates up to the entire
QP and defines whether it can, may or must agree with a nominal expression.
On the other hand, certain Deg heads may also be inherently marked as either
[+nom] or [–nom], which accounts for why superlatives are invariably attribu-
tive.
In Chapter 3, I presented a novel analysis of Comparative Deletion by reduc-
ing it to an overtness constraint holding on operators. In this way, Comparative
Deletion can be reduced to morphological differences, and cross-linguistic vari-
ation is not conditioned by way of postulating an arbitrary parameter that de-
fines whether a certain language has Comparative Deletion or not. This account
is strongly feature-based in the sense that differences are ultimately dependent
on whether a certain language has overt operators equipped with the relevant –
[+compr] and [+rel] – features.
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As was seen, the phenomenon of Comparative Deletion traditionally denotes
the absence of an adjectival or nominal expression from the comparative sub-
clause:
(7) a. Ralph is more qualified than Jason is x-qualified.
b. Ralph has more qualifications than Jason has x-many qualifications.
c. Ralph has better qualifications than Jason has x-good qualifications.
In all of the examples above in (7), x denotes a certain degree or quantity to
which a certain entity is qualified, good etc. As far as Standard English is con-
cerned, this is an operator with no phonological content. Earlier analyses of Com-
parative Deletion simply acknowledged that in predicative comparatives such as
(7a) an adjectival expression is deleted. By contrast, in nominal comparatives
such as (7b) and in attributive comparatives such as (7c) a nominal expression is
deleted.
I rejected the possibility of Comparative Deletion taking place at the base-
generation site and therefore the representations in (7) are only descriptively
adequate. One of the greatest problems regarding the claim that Comparative
Deletion takes place at the base-generation site is that it should target different
constituents obligatorily, since the overt presence of the quantified expressions in
(7) would lead to ungrammatical constructions. I argued that such an operation
could not be conditioned and that Comparative Deletion must be the result of
more general processes.
Another problem concerning Comparative Deletion and the deletion site con-
cerns information structural properties. In subcomparative structures, an adjec-
tival or nominal element may be left overt in the subclause; contrary to the ex-
amples in (7), these elements are not logically identical to an antecedent in the
matrix clause:
(8) a. The table is longer than the desk is wide.
b. Ralph has more books than Jason has manuscripts.
c. Ralph wrote a longer book than Jason did a manuscript.
One of the central questions often discussed in the relevant literature iswhether
constructions like the ones in (8) are exempt from Comparative Deletion and are
hence essentially different from the ones in (7), or whether Comparative Deletion
applies in both types.
I argued that Comparative Deletion takes place at the left periphery in the sub-
clause in a [Spec,CP] position in all cases given in (7) and (8) due to an Overtness
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Requirement that requires the presence of an overt operator if there is lexical
material (an AP or an NP) located in an operator position. Since Standard En-
glish has no overt operators, the deletion of the higher copy always takes place
in [Spec,CP]. As was shown, the lower copy may then be realised overtly, but
this happens only if it is contrastive: this condition is satisfied in (8) but not in
(7), and lower copies are therefore not pronounced in cases like (7).
Given that deletion takes place in a [Spec,CP] position if the Overtness Re-
quirement is not satisfied, it is not surprising that a visible operator can appear
in this position, which is possible for certain dialects of English that accept, for
instance, how as a comparative operator:
(9) % Ralph is more qualified than how qualified Jason is.
As I argued, structures like (9) involve operator movement in the same way
the ones in (7) and (8) do; the difference is that how can appear overtly in the
[Spec,CP] position because it does not violate the Overtness Requirement.
In addition to instances like (9), Chapter 3 also showed that there are languages
and language varieties that allow the degree element to be combined with a lexi-






















































‘Mary has a bigger cat than Peter has.’
As was seen, Hungarian allows the overt presence of the degree elements;
again, this was shown to be so because the Overtness Requirement is satisfied in
cases like (10). Since the Overtness Requirement is not specifically related to com-
paratives, the parametric variation attested across languages can also be linked
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to more general properties instead of treating Comparative Deletion as a param-
eter.
Strongly related to the status of operators, Chapter 3 also examined the ques-
tion of how the internal structure of degree expressions plays a role in the differ-
ent behaviour of individual comparative operators. In Hungarian, for instance,
the operator amilyen ‘how’ may appear together with the adjective, as in (10a),













‘Mary is taller than Peter.’
Chapter 3 argued that the reason behind this is that the operator amilyen is
a Deg head and as such it cannot be extracted from the degree expression that
it is the head of. Adopting the general structure for degree expressions given in












As can be seen, one operator position is the Deg head, and operators of this
type ultimately undergo movement to the Q head position.These heads then can-
not be extracted from within the entire QP projection, and the lexical AP (if they
take any) necessarily moves together with them. Some of these operators were
also shown to be able to act as proforms, hence standing for the DegP without a
visible lexical AP there. On the other hand, there are operators that are QP mod-
ifiers located in the [Spec,QP] position: these cannot be proforms but since they
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are phrase-sized, they are able to move out on their own, at least if the entire
QP functions as a predicate in the clause. This can be observed in the case of the


























‘Mary is taller than Peter.’
The extractability of operators is thus responsible for whether the AP may be
stranded or not; in other words, extractability is not directly linked to Compara-
tive Deletion, which is ultimately a surface reflex of the Overtness Requirement
that holds for copies in a [Spec,CP] position, but it depends on the position of
the operator in the functionally extended degree expression.
As far as Hungarian is concerned, Chapter 3 also showed that if the adjective
is overt, the operator has to be overt as well; this is due to the fact that Hungarian






















‘Mary is taller than Peter.’
My analysis of Comparative Deletion takes into account that languages differ
with respect to the presence/absence of the operator in a more intricate way than
one that could be formulated on a +/– basis. The factors responsible for cross-
linguistic variation are related to the internal structure of degree expressions,
the overtness of degree operators and also to information structural properties.
However, Comparative Deletion is not a direct reflex of the information struc-
tural status of lexical projections associated with the degree elements but it is a
factor that plays a role as far as the realisation of lower copies in a movement
chain is concerned and may also be linked to the preferred position of a lexical
AP in the comparative subclause if the AP can be stranded.
Chapter 4 aimed at providing an adequate explanation for the phenomenon
of Attributive Comparative Deletion, as attested in English, by way of relating
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it to the regular mechanisms underlying Comparative Deletion, as described in
Chapter 3. I showed that Attributive Comparative Deletion can only be under-
stood as a descriptive term referring to a phenomenon that is a result of the
interaction of more general syntactic processes, since there is no reason to pos-
tulate any special mechanism underlying it in the grammar. The elimination of
such a mechanism allows one to achieve a unified analysis of all types of com-
paratives. In addition, Chapter 4 argued that Attributive Comparative Deletion
is not a universal phenomenon, and its presence in English can be conditioned
by independent, more general rules, while the absence of such restrictions leads
to the absence of Attributive Comparative Deletion in other languages.
Attributive Comparative Deletion is a phenomenon that involves the oblig-
atory deletion of the quantified AP and the lexical verb from the comparative
subclause, if the quantified AP functions as an attribute within a nominal expres-
sion. Consider the examples given in (15):
(15) a. Ralph bought a bigger cat than George did buy a big cat flap.
b. Ralph bought a bigger cat than George bought a big cat flap.
c. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than George bought a big cat flap.
d. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than George bought a big cat flap.
e. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than George bought a big cat flap.
f. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than George did buy a big cat flap.
Both the adjective (big) and the lexical verb (buy) have to be eliminated from
the comparative subclause; this is possible either by eliminating the tensed lexi-
cal verb, as in (15b), or by deleting the lexical verb and leaving the auxiliary do
bearing the tense morpheme intact, as in (15a). Since the verb and the adjective
both have to be deleted, the examples in (15c)–(15f) are ungrammatical.
As Chapter 4 argued, this is because the degree expression in the subclause
is not licensed to appear in a particular position within the extended nominal
expression. In other words, the obligatory elimination of the adjective is not due
to the fact that it is given; the overt presence of the attributive adjective is un-
grammatical even if it is different from its matrix clausal counterpart, as shown
in (16):
(16) a. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than George bought a wide cat flap.
b. * Ralph bought a bigger cat than George did buy a wide cat flap.
On the other hand, the deletion of the lexical verb was shown to be required
only if part of the DP is overt; in case the entire DP is eliminated, the lexical verb
can stay overt, as shown in (17):
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(17) Ralph bought a bigger cat than George bought a big cat.
These phenomena raise a number of questions that were answered in Chap-
ter 4. The major questions are why the adjective is not allowed to remain overt
even if it is contrastive, why the verb is also affected and how the lexical verb
and the adjective can be deleted, as they do not seem to be adjacent in (15a) and
(15b). I adopted the proposal made by Kennedy & Merchant (2000) regarding the
syntactic position of the quantified AP in the nominal expression in structures
like (15a) and (15b). According to this, the quantified AP moves to the left edge of
the extended nominal projection and is hence adjacent to the lexical verb at PF.
I also made the claim that the inversion option is available because in nominal
expressions such as a cat there is no DP layer and the quantified expression may
move to [Spec,FP], while in structures containing a DP layer the DP is a bound-
ary to such movement operations. The structure for the quantified expression in
















I argued that the quantified AP has to be eliminated because of the Overt-
ness Requirement: the quantified AP moves to an operator position (the speci-
fier of the FP projection) and, just as in the [Spec,CP] position, lexical material
is licensed to appear here only if the operator is overt. Since this condition is
not met in the case of the comparative operator in English, the AP has to be
deleted. However, there is no separate mechanism that could carry it out and so
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a more general process has to apply, which is VP-ellipsis. Given that VP-ellipsis
inevitably affects the lexical verb, it is explained why the verb has to be deleted.
In addition, Chapter 4 aimed at addressing the relation between Attributive
Comparative Deletion and ordinary Comparative Deletion. I showed that the
higher copy of the quantified DP is deleted in a [Spec,CP] position in attribu-
tive comparatives as well, and attributive comparatives are thus not exceptional
in this respect. On the other hand, the reason for the ungrammaticality of the
quantified AP in the [Spec,FP] position of the extended nominal expression is
due to the same Overtness Requirement that was claimed to be responsible for
the obligatory elimination of the higher copy in the [Spec,CP] position.
Furthermore, I took cross-linguistic differences into consideration, and it was





















‘Rudolph bought a bigger cat then Mike did a cat flap.’
This is so because the comparative operator is visible in Hungarian and hence
the entire quantified nominal expression can be overt, as in (19).




















‘Ralph has a bigger flat than Michael a house.’
The reason for this is that German does not have the kind of inversion that
English has within the extended nominal expression, and the adjective is never
located in a position that would cause ungrammaticality; in addition, it is not
adjacent to the verb either. The non-adjacency of the adjective and the verb is
also due to the fact that the VP is head-final in German: thus, VP-ellipsis cannot
apply in the way it does in English. The analysis presented in Chapter 4 is hence
able to account for cross-linguistic differences as well, since these are in fact
reducible to more general properties of the respective languages.
Regarding the mechanisms underlying the phenomenon of Comparative Dele-
tion and that of Attributive Comparative Deletion, I argued that the Overtness
Requirement regulates the realisation of the higher copy, while the realisation of
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the lower copy is essentially tied to the lexical XP being contrastive. In Chapter 5,
I examined some languages that cannot realise contrastive lower copies either.
As far as the higher copy is concerned, the Overtness Requirement on left-
peripheral elements is decisive, since this states that overt lexical material is li-
censed in an operator position only if the operator itself is overt. I argued that
there are four major logical possibilities, depending on whether the operator
moves on its own, and whether the operator is overt or not. If the operator is
able to strand a lexical AP or NP (or there is no lexical XP base-generated to-
gether with the operator at all), the lexical XP is spelt out in its base position,
and the overtness of the operator is immaterial, as is the information structural
status of the lexical XP. If an overt operator takes the lexical XP along to the
[Spec,CP], the lexical XP is licensed irrespective of its information structural sta-
tus. However, if a phonologically zero operator takes the lexical XP to the clausal
left periphery, the entire phrase in [Spec,CP] must be deleted in order to avoid
a violation of the Overtness Requirement. In this case, the lower copy of the
movement chain (in the base position) is realised overtly if it is contrastive. This
leads to an asymmetry between contrastive and non-contrastive XPs: if the XP
is contrastive, the absence of any overt copy results in the surface phenomenon
traditionally referred to as Comparative Deletion. The realisation of contrastive
XPs, on the other hand, appears to be straightforward, at least in English.
Using data from Slavic, Chapter 5 demonstrated that the availability of the
lower copy for overt realisation is not universal. Consider the Polish in (21):





























‘The desk is longer than the office is wide.’
While the ungrammaticality of (21a) is expected on the basis of the English
pattern, the fact that Polish apparently lacks predicative subcomparatives in the
Englishway, that is, the ungrammaticality of (21b), is not expected. Aswas shown
in Chapter 5, Polish is not unique in this respect: Czech shows the same distri-
bution, too. I argued that the realisation of the lower copy is dependent on more
general properties of movement chains in a certain language, which results in a
difference between English and Polish/Czech. In particular, as demonstrated by
Bošković (2002), wh-elements have to undergo fronting in multiple wh-fronting
languages such as Polish independently of an active [wh] feature on C: that is,
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while the first moved wh-constituent checks off the [wh] feature on C and thus
it undergoes ordinary wh-movement, the further wh-elements merely undergo
obligatory fronting.This is presumably because these elements are equippedwith
an edge feature. Bošković (2002) shows that apparent exceptions to the fronting
requirement are relatively rare and they are subject to certain conditions; further,
these instances do not involve the lack of fronting but rather the realisation of a
lower copy of a movement chain. I argued that since these requirements are ab-
sent from comparative constructions, the realisation of a contrastive lower copy
is not possible in these languages.
I argued that there are thus three major factors determining the overt reali-
sation of the quantified expression: whether the operator is overt, whether it is
extractable, and whether lower copies of a movement chain can be realised if the
pronunciation of the higher copy would cause the derivation to crash at PF. The










































The most important finding in this respect is that the English pattern, where
Comparative Deletion refers to the obligatory elimination of a non-contrastive
AP from the comparative subclause, is not universal at all: in fact, it is highly
language-specific, and it can only be regarded as a result of several factors. Thus,
Comparative Deletion cannot be regarded as a universal phenomenon or a pa-
rameter either, and the analysis of the particular English pattern cannot be solely
based on Standard English data but must take other languages and non-standard
varieties into consideration.
Finally, Chapter 6 aimed at accounting for optional ellipsis processes that play
a crucial role in the derivation of typical comparative subclauses.These processes
are not directly related to the structure of degree expressions and the elimination
of the quantified expression from the subclause; nevertheless, they were shown
to interact with the mechanisms underlying Comparative Deletion or the ab-
sence thereof.
In English predicative structures, shown in (23), this involves the elimination
of the copula from subclauses such as the one given in (23b), as opposed to the
one given in (23a):
(23) a. Ralph is more enthusiastic than Jason is.
b. Ralph is more enthusiastic than Jason.
In nominal comparatives, as shown in (24), the lexical verb may be deleted:
(24) a. Ralph bought more houses than Michael bought flats.
b. Ralph bought more houses than Michael did flats.
c. Ralph bought more houses than Michael did.
d. Ralph bought more houses than Michael.
Verb deletionmay result either in a subclausewithout any verbal element, as in
(24d), or the tense morpheme may be carried by the dummy auxiliary, as in (24b)
and (24c). In addition, depending on whether the object contains a contrastive
noun or not, the object nominal expression remains overt, as in (24a) and (24b),
or does not appear overtly, as in (24c) and (24d). A very similar pattern arises in
attributive comparatives, as shown in (25):
(25) a. Ralph bought a bigger house than Michael did a flat.
b. Ralph bought a bigger house than Michael did.
c. Ralph bought a bigger house than Michael.
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The main question was whether the deletion of the lexical verb is merely the
deletion of the verbal head or whether there is VP-ellipsis at hand; in the lat-
ter case, the possibility of having overt objects (or parts of objects) must be ac-
counted for. Using the analysis given in Chapter 4, Chapter 6 argued that gapping
is an instance of VP-ellipsis, which proceeds from a left-to-right fashion at PF,
and the starting point of it is an [E] feature on a functional v head, in line with
Merchant (2001). The endpoint of ellipsis is a contrastive phrase, if there is any.
I also showed that since the [E] feature can be present on a C head as well, the
derivation of comparative subclauses at PF may involve ellipsis starting from an
[E] feature either on a C or a v head. Since the final string may be ambiguous,
one of the central questions is whether a uniform kind of ellipsis mechanismmay
account for these ambiguities; this was indeed shown to be possible.
On the other hand, the fact that reduced comparative subclauses also exist in
Hungarian raises the question of how languages that have overt comparative
operators exclusively may show the elimination of the entire degree expression,
given that there is no Comparative Deletion in these languages. For instance,




























‘Mary was taller than Peter.’
In (26a) the subclause contains all the elements overtly, while the degree ex-
pression and the verb are absent from (26b).The same can be observed in nominal
































‘Mary bought more cats than Peter did.’



































‘Mary bought a bigger cat than Peter did.’
In all of these cases the sentences of a given pair have the same meaning. The
main research question was whether the deletion of the degree expression is in-
dependent from that of the verb or not. As Chapter 6 showed, these are not two
independent processes, since the verb cannot be overt in the absence of an overt
degree expression. I argued that this is so because it is ungrammatical to have an
operator in its base position in Hungarian, but since there is no separate mecha-
nism that would eliminate the degree expression, a more general ellipsis process
has to apply, which is essentially VP-ellipsis.The ellipsis mechanism is fairly sim-
ilar to the one attested in English and the differences were linked to the slightly
different internal structure of the functional layers in the two languages. Other-
wise ellipsis is carried out by an [E] feature on the highest possible functional
head in Hungarian too; the ellipsis domain for the subclauses in (26b), (27b) and









ti volt [QP amilyen magas]
ti vett [DP ahány macskát]
ti vett [DP amilyen nagy macskát]
As can be seen, both the verb (the copula or a lexical verb) and the quantified
expression (either aQP or aDP containing aQP) are located in the ellipsis domain,
which is the complement of the F head: the FP itself is the leftmost projection that
can host the [E] feature.
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I argued that in case the verb is contrastive, ellipsis is slightly different. If the
contrastive verb is a copula, then the [E] feature can be located on a lower func-
tional head (the head of the PredP, predicative phrase) and hence the ellipsis site
is located lower. The copula itself is base-generated in Pred but moves regularly
further up to T and to the F head. However, if the contrastive verb is a lexical
verb, this is not base-generated in Pred but moves there only from a lower (V)
head: this involves a movement step that normally does not take place, since the
movement of the verb is not triggered to a functional head containing [E]. The
resulting configurations are thus marked, even though they are not ungrammat-
ical.
I showed that the difference between English and Hungarian in terms of gap-
ping effects is chiefly a result of the different prosody in the two languages: while
the Intonational Phrase is right-headed in English, it is left-headed in Hungarian.
Therefore, while contrastive elements are located at the right edge of the ellip-
sis domain in English, in Hungarian they are to the left of the functional head
hosting the [E] feature and consequently not part of the ellipsis domain. Chap-
ter 6 also showed that since there is strong directionality in terms of ellipsis, in
that it proceeds in a strict left-to-right fashion, this kind of ellipsis works only
in head-initial phrases since the ellipsis domain (the complement) has to follow
the head hosting the [E] feature. This accounts for why German does not have
VP-ellipsis in the way English does: the German VP and all vP layers are head-
final while in English all VP projections are head-initial. Cross-linguistic differ-
ences concerning optional ellipsis processes can thus be reduced to more general
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